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Abstract
Two important components of a visual recognition system are representation and model.
Both involves the selection and learning of the features that are indicative for recognition and discarding those features that are uninformative. This thesis, in its general
form, proposes different techniques within the frameworks of two learning systems for
representation and modeling. Namely, latent support vector machines (latent SVMs)
and deep learning.
In the framework of learning with latent SVMs, we mainly deal with deformable part
models (DPM) and offer several methods to improve them. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of these methods, we conduct our experimentations on the task of object
category classification and localization mainly using the Pascal VOC dataset.
First, we propose various approaches to group the positive samples into clusters of visually similar instances. Given a fixed representation, the sampled space of the positive
distribution is usually structured. We show that addressing this structure explicitly, improves the quality of feature selection for the positive class. The proposed clustering
techniques include a novel similarity measure based on exemplar learning, an approach
for using additional annotation, and augmenting latent SVM to automatically find clusters whose members can be reliably distinguished from background class. Moreover,
we show that sharing samples among these clusters can smoothen the decision boundaries of a mixture-of-experts model (such as DPM) and improve the performance of
the final mixture classifier.
In another effort, a strongly supervised DPM is suggested to study how these models
can benefit from privileged information. The extra information comes in the form of
semantic parts annotation (i.e. their presence and location). And they are used to
constrain DPMs latent variables during or prior to the optimization of the latent SVM.
Its effectiveness is demonstrated on the task of animal detection.
Finally, we generalize the formulation of discriminative latent variable models, including DPMs, to incorporate new set of latent variables representing the structure or
properties of negative samples. Thus, we term them as negative latent variables. We
show this generalization affects state-of-the-art techniques and helps the visual recognition by explicitly searching for counter evidences of an object presence.
Following the resurgence of deep networks, in the last works of this thesis we have
focused on deep learning in order to produce a generic representation for visual recognition. A Convolutional Network (ConvNet) is trained on a largely annotated image
classification dataset called ImageNet with ∼ 1.3 million images. Then, the activations at each layer of the trained ConvNet can be treated as the representation of an
input image. We show that such a representation is surprisingly effective for various
recognition tasks, making it clearly superior to all the handcrafted features previously
used in visual recognition (such as HOG in our first works on DPM). We further investigate the ways that one can improve this representation for a task in mind. We propose
various factors involving before or after the training of the representation which can
improve the efficacy of the ConvNet representation. These factors are analyzed on 16
datasets from various subfields of visual recognition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter gives a non-technical introduction to the thesis work tailored for the general
audience of the thesis.
The ability for machines to visually perceive the world and extract necessary information through a medium such as a digital camera is embodied in the field of computer
vision. At the core of computer vision is visual recognition – the process of extracting
semantic information from an image. In addition, there exists many other tasks which
extends beyond that of visual recognition. Some instances of these tasks can be named
as automatic enhancement of image content (e.g. image super resolution [62], image deblurring [6], etc.), 3-dimensional reconstruction of the scene and objects present in an
image [5], and motion analysis (e.g. object tracking [15], estimation of optical flow [37],
etc.). Although these tasks are, at first glance, different from visual recognition, they have
all been shown to benefit from visual recognition of the image content [2, 3, 16]. This
places visual recognition at the center of the field of computer vision.
Visual recognition is the focus of this thesis work. The end-result of a visual recognition system is in form of a symbolic or textual description of an input image or video. This
description should primarily cover the general questions about the contents of the image
such as: what entities are visible in this image? what is the scene in which the entities are?
A more advanced recognition system is able to discover more details about the image
content. For instance, not only it can predict the presence of an object entity in the image
but also estimate each entity’s physical properties such as its scale, boundaries, composing
parts, materials, and distance from the camera. Also, it can answer questions such as what
is each of these objects doing? or which objects are interacting with each other and how?
Ultimately, a visual recognition system should be able to extract information beyond what
is immediately available in the observed state of a scene. It can ideally infer over extended
time and space using reasoning and prior knowledge. For example, it hypothesizes scenarios about the preceding state – e.g. what was happening before the image was taken?) and
the future state of the scene – e.g. how things will most likely evolve in the future?
3
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In this thesis, the focus of the experiments are on the questions of what objects can
be found in the given image and where they are located. These two topics are referred to as
object classification and object detection respectively. For the most part, we use PASCAL
VOC datasets [26, 27] as our testbed where instances of 20 object classes are annotated
with their bounding boxes. On the other hand, the contributions of this thesis, revolve
around the machine learning aspects of a visual recognition system.
Machine learning provides frameworks with which a program can be (semi) automatically constructed to obtain certain information of interest from the input data. In its
most successful form called supervised learning, a machine learning algorithm is provided
with a set of training samples from which it can learn the program. This is in contrast
to mostly-human-designed recognition programs referred to as expert systems [34]. We
assume a supervised learning scenario in all the presented works.
A machine learning system consists of different ingredients; training data, representation,
model and an optimization method. Primarily, it needs a set of data samples to learn from.
In supervised learning, the data comes as pairs of input samples and their desired output
information. The input samples can sometimes be easy to collect (e.g. images obtained
from the web sources such as Flickr or Google) but annotating them normally needs effort
from experts. This tedious task of data collection and annotation is fruitful however. That
is, the more data which is available to the learning machinery the easier it becomes to automatically learn the optimal program – It alleviates the need to manually impose constraints
on the learning algorithm so that it is able to find the optimal program.
On top of the training data itself, a machine learning system needs a mechanism to represent the data. This representation should be consistent with the learning machinery. That
is, the complexity of the underlying mapping from the input data to the desired information can be addressed in both the representation and the model. And thus there is a balance
to achieve in the design of representation and model. In visual recognition this representation can simply be a vectorization of a digital image or can be more complicated and
obtained from a manually designed image feature extraction pipeline. Feature extraction
refers to the selection and learning of those image features which are relevant for the final
recognition task.
Having the training data represented, then, a machine learning model is selected. The
model amount to a family of functions (for example linear or quadratic) along with some
prior assumptions on which functions are to be preferred over others. This model learns the
mapping function from the input domain (i.e. image representation) to the desired output
space (i.e. qualities/quantities of interest to be recognized). A model can be more structured
and explicitly reflect the properties of a specific domain. For instance, an object recognition
model can be the constellation of several object constituent models – function of functions.
Finally, for parametric models, which we employ in this thesis, an optimization algorithm
is needed. This algorithm takes the training data and the prior assumptions on the model
as input and finds a function (by learning its parameters) from the chosen family which
performs (near-) optimally on the set of available data points.

5
The focus of this thesis is on improving both the representation and modeling aspects
of a visual recognition system. The presented methods are mainly based on the assumption that, beforehand, we often do not know which features and structures are relevant for
a visual recognition task. This concerns both representation and modeling:
What features should a representation discard, keep or make easily accessible?
Which parts of the representation should a model focus on for optimal recognition?
This can essentially be treated as a search problem. A way of formalizing this search for
the best features, is by using hidden variables. These latent1 variables are associated to
the properties of those interesting features that are optimal for the learning. For instance
it could belong to the location of the best feature (e.g. the location of the engine to distinguish a motorbike from a bike) which might be unknown to us a priori and is thus treated
as a latent variable. In the literature and in this thesis, the set of possible latent variables,
which can be defined for an object recognition task, is comprehensive and extend beyond
the location of features as we will see.
The thesis includes a collection of papers. Its contributions are in proposing different
techniques of learning representation and models with latent variables. More specifically,
the thesis works are based on two of the most successful techniques in object recognition
that are used for the learning of data representation and model. One is in the area of
discriminative latent variable models and is called Latent SVM. This method is proposed
by Felzenszwalb et al. [29] and is mainly used in conjunction with constellation models
for visual recognition. The other is deep learning.
There is an abundance of visual data on the web that is now available more than ever to
the field. For example, on average 350 million photos are uploaded on a daily basis to
Facebook and 1.5 billion seconds of videos is put onto YouTube. Besides that, obtaining annotation has become substantially simpler and cheaper during past decades. It is
now possible to annotate images using various crowd sourcing websites such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk for as small as a few cents per image. This advent made collection of
millions of annotated images feasible. Most notably, ImageNet [21] a dataset produced by
the computer vision lab at Stanford University contains 15 million images annotated with
22000 categories using crowd sourcing. Furthermore, the tags, captions, and comments
that are available beside the images in social networks on the web provide (weak) annotations for free. This large amount of annotated images along with the computational power
that is brought about by high-end commodity GPUs, made training of highly complex family of functions with large number parameters possible. Deep learning is one such family.
In deep learning minimal structural assumptions are made about the type of the mapping
function. And, more importantly, the representation and the model lose their boundary in
deep learning. That is, deep networks entail an end-to-end learning scenario where the raw
sensory signal is used as input to the model and the predictions are the output. The whole
deep model is usually optimized in a fairly straight-forward manner using stochastic gra1 The

terms hidden and latent will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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dient descent [10] and back-propagation [56]. All these facts together have recently permit
deep learning to substantially and rapidly push the state of the art in almost all visual recognition tasks. This started from the ImageNet large scale visual recognition challenge back
in 2012 by an entry from University of Toronto [40] on image classification. And then was
followed by plenty of other works in different sub-fields of computer vision afterwards.
Indeed, these are exciting times for the field of computer vision. The advances
have influenced many technologies recently. The most recent notable instances, at the
time of this work, are the compelling self-driving vehicles which have attracted many
high-profile companies in automobile and IT industries such as Tesla and Google, the
virtual/augmented reality projects specially in the gaming industry, and the automatic diagnoses and analysis of medical images. And it should continue onwards with many technologies borrowing features from the advances of computer vision.
In fact, computer vision has already become a stable and integral part of a few high-end
technologies. It has been quite some years now that, visual recognition has found its way
into many hand-held devices such as smart phones and digital cameras. They are able to do
many different tasks pretty robustly such as face detection, face identity recognition, smile
detection, hand gesture recognition and etc. Also, the photo search and indexing services
such as Google plus are using computer vision techniques quite successfully.

1.1

Outline

The thesis is written in the format of a compilation of published papers. As such it is more
of a collection of efforts which address visual recognition in general and does not necessarily seek a single approach.
In the remainder of this chapter we will briefly go through the general problem that this
thesis addresses and describe the approaches we take in the high level. It is then concluded
with a list of contributions that are made throughout this thesis work.
The second chapter presents some related background as a precursor to the included papers
which contain more technical and in-depth content. This chapter is targeted for the readers
who are not familiar with the basic concepts used in the publications. It will be followed
by a two-page summary of for each of the papers in the third chapter. Finally, this first part
of the thesis ends with a concise conclusion.
The second part of the thesis consists of the full version of the papers.

1.2. PROBLEM AND CHALLENGES

7

Figure 1.1: Example of different types of object recognition. In object image classification
we are only interested if an object class exists in the input image or not (left image). In
object detection, we are interested in a bounding recangle around in each found instance
of the objects (middle image). Finally, in semantic segmentation we would like to segment
every pixel of the image (right). The image is taken from the Microsoft COCO dataset [45]

1.2

Problem and Challenges

The machine learning problem that we address here, in its general form, is a supervised
discriminative learning for binary classification 2 with images as the input and numerical
labels as the output. In that sense the methods that we present can be applied at different
scenarios. But, the focus of the experiments in this thesis is on the task of object recognition.
Object recognition usually refers to three main categories; object image classification, object detection and object semantic segmentation. Figure 1.1 illustrates these three
kinds of object recognition. The focus of this work is on object detection and classification.
In image classification the trained model is expected to decide whether any instance of an
object class is present in the image or not. It does not matter how many instances of that
object class exist or in what condition they are. This task, although simpler than the other
two, comes with its own challenges. Objects from the same class can have drastically different appearances due to the different subcategories they can come from, different relative
viewpoints of the camera, various and cluttered background they appear in, extreme illuminations of the scene they are in, and so forth. The main efforts are thus focused on making
the system invariant to these different sources of variation in object appearance. This can
be done by representing the images in a form that is invariant with the irrelevant sources
of variation. Alternatively, the model can be capable of disentangling and discarding the
irrelevant information. Both of these approaches are studied in this thesis.

2 We are dealing with more than one category for all the works of this thesis, but the majority of the works
are formulated as a type of binary classification.
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Object detection, in addition to discovering the presence of an object in the image, involves
finding the location and extent of each object instance as well. Each instance should be
detected as the minimal bounding rectangle that contains the whole spatial extent of an
instance. In the commonly used object detection datasets the standard procedure is to have
a minimum overlapping area of the prediction and ground-truth to consider a prediction as
correct. Object detection is significantly more challenging than image classification. This
is first and foremost due to the enormous space of possible predictions i.e. all possible rectangular subwindows of an image. This huge space entails high computational costs and
potentially gives rise to "false positives". Another challenge of object detection is the ability to detect all instances of similar small objects beside each other. For instance, imagine
the task of detecting every single human in an aerial image of a protest. A further issue
with object detection is to group multiple redundant detections of a single instance and
represent them with only the best window, this seemingly easy problem has a considerable
effect on the performance of the state-of-the-art object detectors and the task is referred to
as non maximum suppression. In this thesis, we do not particularly focus on any of these
challenges but rather deal with them using standard techniques.
Finally, there is the task of object semantic segmentation which is to assign the pixels of
an image to different object classes. This task is the most challenging but is not studied in
the thesis.
The core challenge of all the different forms of object recognition, however, remains
at discovering and selecting those relevant features of the image that helps with the identification and localization of an object instance and is the central focus of our works.

1.3

Approach

In this thesis we pursue two approaches to address the problem of feature selection and
learning. One approach is to have a model that is explicitly designed to actively search for
the relevant information. The other approach is to learn new representations in which the
necessary information for the recognition is more readily available. This second group of
works are usually referred to as representation learning.
As for the first approach we consider discriminative latent variable models and particularly deformable part models [28]. One of the latent variables we consider is associated
with the different modes of the distribution of the training samples. We assume that there
are disjoint underlying processes that generate the set of samples at each mode. This entails
clustering of the samples into different modes and allows for better alignment of the sample
appearances within each mode (cluster). Each of these subsets of samples will have their
own model. This helps the selection of features for each group of the aligned samples to
become a simpler task. A second set of latent variables we consider are those belonging to
the parts. Parts are spatially smaller elements that compose into the whole object. The location of parts can be flexible based on the deformability of the object and the variability of
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the viewpoint. We propose various approaches to better learn these parts and also theoretically extend the state-of-the-art models by modeling patterns of occlusion and background.
Deformable part models have been the state of the art method in object recognition
for several years and in the first part of the thesis we proposed several improvements on
top of that. As of year 2012, there have been many works which showed the efficacy of
deep convolutional networks in learning models and representations [22, 40, 41, 49]. This
development shifted the focus of the second part of the thesis into learning generic representations using deep learning.
Thus, as the second approach we will use deep neural networks [7] and specifically
convolutional networks [42]. Convolutional networks learn a hierarchy of representation in
order to extract and learn those features that are best for the final recognition task. We use
convolutional networks to learn those optimal features for a visual recognition task with
largely annotated training data. Then, we would like to see if we can take those learnt features to tackle other visual recognition tasks. If so, how successful these transfer learning
will be and what factors affects the performance of such a feature transfer.

1.4

Contribution and Impact

The main contributions of this thesis work can be summarized into the following points:
• A comprehensive paper on how to exploit extra information in terms of part annotation (which is usually available in pose estimation) for improving performance of
object detection using deformable part models. Paper [A].
• Different methods have been proposed for clustering the object samples into visually
consistent groups. These methods have all shown to improve the performance of the
state-of-the-art object detectors based on deformable part models. Papers [A], [B],
and [C].
• Explicit modeling of occlusion as a type of appearance of object parts in deformable
part models. This line of research has become popular and extended in multiple
works [14, 31–33]. Paper [A].
• Generalizing discriminative latent variable models including deformable part models
by introducing negative latent variables. This generalization can be very influential
for the future of many popular methods such as latent hough transform [54], latent
structural SVM [65], And-Or trees [60]. Paper [D].
• A broad study on the effectiveness of representation learning using convolutional
networks and transfer learning to a wide range of different visual recognition tasks.
This body of works had a substantial impact in the field. Paper [E] and [F].

Chapter 2

Related Concepts
This chapter will go through the main concepts that are commonly used in this thesis. The
following sections can be skipped if the reader is familiar with the subjects. The intention
is to make the thesis mostly self-contained.

2.1

Part Based Models

Part Based Models date back to decades ago when recognition by components [9] was
proposed and the term "pictorial structures" was coined [30] for the first time. Part based
models refer to any visual recognition system that decomposes an object into certain parts
for the final prediction. Part based models help with the invariance of the model to the
deformation of an object, as well as the change of the viewpoint. That is, instead of modeling an object as a whole it models each part’s appearance separately. Some works use
voting in connection with parts [12, 43]. They learn appearance templates for each part and
then store the relative location/spatial extent of the whole object with respect to that part.
Eventually, each detected part will vote for the location of the whole object. However, the
most accurate part based models usually model the constellation of the parts as well. That
means they usually have a geometric model to reflect the positions of the parts relative to
each other or to the object. Deformable part models (DPM) [28] is one example which has
been quite prevalent in the literature and is used in this thesis. DPMs have been used in various computer vision applications so far such as object detection [4], pose estimation [64],
scene recognition [50, 52], attribute prediction [11], semantic segmentation [13] and finegrained recognition [66]. DPM has two components: a discriminative linear model for the
appearance of each part and a generative shape model for the constellation of the parts and
object. For a known location of the parts P , the score of a DPM is calculated as follows:
X
X
S(I, P ) =
wiT Ii −
D(i, j)
(2.1)
i∈P

(i,j)

Where, Ii is the image at the location of ith part, wi is the trained linear classifier for part i
and D is a function which penalizes deviation of the two parts i and j’s locations from its
11
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expected location by the shape model. Only a subset of possible pairs of parts are usually
present in the constellation model to form a tree. This makes the detection inference (i.e.
maxP S(I, P )) computationally practical since a loopy constellation graph makes the inference’s computational complexity non-polynomial.

2.2

Mixture of Experts

There are different sources of variation that cause the appearance of an object differ from
one image to another. In addition, labels are usually semantically defined which could be
a functional definition as opposed to a visually coherent definition. Also, there is photographer’s bias and other reasons that makes the data distribution to be under-represented.
Finally, poor representation (e.g. not invariant enough to different imaging conditions) can
make the objects look visually different. Due to all these reasons, the distribution of the
training samples in the input space is multi-modal. This has been observed in many applications and has resulted into the popularity and success of mixture models a.k.a. mixtureof-expert models [1, 23, 25, 38, 39, 61].
In a mixture of experts, the representation space for possible object instances is divided into different regions. A separate expert is then learned for each of these regions. The
mixture of all these experts is the final classifier and covers the whole space and thus the
name mixture of experts. This approach is popular and effective since the space of positive
samples as a whole might be too complicated for a model with limited capacity (e.g. linear classifier). The hope is that by an intelligent division of space into smaller regions, the
samples within each region is better aligned and become simple enough for the model to fit.
In the literature, there are different ways of dividing the feature space, aggregation
strategies, and choices of expert model. In this thesis we are focused on one particular
setup of mixture of experts using latent SVM which is presented in Felzenszwalb et al.’s
DPM work [28]. It has the following form,

J(w) =

X
X
1
max ||wc ||2 + λP
min H(wcT x)) + λN
max H(wcT x))
c
c
2 c
x∈DP

(2.2)

x∈DN

Where wc is the parameters of a linear classifier for mixture c, λP and λN are the coefficients which control the trade-off between the regularizer and the data loss similar to
support vector machines [17]. H(.) refers to hinge loss (i.e. max(0, 1 − ys)). The regularization tries to minimize the L2 norm of the mixture with the largest norm. Thus, the
above optimization can be seen as a max-margin mixture of experts learning.
We are interested in minimizing J(w) as defined in the equation above. While the
first and last terms of the optimization are convex, the middle term, involving the loss
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induced by positive samples, is not. Thus, the optimization is done in an Expectation Maximization (EM) [20] like manner for the positive samples. As suggested in [28], we take
an iterative approach to the optimization of J(w). At each iteration first we fix the mixtures that each positive sample is assigned to, thereby removing the min from the second
term. Then, since the resulting formulation becomes convex in wc ’s, one can choose from
different convex solvers. We use stochastic gradient descent [57].
A noteworthy point is that while c in equation 2.2 is mentioned to be representing
the different mixtures a sample can belong to, it can be generalized to any latent variable.
For instance parts in the deformable part models. Still, the optimization remains the same
in its general form. In this case, it is important to note that x is dependent on the latent
variables c. These latent variables commonly represent object’s and parts’ locations, types,
orientations and so on.
Since the formulation is not convex, there is no guarantee that the optimization finds
the global optimum. In fact due to the EM-like nature of the optimization, it is quite sticky
to the initialization. In paper [A], [B], and [C] we propose different strategies on how
to initialize the latent variables belonging to the mixture assignments of positive samples.
Paper [C] goes beyond the initialization and proposes a new way of learning that does the
learning of each mixture’s model at the same time as the clustering. In paper [A] we use
side information to better initialize the other latent variables as well, being the parts and
the different types of them. As is apparent in the above discussions, the focus of the latent
variables has been around the positive samples; what are the parts for the positive class,
what are the mixtures, etc. Paper [D] generalizes the equation 2.2 into a more expressive
one with a very interesting interpretation. It designates parts of latent variables specific to
negative samples.

2.3

Feature Descriptors and Representation Learning

Ideally, an image representation should disentangle all the information necessary for the
visual recognition task at hand and discard all the other information. This is usually a very
challenging task since it might not be known beforehand what is and is not relevant to the
final task. Even if it was known, it is not easy to detect and take out those features. In
the early stages of computer vision, researchers noticed that structures and thus edges are
the most distinctive features of objects. Different representation techniques have been proposed relying on the assumption that edges and generally pixel intensity derivatives are the
most important properties of the image content for recognition purposes. Some of these
descriptors have proven effective. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (a.k.a. HOG) [18] is
one of them. In order to construct the HOG descriptor of an image, one first needs to divide the image into grids of cells. Then, the distribution of the discretized gradients inside
each cell is summarized into an 9-bin histogram. Then, within each block of 2 by 2 the
cell histograms are normalized based on their neighboring cells. Finally, the normalized
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histograms are concatenated to produce the final HOG descriptor. HOG has been shown to
be a potent descriptor for various visual recognition tasks, such as person detection [19],
human pose estimation [64], and general object detection [28].
HOG, among many other variants of traditional feature descriptors, are called handcrafted features. That is to reflect the fact that these descriptors have been heavily engineered by human experts. Alternatively, one can learn the representation to be used by the
recognition module. This learning can be as an additional step on the hand-crafted feature
descriptor to further optimize it for the recognition task at hand. An instance is the bag
of visual words [59] representation generated on HOG or SIFT [46]. Another example is
sparse coding [63]. In sparse coding, one tries to find a set of representation basis from
which a highly sparse subset is enough to describe each image.
There is another body of works in the field of representation learning called midlevel features [24, 44, 51, 53, 58]. They try to find small parts of the image that are shared
among different classes and directly learn a detector for those parts. A part needs to be
distinctive so that it does not appear in all the classes of interest, and should be detectable.
However, in these works, the engineering design of the pipeline which learns the mid-level
features seems to be the crucial part.
Another more interesting track of representation learning is through deep learning
[8]. In deep learning a hierarchy of features are learnt in different layers and essentially the
last layer’s learnt feature is the desired recognition output. Thereby it loses the distinction
between the representation and classification modules in classic computer vision systems.
Another important feature of deep learning is that it usually makes very few and primitive
assumptions about the kind of features that should be learned.
Paper [E] shows how effective it is to learn the representation using deep learning on a
largely annotated dataset and then transfer these learnt features to other datasets and tasks.
Paper [F] describes and performs experiments on the different factors affecting the transferability of such learnt representations using deep learning. In the next section we describe,
in more detail, what is meant by deep learning.

2.4

Deep Learning

Neural networks have been around for a few decades with its rises and falls in popularity.
At the moment, it is by far the most successful machinery used for learning different tasks
within compute vision and other fields. Deep learning uses the same concepts as that of
neural networks. It is more common, however, to go beyond 2 hidden layers in the era of
deep learning than was common in the earlier literature of neural networks.
Deep learning identifies itself in comparison to other machine learning methods with
two main aspects: First is its layered nature, where, in its general form, the input to each
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layer is passed through a linear transformation (W ) followed by an element-wise nonlinearity function (f ):
ol = f (W ol−1 )

(2.3)

Where ol is the output at layer l. This multiple layers of non-linear functions make deep
networks highly capable of representing any arbitrary function in an efficient way (relatively low number of units at each layer). Having this many layers makes the optimization
of the parameters at each layer highly non-convex and thus complicated. That brings up
the second property of deep learning which is back-propagation [56]. Back-propagation is
essentially the application of chain rule to the computation of error gradient at the intermediate layers. This, combined with stochastic gradient descent and many practical tricks
have made the training of deep networks manageable.
The literature of deep learning is rich and includes many different variants which
mainly differ in their architecture, optimization techniques, or both. Convolutional Networks (ConvNet) is a special type of deep networks which consists of convolutional layers.
A convolutional layer has two ideas behind it. One is that it has local linear transformations
(W ). This means that the transformation W is applied only to local regions of the input (as
opposed to the whole input vector). The other is that the same transformation is applied on
all of the regions of the input space and thus the term convolution. The rationale is that for
certain inputs (e.g. image or audio) different shapes and entities can appear anywhere in the
image and thus the same operations should be applied to different parts of the image. This
drastically reduces the number of parameters and is a more efficient usage of the training
data. ConvNets have achieved state-of-the-art performance on the two fields of computer
vision and speech recognition and are deployed in many high-end technologies nowadays.

Chapter 3

Summary of papers
Object Detection using Strongly Supervised Deformable Part
Models

LSVM model

Strongly-supervised
deformable part model

A

Figure 3.1: Dog detection (yellow rectangles) using deformable part-based models. Top:
using the proposed strongly-supervised DPM method. Bottom: using regular DPMs [29].
Note how the part structure of the model with the extra information at training is adapted
to the different dog images. In contrast, the original model attempts to explain all three
images using the same deformable model.
In this paper we address the problem of object detection. In object detection we are
interested in finding and localizing all the instances of an object class (if any) in an image. As discussed in the previous chapter, deformable part models (DPM) have been the
state-of-the-art models for object detection for several years until recently. DPMs treat the
location, scale and the viewpoint of the parts and the whole object as latent. An interesting
question, then is, what if we have extra information about the location and scale of the parts
as well as the whole object. See figure 3.1 for the benefits of using extra part annotation
in DPM. We have termed this setup as strongly supervised object detection due to the fact
17
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Figure 3.2: Occlusion detection using strongly supervised DPM: The dashed boxes indicates that an occlusion filter has been triggered in that position instead of the actual part.
that, during training, our learning machinery is provided with information beyond what is
expected at test time.
We demonstrate that different aspects of a DPM, including but not limited to latent
variables, can significantly benefit from availing this extra information. As for the latent
variables, we make the optimization of them constrained using the location and scale of
the annotated parts as a guideline. Also, we initialize the latent variables corresponding to
the mixture of each training sample with one that makes the annotated parts more aligned
within each cluster. Furthermore, we construct the connectivity graph by analyzing the
covariance of the parts’ annotated location.
Most interestingly, we show that the (appearance of) occlusion can be modelled as
an extra latent variable leading to the detection of occluded parts of an object. See figure
3.2.
As an extra effort, we see that it is also beneficial if the extra information is only
available for a subset of the training data. We augment latent SVM formulation to handle
this scenario and show it is still significantly beneficial to provide strong supervision for as
little as 25% of the training data.

B. MIXTURE COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION AND LEARNING FOR VISUAL
RECOGNITION
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Mixture Component Identification and Learning for Visual
Recognition

Two of the most important sources of the intra-class variation of an object appearance are
different subcategories of the same class and different viewpoints. A common example for
different subcategories is the class of dog which comprises of many different breeds which
are visually very different from each other. Also, we can see that most of the images of the
car class usually fall into three subsets of side view, frontal view or 45 degrees.
On the other hand, the extent to which object appearance changes from one subcategory or viewpoint to another is quite often above the level which can be captured by a
linear classifier. For that reason, DPMs usually come as a mixture model with each mixture
corresponding to a subcategory or viewpoint of the object class. This helps each mixture’s
linear classifier to have well-registered instances assigned to them. Consequently, these
linear classifiers learn sharper and more discriminative filters which yields to higher recognition performance.

2

In the previous paper we observed that the latent variable corresponding to the mixture assignment of the training samples can be very effectively initialized using the side
information on the location and spatial extent of the parts. In this paper, we try to automatically find such initialization. An example result of this unsupervised clustering can be
seen in figure 3.3.

Omid Aghazadeh, Hossein Azizpour, Josephine Sullivan, and Stefan Carlsson

Fig. 1. The high level overview of our approach. We group visually similar
positive instances together and for each cluster, learn a linear classifier which separates
the cluster from all negative data. Each color represents a different cluster.

E
Figure 2: Visualization of (2, KMMI
)-Spectral Projection of the bicycle class.

Figure 3.3: In this paper we use a clustering algorithm with no access to additional information to assign the training samples of one class into different mixtures. These mixtures
cover different subcategories and viewpoints of the object class. On the left is the result
the simplicity
the clustering
component classifiers
serve tofor
regularize
the overall
classifier
of ofour
algorithm
the class
of car
and on the right is bicycle. Both show the
and avoid over-fitting.
transition
between
different
subcategories
(marked
by different colors)
as the viewpoint
3
However, learning such mixture of classifiers is not trivial when the assochanges.
ciation of each
positive training example to a mode of its class distribution is
unknown, the case when one only has weakly annotated data. How to achieve
this learning robustly in this scenario is the main motivation of this paper. One
find a good
initialization
can try to performTo
an optimization
which
simultaneouslyfor
findsthe
the optimization
assignment
of each positive training example to a mixture and learns each discriminative
classifier. But this is a non-convex and expensive optimization problem bedeviled by local minima. Instead we propose to de-couple the association of the
positive examples to the mixture components and the discriminative learning of
the classifiers.
We regard the problem as consisting of two stages. The first is associating
each example with a mode - for which we use the term Mixture Component
Identification (MCI) - while the second is learning the mixture of classifiers

of the mixture latent variables we
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use the spectral clustering [48] method. We construct different pairwise similarity measures. These similarity measures are based on a discriminative feature selection method.
We use an approach similar to the exemplar SVM of [35, 47] to select the discriminative features of each training image. We posit that the discrimnative features of a sample
usually discards the background and only keep the main structure of the foreground object. The selected features are then vectorized and different operations are used to produce
an affinity matrix to be used in spectral clustering algorithm. This clustering algorithm
sometimes achieve promising mixture assignments and subsequently sharper filters corresponding to each mixture. Figure 3.4 depicts samples of some clusters for the class of
bicycle the corresponding learnt HOG filters.

Figure 8: Filters learnt for bicycle class in the MCL step with 10 components

(first and
Below each
the top
two images
associated
Figure 3.4: The results of the clustering algorithm
onfourth
therows).class
of component,
bicycle
from
PASCAL
with the component are depicted.
VOC 2007 object detection dataset. Each row corresponds to one cluster. Each column
corresponds to a mixture discovered by the proposed clustering method. Each cluster is
demonstrated by two of its members in the last two rows and the linear
HOG filter trained
9
using all the samples belonging to that cluster in the first row. Filters seem to sharply
represent its members shape and viewpoint.

We observed that even using the best similarity measure, it improves performance to
treat the mixture assignments as latent variable during the optimization of the LSVM to
be further adjusted. We further observed that these adjustments do not deviate that much
from the initialization. There was one intriguing exception to this rule being a "junk"
Figure 8: Filters learnt for bicycle class in the MCL step with 10 components
cluster which usually contains to very isolated samples with no or low similar samples in
(first and fourth rows). Below each component, the top two images associated
with the component are depicted.
the class.

9

C. SELF-TUNED VISUAL SUBCLASS LEARNING WITH SHARED SAMPLES: AN
INCREMENTAL APPROACH
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Self-tuned Visual Subclass Learning with Shared Samples: An
Incremental Approach

In this paper, we are still looking at the problem of object detection on PASCAL VOC
dataset. In the last two papers we observed that a proper assignment of samples into different mixtures can improve the performance of deformable part models significantly. In this
paper we take the same idea but with a different approach. We would like to find subsets
of our training positive samples that represents a subcategory of the object which can be
reliably distinguished from the whole negative set. This is, of course, given the capacity of
our learning machine, a latent linear SVM.
The approach that we take to achieve this property is incremental. That means we
try to iteratively find the largest maximal subset of the positive samples that can be reliably
detected against all the negative set. Then, we take all those samples out of the positive
set and find the next largest maximal subset and so forth. We formally define an optimization scenario where we can control the level of "reliability" of a learnt classifier. This is
measured by how much each sample is violating the margin in the max-margin regime of
latent SVM. This results into a biconvex formulation which we optimize using coordinate
descent method. The results of our incremental approach for finding the subsets of the
bicycle class in PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset can be seen in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: The results of our incremental clustering algorithm. Each cluster is denoted by
a colored contour around the samples. The samples for each cluster are a randomly selected
subset of the actual set. Since bike is a rigid object class, its discovered subcategories
belong to the different common viewpoints of the bike as can be seen. For each class, this
algorithm ends up finding many isolated clusters of samples which can’t be grouped with
other samples, two of these clusters is shown in this figure. The linear HOG filters trained
during the discovery of each cluster is shown on the left hand side.
As seen in the last figure, the main mass of the discovered subcategories seem to be
distinct from each other. However, sometimes the transition space from one subcategory
to the other is represented by a few samples within the training set. This is specially true
for the case that subcategories belong to different canonical viewpoints and the other viewpoints are sometimes scarcely represented in the training set. Based on this observation,
after finding the mutually exclusive subsets, we let the clusters to share samples with each
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other (with the same detection reliability criterion). This results to some clusters share a
few samples with others (see figure 3.5). This step has shown very effective for the final
performance of the detectors. Figure 3.6 shows the evolution of the performance of the final detector as we incrementally add more subcategories to the mixture. The performance
is compared with no sharing scenario.
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Figure 3.6: The evolution of the AP when adding more mixtures for our using the incremental optimization (green -light gray- with blue crosses) compared with the case without
sharing samples (red -dark gray- with yellow crosses) on 5 classes of PASCAL VOC 2007.
The performance is measured in average precision (higher is better).
Interestingly, using this approach we could achieve performance similar or better
than the standard DPM by only using an average of 50% of the positive training data.
This indicates that DPMs are unable to use those isolated exemplars that are not visually
consistent with the other samples in the set. Another, interesting observation made in
this project was that the subcategories of an object class have a similar distribution to
the different object classes in terms of the number of samples. It follows a power law
distribution; very few subcategories have many samples and many subcategories have very
few samples.

D. SPOTLIGHT THE NEGATIVES: A GENERALIZED DISCRIMINATIVE LATENT
MODEL
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Spotlight the Negatives: A Generalized Discriminative Latent
Model

Discriminative latent variable models (LVM), as in deformable part models, traditionally
try to model the latent properties of the positive class. These include the scale, location,
viewpoint, subcategory, rotation, and other aspects of variation for the positive class. This
means that these methods try to look for evidences for the existence of the positive class.
This is done by a simplified scoring function, maxh∈H S(I, h),which maximizes the score
of fitting the positive template (S) over the space of all possible latent variable assignments
(H). In this paper we challenge this idea and we argue that a stronger discriminative latent
variable model is the one that also tries to look for counter-evidences. That is we simply
augment the scoring function by including another term which makes counter-evidences
negatively contribute to the score: maxh+ ∈H+ S(I, h+ ) − maxh− ∈H− S(I, h− ). This is
what we call generalized discriminative latent variable model (GLVM).
If the task is car class detection, the traditional discriminative latent variable model
will have h+ be for example the different contexts where a car can appear, for instance a
road, a auto-mobile exhibition, parking, etc., or the location of its different parts such as
wheel, bumper, etc., or different types of cars such as sport car, sedan car, and others. In
our generalization of the model, we can have latent variables assigned the context where a
car is almost impossible to be seen, for instance in the middle of the sea, in the sky, inside
a classroom, etc, or have parts that indicate this is another class that can be confused with a
car, for example handles of a 4 wheel motor cycle. Figure 3.7 shows a more comprehensive
example of the idea.
We experimentally show that deformable part models can be generalized within the
GLVM framework and this generalization improve their performance. The main idea of
generalizing DPMs is by adding negative parts to the model which will make it more robust to similar-category induced false positives.
An interesting discussion we make in this paper is that many commonly used frameworks based on latent variables can be generalized using our proposal. This includes but is
not limited to latent structural SVMs, latent Hough models, And-Or treees.
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Context As
Latent Variable

Object Location As
Latent Variable

Object Parts and Subparts As
Latent Variable

LVM

GLVM

Figure 3.7: Intuitive example of LVM and GLVM. Assume the task of cow image classfication. This figure visualizes examples of possible latent variables for LVM and GLVM
models. A latent variable can be assigned at image level such as the background scene and
then gradually go down a hierarchy of objects, parts and subparts. Positive latent variables
(modeling evidences for cow) of an LVM may correspond to different scenes where cow
is likely to be seen e.g. stable, meadow (blue boxes in the first column). Another positive
latent variable can be assigned to the location of the cow in the image (second column, first
row). In addition, location of different parts of cow e.g. head, back, legs can be modeled
as other latent variables dependent to the latent variable of cow location (top right). All
these examples of latent variables in LVMs look for evidences for the existence of cow. In
GLVM we encourage the modeling of counter evidences through negative latent variables.
For example at high level a negative latent variable may correspond to scenes where cow
is unlikely to be found e.g. office, laundromat, or airport (bottom left). Meadow is an evidence for cow, but cows are less likely to be seen in a meadow beside camping tents (a
dependent negative latent variable to positive latent variable meadow). Horses are visually
similar to cow but people usually do not ride cows thus a human on top of cow can be
negative evidence (a negative latent variable dependent to the positive latent variable of
cow location). Furthermore, human, a negative latent variable for cow, can have its own
positive latent variable as parts e.g. face and shoulders (bottom right).

E. CNN FEATURES OFF-THE-SHELF: AN ASTOUNDING BASELINE FOR
RECOGNITION

E
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CNN Features off-the-shelf: An Astounding Baseline for
Recognition

Deep learning consists of networks which have one or more intermediate layers (apart from
input and output layers). These intermediate layers are usually called hidden layers. The
motivation is that these layers can learn "hidden" shapes, structures or generally patterns
that are beneficial for the final task be it classification, regression or otherwise.
In this paper we analyze these hidden features. We train a state-of-the-art network
(OverFeat) on a large scale classification datasets with more than a million annotated images and 1000 classes to predict called ImageNet. Then we set different experiments to
see how generic are these learnt hidden patterns. We look at 5 different visual recognition
tasks; image classification, fine-grained recognition, attribute detection, action recognition,
and visual instance retrieval. For each of these tasks we treat units at a certain hidden layer
of the pre-trained deep network as the feature extractors and see how it performs. We show
that using these deep descriptors along with a simple linear classifier significantly outperforms the previously published baselines using specially designed recognition pipelines
and based non-deep representations. Figure 3.8 compares the used pipeline with the stateof-the-art non deep learning alternative. This indicates that the hidden units trained within
a deep network on a large recognition dataset are generic and extract relevant features for
many different visual recognition tasks.

CNN
Representation

Image

Part
Annotations

Strong
DPM

Learn
Normalized
Pose

Extract Features
RGB, gradient,
LBP

SVM

Figure 3.8: ConvNet representation with a linear classifier replaces specially designed
pipelines of the state-of-the-art methods and achieves better results. e.g. deformable part
descriptors for fine-grained recognition in this case.
The results shows an overwhelming trend over many different datasets that we have
tried. See figure 3.9 for a compliation of performances on various datasets. Another interesting observation we had was that post processing the learn deep features were still giving
a significant boost which suggests that the previously developed pipelines could still be relevant. One just needs to replace the traditional hand-crafted features within those pipelines
with that of a pre-trained ConvNet. The most intriguing results belong to visual instance
retrieval datasets. At first thought, one would guess that a deep network optimized for a
classification task would discard the features necessary for distinguishing between different instance of a class at the inner layers. We empirically see that this is not the case and
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the features at the penultimate layer still holds useful information for instance retrieval.
In fact, in [] we have confirmed that many other visual information are still preserved in
the very end layers. This could be explained by the fact that discarding certain information from the input needs a more complicated transformations than just disentangling the
information that is necessary for classification.
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Figure 3.9: Post processed ConvNet representation with a linear support vector machine
consistently outperforms state-of-the-art on multiple tasks. Specialized CovnNet refers to
other works which specifically designed a ConvNet for their task

F. FACTORS OF TRANSFERABILITY FOR A GENERIC CONVNET
REPRESENTATION
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Factors of Transferability for a Generic ConvNet Representation

In the previous paper we observed how effective the learnt representation of a pre-trained
ConvNet is when brought to a new visual recognition task. In this paper we study this more
systematically. We look at 5 different visual recognition tasks; image classification, finegrained recognition, attribute detection, action recognition, and visual instance retrieval.
We consider at least 3 datasets for each of these tasks and study various factors affecting
the transfer of these deep representations. These factors includes both the ones that involve during training of the network, and those that concerns us after the training of the
network. These factors consists of the following: 1) the architecture of the network such as
its depth and width, 2) some aspects of training such as early stopping, amount of training
data at the source and target task, source dataset where the original ConvNet is optimized
for, distribution of the samples for the source dataset, 3) the feature extraction factors such
as the layer the representation is extracted from and 4) post processing methods such as
dimensionality reduction and spatial pooling. Figure 3.10 depicts the pipeline with some
of the factors that we consider.

Exploit Source ConvNet for Target Task

Training of Source ConvNet from scratch
Random ConvNet

Backprop with Source images & labels

Source ConvNet

⇒

Target

Source

image

ConvNet

Target ConvNet
Representation
layer?

source task?

network architecture?

early stopping?

fine-tuning?

SVM

Target
label

dim. reduction?

spatial pooling?

Figure 3.10: Factors that involve the transfer of a pretrained convolutional networks’ representation to another task/dataset. ConvNet representations are effective for visual recognition. The picture above shows the pipeline of transferring a source ConvNet representation
to a target task of interest. We define several factors which control the transferability of
such representations to different tasks (questions with blue arrow). These factors come into
play at different stages of transfer. Optimizing these factors has shown to be crucial if one
wants to maximize the performance of the transferred representation

Interestingly, we have shown that the behavior of many of the factors can be explained by considering the distance of the new task to that of the source task where the
network was trained on. For instance, the closer tasks to the original image classification
task of ImageNet have the last layer of the network as the most effective representation
for them. While, for the tasks that are further away from the original task, one should use
earlier layers to get the most benefit from the representation. Figure 3.11 summarizes a
subset of our findings.
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In [2] the authors investigate issues related to the training
y and list the factors that affect of ConvNets for the tasks of image classification (SUN image
nvNet representation for visual classification dataset) and object detection (PASCAL VOC
, Section III).
2007 & 2012). The result of two of their investigations are
xperimental evidence showing especially relevant to us. The first is that they show fine-tuning
be set (Table I, Section III).
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work
The works of this thesis can be divided into two sets; discriminative latent variable models
and deep learning. Both of these methods involve feature selection. DPMs use latent variables for feature selection through decomposition of each sample into parts and division of
all samples into visually aligned groups. We proposed different strategies to augment and
generalize DPMs and thereby improved its performance for object detection. However, in
the last works of this thesis we have shown that, by far, deep learning is the most effective method of feature selection and learning. Thus, we can conclude this thesis with the
following sentence from [55],
“From now on, deep learning with
CNN has to be considered as the
primary candidate in essentially any
visual recognition task”

Future work. I believe the works of this thesis on deep learning along with many
other recent efforts have shown that the necessary features for visual recognition can be
shared between many seemingly different tasks. This hints at us that in the near future
we should be working on a unified visual recognition system capable of doing all the tasks
within a single deep network. Also, this unified system should go beyond visual information and be able to do reasoning using prior (potentially non-visual) knowledge.
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Abstract
Deformable part-based models [9, 28] achieve state-of-the-art performance for object
detection, but rely on heuristic initialization during training due to the optimization of
non-convex cost function. This paper investigates limitations of such an initialization
and extends earlier methods using additional supervision. We explore strong supervision in terms of annotated object parts and use it to (i) improve model initialization,
(ii) optimize model structure, and (iii) handle partial occlusions. Our method is able to
deal with sub-optimal and incomplete annotations of object parts and is shown to benefit from semi-supervised learning setups where part-level annotation is provided for
a fraction of positive examples only. Experimental results are reported for the detection of six animal classes in PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2010 datasets. We demonstrate
significant improvements in detection performance compared to the LSVM [9] and the
Poselet [2] object detectors.

1

Introduction

Visual object recognition has achieved substantial progress in recent years, scaling up to
thousands of object categories [7] and demonstrating industry-level performance in many
applications such as face detection and face recognition. While large-scale visual categorization presents new challenges to the field, many single object classes remain to be
very difficult to recognize. For example, the detection of birds, dogs, chairs and tables
still achieves only modest performance in the recent PASCAL VOC evaluations [8]. This
indicates the need of better models and learning methods able to handle objects with large
variations in appearance due to intra-class variability, non-rigid deformations, wide range
of views and other factors.
Pictorial structures [13] provide a powerful framework for representing objects by
non-rigid constellations of parts. Such models have been recently applied to a number of
computer vision problems including object recognition [9, 10, 28], human pose estimation [12, 21, 26], action recognition [25] and facial feature detection [5]. In particular,
discriminatively-trained deformable part-based models (DPMs) [9, 28] have shown excellent performance for object detection tasks. Learning such models, however, involves the

LSVM model

Strongly-supervised
deformable part model
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Figure 1: Dog detection (yellow rectangles) using deformable part-based models. Top: dog
detections using the proposed strongly-supervised DPM method. Bottom: dog detections
using regular DPMs [9]. Note how the part structure of our model is adapted to the different
dog images. In contrast, the original model attempts to explain all three images using the
same deformable model.

optimization of a non-convex cost function over a set of latent variables standing for image locations of object parts and mixture component assignment. The success of training
DPMs, hence, depends on the good initialization of model parts in general [18].
While the latent SVM approach in [9] applies heuristics to automatically initialize
model parts, several recent methods explore strong part-level supervision. For example,
poselet-based methods [2, 19, 24] learn appearance of human body parts from manually
annotated limb locations. The joint learning of appearance and deformation parameters
in DPMs using part-level supervision has been used for body pose estimation in [26] and
object part localization in [3].
The goal of this work is to develop and evaluate a strongly-supervised DPM framework for object detection. Our extensions of existing methods are motivated by the following. First, we expect the use of additional part-level supervision to enhance the performance of current DPM detectors [9, 28]. Second, additional supervision should enable
us to construct better, class-specific object models compared to the generic star models
(see Figure 1). Finally, compared to the task of part localization [3], object detection does
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not require precise part recovery and should benefit from a different learning objective
compared to [3].
Summarizing our contributions, we use strong supervision to improve the initialization of the LSVM object detector [9] (mixture component associations and part locations)
and propose a class-specific optimization of the model structure. We formulate a learning
objective which can deal with sub-optimal and incomplete object parts annotations, and
which explicitly handles partial object occlusions. We provide extensive evaluation and
favorably compare our method to previous object detectors [2, 9] on the task of detecting
six animal classes in PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2010 datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Next,
we describe DPM and its proposed extensions in Section 3. Experimental evaluation of the
method is presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related work

Object detection is a dynamic research area. Originating from work on person detection [6], the HOG descriptors with linear SVM classifiers have been a standard building
block for object localization. While HOG represents objects by a rigid template, LSVM
detector [9] extends [6] to a discriminatively-trained model of deformable HOG parts. Our
work builds on DPMs in [9] and extends it by introducing part-level supervision and optimization of the model structure.
Bag-of-Features (BOF) models have been highly successful for object retrieval [22]
and image classification [27]. Application of BOF to object localization, however, has
been more problematic due to efficiency reasons. [4] combines BOF with HOG features
in the latent SVM DPM framework. Region-level cues and image segmentation have also
been explored to improve detection for textured objects such as cats and dogs in [20]. Our
work is complementary to these methods in that we use a single feature type only (HOG)
while aiming to enrich the structure of the model and to explore part-level supervision.
Strong part-level supervision has been explored in a number of recent works. The
work on Poselets [1] uses human limb annotation to learn independent HOG-SVM bodypart detectors for person localization. In contrast to this work, we jointly learn part appearance and model deformation parameters and demonstrate improvements over [1] in
Section 4. Part-level supervision has been used for human pose estimation [16, 23, 24, 26]
and object part localization [3]. While [16, 24] learn part appearance independently, our
approach is more related to [3, 23, 26] using strong supervision to train DPMs. The task
of part localization addressed in [3, 23, 26], however, is different from the task of object
detection in this paper. In particular, the learning objectives in [3, 23] enforce annotationconsistent part localization, which is not directly relevant for object detection and can hurt
detection performance if some annotated parts are not discriminative or if their annotation
is imprecise. On the contrary, our method optimizes the detection objective and learns
discriminative locations and relative weights of parts. Finally, we use mixture of compo-
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nents (part trees) as opposed to the part mixtures in Yang and Ramanan [26]. The use of
component mixtures enables us to adapt the structure of the model to different views of the
object, as also explored in [29].
In contrast with previous discriminatively-trained DPMs, we (i) explore class-specific
optimization of the model structure, (ii) explicitly model part occlusions, and (iii) handle
imprecise part-level annotation. We also explore and show benefits of semi-supervised
learning where part annotation is provided for a fraction of positive training examples
only.

3

Discriminative part-based model

We follow the framework of deformable part models [9, 16, 24, 26] and describe an object
by a non-rigid constellation of parts appearance and location. Contrary to the above models
we introduce a binary part visibility term in order to explicitly model occlusion. Each part
in our model is defined by the location of a bounding box pi = (pxi 1 , pyi 1 , pxi 2 , pyi 2 ) in the
image and the binary visibility state vi . One mixture component of the model has a tree
structure with nodes U and edges E corresponding to object parts and relations among
parts respectively. The score of a model β in the image I given model parts locations
P = (p0 , ..., pn ), and visibility states V = (v1 , ..., vn ), vi ∈ {0, 1} is defined by the graph
energy
(1)

S(I, P, V ) = max S(I, P, V, βc )
c∈{1..C}

S(I, P, V, βi ) =

X
i∈U

SA (I, pi , vi , βi ) +

X

SD (pi , pj , βi ))

(2)

(i,j)∈E

where the unary term SA provides appearance score using image features φ(I, pi ) (we use
HOG features [6])
SA (I, pi , vi , βi ) = vi (Fi .φ(I, pi ) + bi ) + (1 − vi )(Fio .φ(I, pi ) + boi )
and the binary term SD defines a quadratic deformation cost
SD (pi , pj , βi ) = di .ψ(pi − pj )
with ψ(pi − pj ) = {dx; dy; dx2 ; dy 2 } where dx = pxi 1 − (pxj 1 + µxij ) and dy = pyi 1 −
(pyj 1 +µyij ). Notably, the score function (1) linearly depends on the model parameters βc =
{F0 ; ...; Fn ; F0o ; ...; Fno ; d1 ; ...; dn ; B}. To represent multiple appearances of an object, our
full model combines a mixture of C trees described by parameters β = {β1 ; ...; βC }.
Object parts are frequently occluded due to the presence of other objects and self-occlusions.
Since occlusions often do not happen at random, the locations of occluded parts may have
consistent appearance. We model occlusions by learning separate appearance parameters
F o for occluded parts. The bias terms bi and boi control the balance between occluded and
non-occluded appearance terms in SA .
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Learning
Given a set of labelled training samples D = (< x1 , y1 >, ..., < xN , yN >), where x =
{I, Px , Vx } is the part-annotated sample (Vx = 0 for negative samples) and y ∈ {−1, 1} is
class labels, we aim to learn linear parameters of the model β in a discriminative fashion.
Towards this goal, similar to [9, 19, 26], we minimize the objective function
N

LD (β) =

X
1
||β||2 + C
max(0, 1 − yi fβ (xi )).
2
i=1

(3)

We make use of part-level supervision and constrain model parts to be approximately colocated with the manual part annotation (where available) on positive training images.
This is achieved by maximizing the scoring function (1) over a subset of part locations and
visibility states Zp , Zv consistent with the ground truth part annotations Px , Vx :
fβ (x) =

zp (x) =

max

P ∈Zp (x),V ∈Zv (x)

{p ∈ P|O(p, px ) > tovp }
P

(4)

S(Ix , P, V )

if px available
otherwise


zv (x) =

1
{0, 1}

vx = 1
vx = 0

where P is the set of all possible locations for a part bounding box. The overlap between two bounding boxes O(pi , pj ) is defined as the intersection over union of their areas,
tovp = 0.3 defines a fixed overlap threshold. Note that when annotation is not available
for a part, vx = 0, we enforce no constraint. This can help us cope with missing part
annotations due to annotators’ errors. Note that, as opposed to [3, 23], we have used a loss
function which only penalizes a low score for the whole object, while [3, 23] penalizes
any instances with different part locations to the annotation. The latter can be helpful for
the task of pose estimation while our choice of loss functions allows for down-weighting a
part which is not descriptive. This property appears important given the potentially noisy
annotations and possibly non-discriminative appearance of some annotated parts.
Before optimizing for the objective function (3), we cluster our positive samples
based on their pose, assign a structure to each mixture component and initialize part filters
(see details in Sections 3 and 3). The objective in (3) is known to be non-convex due to
the latent variables at positive samples [9]. We solve the optimization problem adopting
a coordinate-descent approach in which the latent variables for positive samples are fixed
at the first step so that the formulation becomes convex in β. Then, in the second step,
we apply stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to estimate model parameters. The steps of
the algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 1. In practice we have used a modified version the
Latent SVM implementation in [9] and trained models by harvesting hard negative samples
from negative training images.

Pose clustering
Mixture models (components) enable modelling of intra-class variation in the appearance of different samples. These variations are due to strong view-point changes, class
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Algorithm 1 Learning framework
Require: D = (< x1 , y1 >, ..., < xN , yN >) the training samples and annotations, C
number of clusters
. Pose Clustering:
Cluster the positive samples to C clusters based on their poses. (section 3)
. Model Structure:
for each cluster c do
construct a relations graph Ec using an uncertainty measure u (section 3)
end for
. Filter Initialization:
for each part p in each cluster (c, Ec ) do
initialize HOG-SVM part Fp and occlusion Fpo filters
end for
. Coordinate Descent:
while hinge loss value in equation (3) does not change do
1) Upper Bound: Fix all positive latent variables using equation (4)
2) Hard Negative Mining: Harvest negative samples using the approach in [9]
3) SGD: Minimize the objective (3) using stochastic gradient descent.
end while
subcategories and non-rigid deformations. Assignment of positive samples to components in LSVM formulation is a non-convex optimization and thus sensitive to initialization. [9] proposes simple heuristic and initializes assignments by grouping positive samples
based on the aspect ratio of their bounding boxes. This strategy, however, is suboptimal
as illustrated in Figure 1 where example images of dogs differ substantially in terms of
appearance but do have bounding boxes with similar aspect ratio.
In this work we intend to use part annotations to define better assignment of training
samples to model components based on the pose. This allows us to align similar parts
better within each component which is an important factor when using linear classifiers.
Using annotated parts we parametrize the pose θx of sample x by the following vector,
θx = (p01 , ..., p0n , s1 , ..., sn , a0 , ..., an , v1 , ..., vn ).

{pxi 1

px0 1 ; pyi 1

py01 }

(5)

Here
=
−
−
is the relative position of ith part w.r.t. the object bounding box (indexed 0), si is the relative scale of ith part width to object width, a
is the aspect ratio of parts (including object) bounding boxes, and finally vi is the binary
visibility annotation of part i. We take all positive pose vectors and cluster them using a
modified k-means clustering algorithm. Since samples may have occluded parts (without
any annotation for bounding box) in each maximization step of the algorithm we replace
the missing blocks of vector θ by corresponding blocks of their associated cluster center.
Under minor assumptions it will preserve the log-likelihood improvement guarantee of
p0i
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EM algorithm and thus its convergence to local minima [17]. To control the effect of each
parameter during clustering, we define a weight for each block of θ by a prefixed parameter (W ). In addition, since in the mixture model, we are interested in using horizontally
mirrored samples for training the same filters (using mirrored descriptors), we need them
to fall into the same cluster. For this purpose we modify the distance between each sample x to a cluster c with center µc to be d(x, c) = min(||θx − µc ||, ||θx0 − µc ||) where
θx0 = (p001 , ..., p00n , s1 , ..., sn , a0 , ..., an , v1 , ..., vn ). Note that the only dimensions modified
in θ0 is the relative position p00i = {px0 2 − pxi 1 ; py01 − pyi 1 } of the horizontally mirrored
sample.
This is closely related to the work of Johnson et al. [16]. Contrary to [16], (a) we handle
the missing data in a single modified k-means while they decouple the clustering of the
fully annotated samples from the partially annotated ones; (b) we assign the same pose in
mirrored images to the single cluster giving us more descriptive power; (c) we make use
of bounding box annotation by considering aspect ratio in pose vector (potentially putting
different part types in different clusters).
Average images generated from our clustering results are illustrated in the first column of Figure 2. The relatively sharp average images indicate consistency among training samples within a component, which can give better discriminative power from more
aligned part positions. Note that using part visibility as part of the pose vector helps us to
assign systematically similar occluded samples (e.g. cat upper body) to a separate cluster.

Model structure
The structure of the part based models (dependency graphs) is usually set manually [4, 9,
10, 19, 23, 26], either to a star model [9, 10, 19], hierarchy of coarse to fine relations [4],
or, in the case of human pose estimation, to a graph capturing the skeletal configuration
of body parts [23, 26]. However, in that case one should define a tree for each classcomponent which might not be intuitive or optimal. Here we propose to design an optimization procedure for constructing a dependency graph using object part annotations.
As described in [10] the statistically optimal part relations in a generative pictorial structure
model can be achieved by optimizing the connections over the following prior probability
of samples (assuming each sample is generated independently),
Y
X
∗
E = arg max
E

c(ui , uj ) =

−log c(ui , uj )

c(ui , uj ) = arg min

(ui ,uj )∈E
Np
Y

prob(pkui , pkuj |d)

E

(6)

(ui ,uj )∈E

(7)

k=1

Where −log c(ui , uj ) measures the uncertainty of a link over samples given the deformation model d, (i.e. how well the part locations are aligned along a graph edge). However,
since we optimize our deformation model discriminatively we can not have d beforehand.
Since the connectivities in our model are used to capture the spatial configuration, we approximate the above uncertainty value along each possible edge by variance of relative
position of the two end parts. Then we construct a fully connected graph H = (UH , EH )
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Figure 2: Illustration of model initialization. Column one: average images of cows from
three model components. Column two: star model. Column three: MST-based tree model.
Uncertainty in part localization is illustrated by ellipses and is lower for the MST-based
tree model compared to the star model. Each row corresponds to one mixture component.


 



 

with n + 1 nodes corresponding to object and parts bounding boxes, each edge e is defined
as a 3-tuple (i, j, w). For each pair of nodes (i, j) we calculate the diagonal covariance
matrix C of the translation (dx, dy) between the two corresponding bounding box centers. Inspired by the Harris corner detector [15] we let the weight of each edge to be
we = trace2 (Ce ) − k det(Ce ). This helps us to avoid edges with very small variation in
one dimension and a large variation in the other
Pas opposed to det(Ce ). Finally, we want
to find a tree T = (U 0 , E 0 ) which minimizes e∈E 0 we . This is analogous to the problem of Minimum Spanning Tree(MST) in graph theory which is solvable O(2n2 log (n))
using Kruskal algorithm. The graph structure is constructed using the above approach for
each mixture component coming from pose clustering independently. Refer to Figure 2 for
visualization of MST results.

4

Experimental evaluation

This section describes our experimental setup and presents a comparative performance
evaluation of the proposed method. We report results for the detection of six animal classes
in PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2010 datasets [8]. The considered classes (bird, cat, cow,
dog, horse, sheep) are highly non-rigid and remain challenging for the current detection
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Figure 3: Part annotation for training image examples of six animal classes.
methods.
For each training image of an object we have annotated up to nine object parts
roughly covering the surface of an object1 . Each visible object part has been annotated
with a bounding box as illustrated in Figure 3. Our method is not restricted to the types of
parts used in this paper and can be easily extended to other parts and object classes. Part
annotation has taken around eight person hours per one class in VOC 2007 dataset. Each
object has been annotated by one person only2 .
Comparison with other methods. We compare results of our approach to the LSVM
detector [9] and Poselets detector [1]. On the VOC 2007 dataset we follow [9] and apply
post processing in terms of bounding box prediction to make our results comparable with
results reported on the author’s web-page [14] (see Table 1). For the VOC 2010 dataset (see
Table 2) we retrain the detector [9] and obtain Poselets [1] detection results from the VOC
challenge web-page. Overall our method improves LSVM baseline by 6.5% and 5.1%
on VOC 2007 and VOC 2010 datasets respectively measured in terms of mean Average
Precision (mAP) for six animal classes. We also obtain increase of performance by 2.7%
mAP compared to the Poselets method [1] which, similar to ours, uses additional part-level
object annotation.
The APM method [23] uses part-level supervision and reports object detection results
for cat and dog classes. Their evaluation setup on PASCAL VOC 2007 data, however, is
1 For each of the six animal classes we have annotated the following parts. bird: beak, closed wings, head,
legs, open wings, tail; dog: front legs, tail, head, frontal face, profile face, ears, back; cat: front legs, tail, head,
frontal face, profile face, ears, back; cow: back legs, front legs, head, frontal face, profile face, horns, ears, torso;
horse: back legs, ears, front legs, frontal face, head, profile face, tail, torso; sheep: back legs, ears, front legs,
frontal face, head, horns, profile face, tail, torso.
2 Annotations of parts are publicly available and can be found at http://www.csc.kth.se/cvap/
DPM/part_sup.html
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LSVM w/o context [9]
Ours

bird
10.0
12.7

cat
19.3
26.3

cow
25.2
34.6

dog
11.1
19.1

horse
56.8
62.9

sheep
17.8
23.6

mAP
23.4
29.9

Table 1: Per-class results (Average Precision) for animal detection in VOC 2007.
LSVM [9]
Poselets [1]
Ours

bird
9.2
8.5
11.3

cat
22.8
22.2
27.2

cow
21.2
20.6
25.8

dog
10.4
18.5
23.7

horse
40.8
48.2
46.1

sheep
27.0
28.0
28.0

mAP
21.9
24.3
27.0

Sup

Semi

Supervised

Table 2: Per-class results (Average Precision) for animal detection in VOC 2010.
bird
LSVM [9]
LSVM+Clus
SParts
Sparts+MST
Sparts+MST+Occ
Sparts+MST+Occ 75%
Sparts+MST+Occ 50%
Sparts+MST+Occ 25%

cat
10.1
9.1
9.9
11.8
12.5
12.8
12.1
10.9

cow
18.4
26.1
26.5
23.5
24.1
21.6
22.5
20.8

dog
24.7
29.8
30.7
32.6
34.4
32.7
31.1
27.1

horse
11.3
12.8
19.3
20.7
19.5
16.9
14.3
12.2

sheep
57.8
56.0
60.4
61.0
62.2
60.2
60.0
57.9

mAP
18.6
24.5
23.5
24.9
24.5
25.6
25.7
21.4

23.5
26.4
28.3
29.1
29.5
28.3
27.6
25.1

Table 3: Step-by-Step results for PASCAL VOC07 w/o bounding box prediction. LSVM:
Release 4.0 implementation of [9] avaiable at authors webpage [14] LSVM+Clus: LSVM
initialized with our pose clustering (see Section 3); Sparts: Supervised parts (instead of
automatic LSVM parts) trained on top of pose clustering with a star model connectivity;
Sparts+MST: Sparts with general acyclic connectivities using Minimum Spanning Trees;
Sparts+MST+Occ: Sparts+MST with added occlusion filters and bias. Last rows show
the results with partially annotated training data.
not standard making comparison with [23] difficult. We note, however, that APM does not
improve LSVM results for the cat while our improvement over LSVM is significant (the
cat AP increases by 7%, see Table 1).
Detailed evaluation of proposed extensions. To better understand contributions of the
proposed extensions, we report results for the four variants of our method and the LSVM
baseline [9]. Results in Table 3 indicate a consistent improvement provided by the contributions of our approach. Figure 4 illustrates qualitative results of animal detection on a
few example images from VOC 2007 test set. Although we do not require part localization,
correct part placement indicates the expected interpretation of the image by our method.
Semi-supervised learning. To reduce efforts for object part annotation, we investigate a
semi-supervised learning setup where the part-level annotation is provided for a fraction of
positive training samples only. As our method is able to handle samples with missing part
annotation, we train detectors for s% positive training samples with part annotation and
(100 − s)% samples without part annotation. We compare detection results to the method
trained on fully annotated samples. Results at the bottom of Table 3 and the corresponding
plots in Figure 5 show the benefit of this semi-supervised learning setup provided by
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Figure 4: Detection results for three animal classes. The detections of the part bounding
boxes are overlaid with the tree structure of the model connecting the parts. Colors of part
bounding boxes are consistent for different samples of the same class. Dashed bounding
boxes indicates the activation of occlusion filters.
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Figure 5: Results of our model trained using different fractions of fully annotated samples.
Red curves correspond to the training on s% samples with full part annotation. Green
curves correspond to a semi-supervised training setup using X% fully-annotated samples
as well as (100-s)% samples without part annotation. For each of the experiments (points
in plot) 3 different random subsets are drawn. Mean average precision is computed over
each three subsets.
the use of samples with no part annotation. Moreover, even a fraction of part-annotated
samples can result in significant improvements by our method.
Number of mixture components. We investigate the sensitivity of LSVM, LSVM+Clus
and SParts methods (see definition in Table 5 captions) to the number of mixture components. Evaluation of mAP for these three methods and different numbers of components
is illustrated in Figure 6. As can be seen, the proposed methods benefit from the increasing number of components while the performance of LSVM degrades. This demonstrates
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Sparts
LSVM+Clus
LSVM

29

meanAP

27.5
26
24.5
23
21.5
20
3

5
Number of Clusters

7

Figure 6: Detection results for different number of mixture components obtained by
LSVM, LSVM+Clus, and Sparts methods. Mean AP results are shown for 6 animal classes
of PASCAL VOC 2007.
SParts
Sparts w/o Latency

bird
9.9
1.1

cat
26.5
10.2

cow
30.7
16.2

dog
19.3
0.8

horse
60.4
44.4

sheep
23.5
8.5

mAP
28.3
13.5

Table 4: Detection performance on PASCAL VOC 2007 animals using either laten or fixed
part positions.
the room for modelling more intra-class variation when using more elaborated clustering
criteria than the aspect ratio.
Latent positions. Although object parts are provided in our training by the annotation, we
treat part locations as a constrained latent variables, i.e., we allow the location of parts to
be optimized in the neighborhood of their annotated position. This is expected to reduce
the influence of the imprecise part annotation and the possibly low discriminative power of
manually annotated object parts. To investigate the effect of latent positions, we conduct
an experiment where we fix the positions of object parts to their annotated values. The
comparison of detection results by our methods with and without latent part positions is
summarized in Table 4 indicating the importance of the constrained latent variables in our
method.
Part Localization. Our method localizes object parts as a bi-product of object detection.
Here we evaluate object part localization on the VOC 2007 test set. We use the following
three measures: (a)Occlusion Detection (OD) corresponding to the percentage of correctly
recognized occlusion state3 of the part, (b)Percentage of Correctly localized Parts (PCP
4
) [11] for non-occluded parts as well as (c)Occlusion sensitive Percentage of Correctly
CP ∗Nv
detected Parts (OPCP) for all parts defined as OD∗NNoo+P
, where No and Nv are the
+Nv
number of samples with the part in the occluded or visible states respectively. It can be
seen that (execpt for the part "head") our method is able to detect the occlusion state fairly
well. We have observed low numbers of samples with heads being occluded. This should
explain low OD values for the head for some objects.
3 We report a part occluded when either of the followings happen: a) the corresponding occlusion filter is
activated b) a component is activated which does not include that part c) the part is detected with more than 70%
of its area outside image
4 We follow the approach of [26] when computing PCP in that we take all the detections in an image and
for each ground truth object annotation we consider the detection with the highest score that has more than 50%
overlap with annotation.
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bird
cat
cow
dog
horse
sheep

head
21.4/25.4/25.3
33.3/60.0/59.7
27.3/36.3/35.8
0.0/40.5/40.2
66.7/65.7/65.7
26.1/29.4/28.9

front legs
70.5/8.9/34.9
65.0/25.9/34.6
64.4/23.1/37.1
30.3/37.3/35.8
65.5/17.6/34.3

fore legs
30.6/12.1/18.2
57.5/37.1/42.5
65.2/39.3/46.7
78.6/10.9/33.7

torso/back
tail
55.4/6.1/19.9
43.9/17.2/29.1 84.2/1.7/53.4
84.2/58.2/66.5
36.0/6.7/20.1 86.6/0.9/61.9
91.3/57.7/66.0 48.3/32.0/39.6
76.5/57.1/65.1 80.8/2.4/61.4

Table 5: Part Detection performance evaluated on PASCAL VOC 2007, reported numbers
are Occlusion Detection/PCP/OPCP respectively
Implementation details. We use HOG features and an optimization procedure adopted
from the on-line implementation of [9] (vocrelease 4.0 [14]). Training our detectors takes
about 20 hours on a recent 8-core Linux machine for one class on average. Detection takes
about 4 seconds for a 300x500 image.
We cross-validated a few choices for the parameter W (pose clustering weight vector) and
tovp (minimum part overlap constraint) for the class "cat" on VOC 2007 and fixed them
for all classes with the same value. We set W to uniform weights and tovp to 30% overlap.
We set LSVM penalty cost C to 0.002 as in original LSVM implementation [14]. We train
a filter only for the parts that are visible in at least 30% of each cluster positive samples.
Five mixture components are used for the final evaluations.

5

Conclusion

In this work we have explored the use of part-level supervision for the training of deformable part-based models. In particular, we have shown how to use part annotations (i)
to derive better DPM initialization, (ii) to re-define the tree structure of the model and (iii)
to model occlusions. Evaluation of these contributions has shown consistent improvement
for the tasks of detecting animal classes in PASCAL VOC datasets. Our improvements
in the semi-supervised setting indicate that even a fraction of part-level annotated samples
can significantly improve the overall quality of the detector.
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Abstract
The non-linear decision boundary between object and background classes - due to large
intra-class variations - needs to be modelled by any classifier wishing to achieve good
results. While a mixture of linear classifiers is capable of modelling this non-linearity,
learning this mixture from weakly annotated data is non-trivial and is the paper’s focus.
Our approach is to identify the modes in the distribution of our positive examples
by clustering, and to utilize this clustering in a latent SVM formulation to learn the
mixture model. The clustering relies on a robust measure of visual similarity which
suppresses uninformative clutter by using a novel representation based on the exemplar
SVM. This subtle clustering of the data leads to learning better mixture models, as is
demonstrated via extensive evaluations on Pascal VOC 2007. The final classifier, using
a HOG representation of the global image patch, achieves performance comparable to
the state-of-the-art while being more efficient at detection time.

1

Introduction

Object class detection and recognition is a major challenge within computer vision. It
has been most successfully tackled with the approach: learn a discriminant function from
labelled data sets of positive and negative examples [5]. The decisions about the form of
this discriminant function and how it should be learnt are critical. These decisions require
one to consider that the appearance of images of the same object class can vary significantly
due to clutter, lighting, view-point of the camera and intra-class variation. There is also a
strong bias imposed by photographers with their preferences for specific viewpoints and
illuminations. These variations and biases lead to a multi-modal distribution of the positive
class irrespective of representation. Combined with the almost uniform distribution of the
negative class, this results in non-linear decision boundaries. This paper addresses this nonlinearity with a mixture of discriminative functions which exploit the multi-modal nature
of the positive class.
In order to be able to scale the method to large data set and reduce memory and
computational costs of both the training and the testing phases, instead of using non-linear
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mappings of the data [16, 17, 19] or utilizing the invariances inherent in more complex
representations e.g. [6], we focus on the use of mixture of linear discriminants. Here
each classifier effectively distinguishes one mode of the positive class distribution from
the background [5, 9]. This framework is attractive as the simplicity of the component
classifiers serve to regularize the overall classifier and avoid over-fitting.
However, learning such mixture of classifiers is not trivial when the association of
each positive training example to a mode of its class distribution is unknown, the case
when one only has weakly annotated data. How to achieve this learning robustly in this
scenario is the main motivation of this paper. One can try to perform an optimization which
simultaneously finds the assignment of each positive training example to a mixture and
learns each discriminative classifier. But this is a non-convex and expensive optimization
problem bedeviled by local minima. Instead we propose to de-couple the association of
the positive examples to the mixture components and the discriminative learning of the
classifiers.
We regard the problem as consisting of two stages. The first is associating each
example with a mode - for which we use the term Mixture Component Identification (MCI)
- while the second is learning the mixture of classifiers given the associations which we
refer to as Mixture Component Learning (MCL). Figure 1 illustrates our approach: we
group visually similar positive samples of a class together and learn linear classifiers for
each group of samples.
We show in the experimental section that such a grouping results in learning better classifiers per cluster which in turn improves the performance of a detection system.
Extensive experiments are performed on the Pascal VOC-2007 data set where the configuration settings of our algorithm are thoroughly tested. The contributions of this work are:
1- to promote the use of unsupervised clustering - based on visual similarities - in mixture modeling, for the purpose of visual recognition and 2- to propose a new robust visual
similarity measure using a representation derived from exemplar SVMs [11].
Following a review of the related work, the organization of the rest of the paper is:
section 2 introduces our method, our experiments and results are described and interpreted
in section 3 and the paper is concluded in section 4.

Related work
Related to our work are all the works which address different sources of variations such as
view point [10, 15], articulation [18] and sub-categories [1]. We aim to address the sources
of variations without explicitly modelling any and without using any extra supervision, in
a way that leads to better performance in the detection task. Therefore, we implement a
discriminative framework - to perform well in the detection task - combined with a rather
generative reasoning - to address the variations - for careful initialization of the discriminative model. A rather similar argument can be found in [7] and a similar approach for a
different problem is taken in [12].
Previous works have often utilized mixture models and - either explicitly or implicitly - dedicated mixture components to modes of the aforementioned multi-modal distributions e.g. [5, 7–9]. Unlike the greedy optimization steps in boosting based approaches,
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Figure 1: The high level overview of our approach. We group visually similar positive
instances together and for each cluster, learn a linear classifier which separates the cluster
from all negative data. Each color represents a different cluster.

we use the latent SVM formulation of [5] - which is essentially a mixture of linear SVMs
- for our MCL step. The latent SVM formulation minimizes a convex objective once the
latent variables, which include the data-component associations, are fixed. However, once
the latent variables are allowed to vary, the problem is non-convex and is referred to as
semi-convex [5]. This non-convexity makes the latent SVM initialization-dependent.
Most similar to our work is [7], which - in the unsupervised case - initializes a latent SVM using a clustering of the positive examples. In comparison to our work: 1the similarity measure in [7] does not perform any feature selection and therefore is clutter sensitive, 2- the focus of [7] is view-point classification and therefore, very little experiment is done in the direction of object recognition, 3- the objective being minimized
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in [7] is slightly different: `2 regularization for large number of components leads to overregularization for the same cache size; therefore the variables CN eg and CP os are included
in (3) of [7] which probably require extra cross-validation while Cs in our case are fixed
for different number of components, thanks to the max regularization.
Unsupervised MCI is possible either by explicitly using a generative model or by
unsupervised clustering of the positive data. Current approaches in the second direction include the clustering according to the Aspect Ratio of the bounding boxes [5], a combination
of HOG and AR similarity [7] and the recent ensemble of exemplar SVM approach [11]
which essentially treats each positive sample as a mixture component. The AR clustering
is a very crude estimate of the visual similarity of the data and therefore, clusters based on
aspect ratio do not necessarily contain visually similar samples. HOG based similarity without feature selection - is sensitive to clutter, as it will be shown later in sections 2 and
3. Therefore, linear combination of the two - as suggested in [7] - cannot overcome the
mentioned shortcommings. On the other hand, MCL based on one positive sample inherently cannot generalize well. We now describe how to measure and utilize visual similarity
to group the positive data and learn a mixture model with one linear classifier per cluster
which discriminates better than the former and generalizes better than the latter.

2

Visual Similarity Based Mixture Model Learning

Mixture Learning Framework
Our learning framework consists of two de-coupled steps: MCI and MCL. The MCI step,
given a desired number of components c, assigns to each training example, xi , a mixture
component number mi ∈ {1, . . . , c}. We further describe the elements of the MCI step in
sub-sections 2 and 2.
The MCL step, given the data-component associations, learns a model for each component using a latent SVM [5] formulation. The training data in this step consists of the
following. There is a set of positive examples and their associated mixture components
Dp = {(x1 , m1 ), . . . , (xN , mN )}, a set Dn = {x01 , . . . , x0N 0 } of negative examples and
finally a set Z(x) containing all the candidate bounding boxes which overlap more than
50% with the annotated bounding box of x1 .
Let Φ(x, z) denote the modified HOG [2] feature vector of [5] extracted from the
bounding box z. The MCL step learns the parameters β = (β1 , . . . , βc ) by minimizing
the objective function:

L(β) =

N

N0

i=1

i=1

X
X


1
max kβi k2 + C
max 0, 1 − fβ+ (xi , mi ) + C
max 0, 1 + fβ− (x0i )
2 i

(1)

1 Here, the set of valid bounding boxes should be a function of the dimensionality of the corresponding filter.
This was neglected in the notations for the sake of brevity.
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where the scalar C controls the relative weight of the regularization with respect to the
hinge loss and
fβ+ (x, m) = max βm · Φ(x, z),
z∈Z(x)

fβ− (x) = max fβ+ (x, m).
m

(2)

In (2), the data-mixture component associations (“mi ” s ) for positive samples were
fixed to those found in the MCI step. The “mi ” s can also be treated as latent variables. This
increases the non-linearity of the objective function which in turn increases the number of
local minima. However, we expect a careful initialization to result in better minima. This
is empirically validated later in section 3.
We use a slightly modified version of [4] to optimize (1) and unless stated otherwise,
we use the same parameters as in the original implementation.

Measuring Visual Similarity
To perform successful clustering one must have a good way of measuring similarity between examples. This is a tricky task as background and foreground clutter affect the
appearance of an object instance within its bounding box. Hence, to robustly measure the
visual similarity between two examples from the same visual class one needs to disregard
the irrelevant clutter.
We use the recently developed exemplar SVM [11] to suppress this clutter. The aim
of the exemplar SVM is to learn a classifier which best separates a single positive example from the large set of negative examples. The classifier learnt based on this premise
effectively performs feature selection on that particular example. It suppresses the uninformative detail inside the bounding box, see figure 3, which is not useful when discriminating
it from the negative class. The exact details of how we robustly measure visual similarity
now follow.
Let {wi | i = 1, . . . , n} be the set of n sparse basis filters (in this paper these filters
correspond to the weights of the exemplar SVMs learnt for each training example). Each
one is applied linearly to the feature extracted from the image patch in x defined by the
bounding box z as wi · Φ(x, z). A calibration process is then required to ensure the scores
from the different basis filters are comparable. This is achieved with the sigmoid function
and we define our basis functions as
1
(3)
Fi (x, z) =
1 + exp(−αi (wi · Φ(x, z) − γi ))
where αi and γi are the calibration parameters learnt as in [11]2 and wi is the i-th sparse
basis filter. Let Ei (x) be the maximum score of Fi (., .) over the valid latent positions of x:
Ei (x) = max Fi (x, z)
z∈Z(x)

(4)

This maximization process corresponds to finding the best alignment over scale and translation, the search is over bounding boxes of different size and position, of the sparse filter
with the test image patch and can be found via convolution.
2 We

used the models provided by the authors.
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‘car’ class

‘person’ class

Query Image

1st NN

2nd NN

3rd NN

4th NN

5th NN

Figure 2: Nearest neighbors produced by different visual similarity measures. The
similarity measures within each block, from top to bottom are: HOG similarity without
E
E
feature selection, K E , KMI
and KMMI
. The leftmost column shows the image with highest
similarity to its 10 nearest neighbors and to its right are its 5 nearest neighbors. Note how
feature selection based on exemplar SVM results in better measures of visual similarity.
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If there is a one-to-one association between the basis functions and the positive training examples, which is the case if an exemplar SVM is trained for each positive example,
we can directly use the bases to evaluate visual structural similarity between the i-th and
j-th positive training instance. Assuming the same order for the bases and the positive
examples in this case, we can define
K E (xi , xj ) =

1
(Ei (xj ) + Ej (xi ))
2

(5)

where symmetry is achieved by averaging between two model responses. However, if a
one-to-one association between the bases and the positive training samples does not exist
or cannot be established, other measures need to be utilized as the K E measure cannot be
evaluated on such cases. Let Ex = (E1 (x), . . . , En (x)) be the vector of all basis functions
aligned and evaluated on x. With this new fixed length representation of x, we can utilize
any kernel to measure similarity between two instances without directly associating either
of the instances with the bases. Applying the Intersection Kernel on this representation,
the visual similarity between two image patches becomes:
E
KMI
(x, y) =

n
X

min (Ei (x), Ei (y))

(6)

i=1

As a specific example is usually visually similar to only a limited number of examples,
averaging (mean pooling) the intersection measure on all the bases will unnecessarily
smoothen out the responses. Therefore, if the responses of the bases are calibrated with
respect to each other3 , we can make use of measures which are more sensitive to the responses of the bases. Therefore, we utilize `∞ on the intersection measures and define the
E
as the max pooling of the intersections:
KMMI
E
KMMI
(x, y) = max min (Ei (x), Ei (y))
i

(7)

Figure 2 shows the top nearest neighbors using each similarity measure evaluated on
several classes. Similar to the results reported in [11], feature selection according to the
exemplar SVMs results in better visual similarity measures which in turn leads to visually
E
more appealing nearest neighbors. It is evident from the figure that unlike KMMI
which is
E
sensitive to subtle variations in basis responses, the averaging behavior of KMI
does not
result in visually appealing
nearest neighbors if the class exhibits high variations.
P
Let L = N1 x∈Dp |Z(x)| be the average number of latent positions over the positive training set and D be the average dimensionality of the linear weights of the basis filters
. The computational complexity of evaluating a full affinity matrix using K E is O(Dn2 L).
Assuming the same number of bases as positives i.e. N = n, the computational complexE
E
ity of evaluating a full affinity matrix using KMI
and KMMI
is O(Dn2 L + n3 ). However,
as usually DL  n, the dominating factor is still the convolutions which makes the computational complexity of all measures equivalent. We now describe how these similarity
measures can be used to identify mixture components.
3 We need to emphasize here that while the exemplar SVMs in [11] are not calibrated with respect to each
E
other, we found out the independent calibrations to be sufficiently accurate to be used in KMMI
(7).
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x

Ẽi (x)

Ei (x)

Basis 1

0.198

1.000

Basis 2

0.209

0.002

Basis 3

0.152

0.013

...

...

...

...

0.000

0.044

Basis N

FS

No FS

Ex

Figure 3: Visualization of x projected onto a set of basis filters. In this figure the feature vector, Φ(x, z), extracted from example
x is projected onto two different sets of basis filters. The first is a non-sparse basis and corresponds to the original HOG feature
representation of each training example, while the second is a sparse one based on its exemplar SVM weight vector. The suppression
of the clutter in the sparse basis allows for a more precise matching w.r.t. visual similarity (compare Ei s with Ẽi s).

Figure 4: Visualization of the clusters. Each row shows the top 5 samples of the top 4 clusters based on the highest average kernel
E
similarity after (5, KMMI
)-spectral clustering of the car and person classes (see text for details). The last column depicts the positive
weights of the model learnt for each cluster in the MCL step.
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Mixture Component Identification via Unsupervised Clustering
With our similarity measure K, we can cluster our positive data using spectral clustering
[13]. We construct fully connected similarity graphs and use the similarity measure as the
affinity measure s.t. W = (wij ) and wij = K(xi , xj ). Let Lsym denote the symmetric
normalized Laplacian:
1

1

Lsym = I − D− 2 W D− 2

(8)

P
where D is the degree matrix - a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries dii = j wij . In
order to identify c components, we compute the first c + 1 eigenvectors ū0 , ū1 , . . . , ūc of
Lsym and ignoring the first eigenvector, construct Ū = (ū1 , . . . , ūc ). Let U be the matrix
P 2  21
. We refer to the i-th
obtained by normalizing the rows of Ū: uij = ūij /
k ūik
row of U ∈ Rn×c as ui and the mapping - according to K and c - from xi to ui as the
(c, K)-spectral projection.
The `2 distance is well suited to the spectral projection (u) representation and therefore, as suggested in [13], k-means on this representation gives a good clustering of the
E
)-spectral prodata. The 2D coordinates of the instances in Figure 1 depict the (2, KMMI
2
jection of a subset of the car examples. It can be observed that the ` distance on this
representation reflects the visual similarity between instances: points close in this space
are expected to be visually similar. Because of this fact, we can measure the quality of a
cluster by computing the average distance between two samples in the cluster. The colors
in Figure 1 reflect the association of samples to the top 4 clusters from the 5 clusters proE
)-spectral projection of the data. The 5th cluster had a
duced by k-means on the (5, KMMI
high average distance measure as it mainly contained everything which was not visually
similar to samples of any of the other clusters and therefore, it was omitted for visualization
purposes.
E
Example clusters found using the KMMI
similarity measure are shown in figure 4.
Shown are the top 5 samples of the top 4 from the 5 clusters for four classes and the filters
(the β1 , . . . , βc from equation (1)) learned for each cluster. Here, the top sample refers to
E
samples with the highest average visual similarity, using KMMI
, to all instances associated
with the same component. The top cluster is considered as the cluster with the highest
average visual similarity between the samples assigned to the cluster. It can be observed
that the MCI step groups together examples that are visually similar.
E
It is worth noting that while the K E and KMMI
visual similarity measures are not
kernels i.e. they do not result in positive definite affinity matrices, they can be utilized
in the spectral clustering as the spectral projection utilizes (the normalized version of) the
largest eigenvalues of the affinity matrix. Let d̃ refer to the vector of ordered eigenvalues of
the Lsym and d̄ refer to the average d̃ values over all classes in Pascal VOC 2007. Figure
E
5 shows d̄ and its derivative when using K E and KMMI
as similarity measures. It can be
E
observed that K results in higher rank affinity matrices leading to lower rank normalized
E
is potentially preferable for coarser clusterings (less
Laplacians; which means that KMMI
number of clusters). This is also experimentally validated later in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Rank analysis of K E and KMMI
: average of the (oredered) eigenvalues of Lsym
E
as visual similarity measures.
(d̄) and its derivative (∆d̄) when using K E and KMMI
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Experiments

Data set: We evaluate our method on the Pascal VOC 2007 [3] data set, training on the
train + validation set, and testing on the test set and using the Average Precision (AP) and
mean Average Precision (mAP) as performance measures. We report the performance of
the MCI + MCL framework based on different visual similarity measures and different
number of mixture components. Therefore we review the visual similarity measures considered and our acronyms for them : 1- aspect ratio (AR) as a very crude measure of visual
similarity, 2- visual similarity without feature selection (HOG): linear kernel on HOG feature vectors with latency on the position and scale and 3- visual similarity with feature
E
E
). A ‘+L’ in the results denotes an MCL step with latent
and KMMI
selection (K E , KMI
data-component association, initialized from the data-component associations of the MCI
step.
Performance vs number of components: Figure 6 (top) shows the mAP vs the number
of mixture components when different visual similarity measures are used in the MCI step.
We point out the following observations: 1- Clustering based on AR performs well only
for low numbers of components i.e. 3 and 5 components. Unlike other visual similarity measures however, it fails to provide good initializations when the non-linearity of the
objective increases. 2- Latent (positive) data-component association is beneficial almost
consistently (with the exception of AR:5). The extra non-linearity introduced to the objecE
tive via this latent formulation is initialization dependent (compare KMMI
+L and AR+L).
3- Feature selection in visual similarity measure improves the performance (compare HOG
E
with KX
). 4- The performance tends to improve when more mixture components are utilized in combination with MCI based on visual similarities.
We did not experiment with higher number of mixture components mainly because
E
- which
of the computational expense. We observed, though, that the performance of KMMI
outperforms all other measures consistently up to and including 10 mixture components
E
- degrades after 10 components while the smoother measures K E and KMI
continue to
benefit from more mixture components. The main reason of failure in these cases is the
domination of the `2 distance in the k-means clustering (after the spectral projection step)
by the eigenvectors associated with large eigenvalues of the normalized Laplacian (small
eigenvalues of the affinity matrix which tend to be noisy). Addressing this issue is out of
the scope of this work but, a potential solution is to use less eigenvectors than the desired
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Figure 6: The performance of the MCI + MCL framework using different visual similarity measures on Pascal VOC 2007 classes. Top: results achieved by varying the number
of components for each visual similarity measure. Bottom: performances vs model complexity for 3, 5 and 10 component mixture models in different configurations(see text for
details).
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number of clusters, in the spectral clustering step.
Performance vs Model Complexity: Figure 6 (bottom) shows the performance of the
MCI + MCL framework vs the models’ parameters (averaged over the 20 classes) using
E
KMMI
(magneta) and AR (green) visual similarities and for models with 3, 5 and 10 mixture
components. In the figure, a ‘-F’ refers to a model without the flip heuristic4 and a ‘+S’
refers to a finer (2 scale) HOG representation instead of a coarse representation (the same
scale as the root filters in [4]). Additionally, the performance of the model is shown if an
oracle were available to tell the model the optimal number of mixture components for each
class (assign each class a number ci ∈ {3, 5, 10}); shown with a ‘+O’ in the legend entries.
The analysis of the figure is as follows: 1- Models with the flip heuristic outperform
equally complex models based on the same similarity measure and without the flip heurisE
E
). The reason for this
+L+S-F with the rest of models based on KMMI
tic (compare KMMI
is probably the reduced degrees of freedom imposed on the model using the flip heuristic
which prevents model from over-fitting. 2- The use of an oracle (the ‘+O’ entries) improves
the performance of a coarse representation by approximately 0.01 mAP and that of a fine
E
representation by approximately 0.02 mAP in case of KMMI
and by 0.015 mAP and 0.012
mAP in case of AR. These are encouraging results for future work on adapting/estimating
the number of mixture components and at the same time emphasize on the use of subtle
E
E
+L+S+O perform 0.03 mAP and 0.02
+L+O and KMMI
visual similarity measures: KMMI
mAP better than their AR based counterparts. 3- Fine scale representation improves the
E
performance of KMMI
by approximately 0.01, but improves that of AR by 0.025 in case of
3 components and 0.035 in case of 5 components. Nevertheless, AR+L+S+O is only 0.003
E
+L+O, while it is more than 4.1 times more complex!
better than KMMI
Performance vs Intra-Class variation: In order to analyze the performance of our models
in presence of different bias and variation levels of the positive classes, we need to be able
to approximate the intra-class variation5 . In the following, we assumed the intra-class
E
variation is negatively correlated with the performance of KMMI
+L+O and we made our
arguments reasonably invariant to the actual measure we used to approximates intra-class
variation by considering the ordering of the classes instead of the exact measured values.
This makes the estimates invariant to any monotonic transformation of the measure. It
is worth mentioning that similar overall conclusions can be drawn using other reasonable
measures e.g. the performance of a one component latent SVM model or the results of
AR+L:3, leads to similar overall conclusions.
E
Figure 7 (top) shows how the performance of KMMI
+L decreases when intra-class
variation increases. The solid lines are fitted to the actual data depicted by dashed lines
via linear regression. Higher bias (simpler) models are expected to work better when intraclass variation is large and sufficient data is not available for the classifier to efficiently
learn the discriminative structures. As expected, more complex models perform worse in
4 In [4], for each mixture component by default two filters are learnt that are flipped horizontally with respect
to each other i.e. a 3 component mixture contains 6 (root) filters. This constraint essentially reduces the degrees
of freedom in comparison to a model with the same number of filters without the flip constraint.
5 Here, we neglect the effect of the inter-class variations.
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presence of larger intra-class variation: slope of the lines increases when more mixture
components are utilized and also, a 5 component model performs better than a 10 component model on classes with more intra-class variation than ‘diningtable’. At the same time
1 and 3 component models are almost consistently outperformed by 5 and 10 components;
except the last 3 classes: bird, dog and plant which probably require other representations,
more data or more supervision.
E
Figure 7 (bottom) shows how KMMI
+L compares with AR+L:3. It can be observed
that in all cases, the gain has a positive slope i.e. improvement gets more as intra-class
variation increases. However, the slope decreases when the complexity of the model inE
+L with 5 and 10
creases. Considering the slope and intercept, we can conclude that KMMI
components almost consistently outperform AR+L:3.
Comparison to related works: Table 1 shows the performance of the MCI+MCL framework using 2 configuration settings on each class of the data set compared to the ESVM
approach and 3 part based models. It can be observed that without using parts, we outperform the state-of-the-art part based models - based on the HOG representation - in 2
classes and outperform 2 part based models in mean AP. It should be noted that although
the training process is expensive for a visual similarity based MCI step, the testing phase
consists of convolutions of linear filters learnt in the MCL step; without any dynamic programming step to account for deformation of the parts. This, without requiring a cascade
or hierarchical model, is cheaper and better paralellizable compared to part based models
and more sophisticated approaches such as [16]. Furthermore, the same framework can
potentially be utilized to train better root filters for any part-based model and to provide
better initialization for their non-convex optimization.
Acknowledgements: This work has been funded by the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research (SSF); within the project VINST (Wearable Visual Information Systems) and
by the European Commission KIC: EIT ICT labs. We thank PDC for letting us use their
supercomputers, without which the thorough experiments presented in this work were impossible to perform. We also would like to thank Carl Henrik Ek for the constructive
discussions around the topic.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the MCI + MCL mixture learning framework and promoted the
use of visual similarity measures for the MCI step. We performed extensive evaluations of
the proposed framework based on different visual similarity measures on the Pascal VOC
2007 data set. The framework achieved very promising results, outperforming the bases
we used - the exemplar SVMs - in the detection task and 2 part based models without using
parts.
Future work includes estimating the optimal number of clusters for each class, automatic refinement of the “junk” clusters - clusters which contain samples not similar to
those of any other cluster’s; but not sharing any structural similarities, investigating the use

Method Class
ESVM+Co-occ [11]
LDPM [5]
CFHPM [14]
DTDPM-R4 [4]
E
KMMI
+L:10
E
KMMI +L+S+O
Method Class
ESVM+Co-occ [11]
LDPM [5]
CFHPM [14]
DTDPM-R4 [4]
E
+L:10
KMMI
KE
MMI +L+S+O
horse

.480
.546
.540
.595
.501
.536
dog

.031
.050
.120
.111
.103
.110

table

.111
.245
.242
.233
.170
.238

.447
.436
.520
.568
.500
.553

.077
.006
.066
.100
.096
.096

bicycle

aero

.208
.290
.277
.289
.290
.333

bird

.394
.378
.420
.487
.396
.438

bike

.143
.134
.151
.152
.150
.156

boat

.169
.350
.312
.419
.330
.369

person

.131
.262
.148
.255
.189
.229

bottle

.112
.088
.106
.122
.090
.107

plant

.397
.394
.442
.496
.411
.488

bus

.226
.173
.229
.178
.198
.227

sheep

.411
.464
.473
.579
.497
.515

car

.170
.216
.188
.336
.220
.235

sofa

.052
.161
.146
.193
.103
.163

cat

.369
.340
.353
.451
.382
.386

train

.116
.163
.125
.224
.160
.163

chair

.300
.390
.311
.416
.343
.410

monitor

.186
.165
.220
.252
.210
.200

cow

mAP
.227
.262
.269
.323
.267
.298
mAP
.227
.262
.269
.323
.267
.298

Table 1: Results on the Pascal VOC 2007 data set. LDPM , CFHPM and DTDPM-R4 are part based models. Without any postprocessing and without using parts, we outperform state of the art in 2 classes and two part based models in mean AP.
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Figure 7: Performance (of KMMI
) vs approximate intra-class variation level on (top) and
AP gains in comparison to AR+L:3 (bottom).

of other methods for the purpose of feature selection, and learning the mixture of discriminants with methods other than the latent SVM.
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Abstract
Visual recognition tasks are traditionally defined and evaluated using semantic categories. However, it is known to the field that semantic classes do not necessarily
correspond to a unique visual class (e.g. inside and outside of a car) using simplistic
representation spaces such as Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG). Furthermore,
many of the feasible learning techniques at hand cannot model a visual class which
appears consistent to the human eye. This has motivated a large body of works using
mixture of experts learning to address the non-linearity of the space. In those works a
clustering algorithm is usually applied as a pre-processing step for the initialization of
mixture of experts learning. We look at the problem from a different perspective. That
is, given a fixed representation space (e.g. HOG) and learning technique (e.g. linear
SVM) we want to analyze the modularity of positive samples distribution. In that respect we propose an incremental self-tuned discriminative clustering algorithm which
complies with the final representation space and classification. Using this procedure we
investigate state of the art representation and learning schemes and report significantly
informative observations which will inspire the future works in visual recognition.

1

Introduction

A limited set of visual classes, such as frontal faces and pedestrians, can be automatically
detected at an accuracy challenging that of a human and therefore makes them interesting for commercial applications [24, 25]. This high performance can be attributed to the
relatively limited intra-class variation of images from these classes. On the other hand,
multi-view detection of general object classes shows a performance in the range of 20% to
65% in average precision (AP) [10]. The algorithms producing these numbers are trained
from datasets of limited size and this means their classifiers must have limited complexity
to avoid overfitting. Therefore they frequently fail to capture the substantial class variation
due to varying camera viewpoints, subordinate classes, etc. Unfortunately, the obvious
remedy of increasing the training data does not necessarily lead to better classifiers due
to the emerging influence of outliers [34] and the long tailed distributions associated with
visual object classes.
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Figure 1: A subset of the visual subcategories found by our framework for the bicycle
class in the PASCAL VOC 2007 training set. The subcategories can share samples as long
as the subcategories can still be classified with high accuracy. The HOG filters displayed
correspond to the subclass with the same boundary color.1

To circumnavigate the outlier and lack of data problems we suggest an alternative
way to design visual classifiers. We consider the ultimate goal of a classifier is to achieve
performance at the level of human vision. However, instead of directly designing a classifier that works for a full training set, we find maximally sized subsets of the positive
class from which classifiers with good performance can be learnt. Then we combine the
resulting classifiers in a mixture-of-expert formulation to produce a final classifier that has
been trained without the distracting influence of outliers in the positive training data. We
believe, instead of directly competing in the performance of the final classification rate,
competition should be in terms of size and complexity of subclasses that can be accurately
classified.
Our incremental discriminative procedure is able to simultaneously discover and
learn visual subclasses. By a “visual subclass" we mean a subset of our semantically
defined class that we can reliably learn to detect given a classifier of a certain form, a feature representation and amount of training data, but it does not necessarily correlate with a
human’s idea of a visual subclasses. However, we can see in Figure 1 that the subclasses
our proposed algorithm identifies are still meaningful in appearance. In particular, within
a regularized risk minimization (RRM) framework, we find the largest subset which can
be reliably detected. Then we remove this largest subset from the training set. We repeat
these two steps on the remaining samples and so on until no training samples remain. As
expected, this leaves us with a long-tailed distribution of subclasses (Figure 2). For the
experiments we perform we let our base classifier be a latent SVM and our feature representation to be a deformable part model (DPM) based on HOG [11]. The final classifier is
mixture-of-expert classifier with max acting as the gating function.
This iterative procedure helps to keep outliers – that might harm the performance
on subclasses – away as isolated exemplars. Our work relates primarily to the mixture
models of classification [1, 11, 32]. This incremental approach, of finding “visual sub-
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classes", allows understanding of the problem at hand by analyzing the core large subsets
and the isolated exemplars. Finally, the recent success of Deep Learning methods trained
on large outside-training datasets for visual recognition tasks [27] shows it is possible to
learn representations that are more invariant to subclass variations than previously. Though
recognition at a very high accuracy on most classes still remains unsolved and our procedure can provide a systematic analysis of where a recognition system fails.

Paper’s Contributions
The contributions of this work are:
I We propose a simple yet effective discriminative procedure based on self-paced learning to simultaneously discover subclasses and how to distinguish them from the negative class. Our procedure fits into a regularized risk minimization (RRM) scenario and
can be seen as a form of discriminative clustering which requires neither the number
of clusters nor a similarity measure as input. With our training procedure we can span
the spectrum between the two extremes of
• learning one classifier for each sample and
• learning one monolithic classifier for all the samples at once
(Section 3).
II We show our self-paced learning scheme is able to detect outliers w.r.t. the base
classifier and is equivalent to the ramp loss formulation of SVM (Section 4).
III We show that state of the art methods, in particular DPM, need only on average ∼50%
of the training data from an object class to reach their best performance. In this case
the data used for training corresponds to the non-outlier samples and are those in the
non-singular subclasses identified by our self-paced training procedure (Section 5).
IV After our clustering/subset discovery procedure we allow samples to be shared between clusters. This sharing helps the final classification of the mixture-of-experts
classifier by regularizing the decision boundaries where the different classifiers in the
mixture meet (Section 5).
V We confirm that visual subclasses, across different feature representations, follow a
long tail distribution (Figure 2 and Section 3).
We now continue with a discussion of the relevant related work.
1 This figure is generated automatically using a subset from each subclass, for larger pictures of all the classes
please refer to the supplementary material.
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Related Works

The idea of gradually designing learners is at the heart of the methodology known as incremental learning [14, 20, 33]. However unlike standard incremental learning we focus
on the gradual construction of well classified subsets and we assume that all the training
data is available at the start, although incrementally adding training data could be part of
our scheme too.
Identification of the regions of the input space to be classified by each expert is the main
question when using mixture of experts. Particularly for the task of classification on the
more realistic vision datasets [10], different works exist. They are mainly comprised of
partitioning the input space in some way [31] or hard disjoint partitioning of the input
samples [6] and then learning individual classifiers using those subsets. Some methods
are provided with explicit assignment cluster members. [17] uses viewpoint annotations.
However, annotation of other sources of variation, e.g. subordinates is hard to define and
costly to do. Other methods, starting with an initial clustering, employ an EM-like approach to update the clusters. This is done by letting different experts compete for samples [11, 21, 28]. These methods, however, are susceptible to initialization.
To improve the initialization, other works use a clustering methods on either the image
patches itself [1] or on some available meta-data [2, 4, 16]. While they have indeed shown
improvements over baselines, the number of clusters is unknown a priori. Furthermore, the
clustering method might not be compatible with the final model since they are optimized
for different objectives.
Our formulation is similar to that of self-paced learning [22], however, with a completely
different perspective. Kumar et al. use the formulation to cope with the sensitiveness of
optimizing latent variable models. And for this they gradually consider all the examples
by starting from simpler examples. This is in contrast to our scheme. We want each subset
to contain only the accurately predictable examples. So, conversely, we start by including
more examples at the start and gradually converge to the largest core of the samples that
can be reliably detected.
Our framework, can be seen as a discriminative clustering. Our approach, however, is different from other existing discriminative clustering methods [3, 13, 18] in the sense that it
tries to best discriminate the positive and negative classes. This is unlike the conventional
discrimination of the positive clusters that we actually avoid by sharing samples. [26, 29]
also demonstrate the effectiveness of overlapping clusters. In addition our proposed clustering method does not require prior knowledge about the number of subclasses, the representation space or similarity measure suitable for clustering.
Finally, our framework is closely related to [8, 9] for discovery of midlevel features used
in tasks other than detection. However, we see our proposed method as a more principled
strategy for discovery of subclasses which can be used to group such mid-level representations as well.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the number of samples inside each visual subclass sorted in descending order for the first 30 components. A long tailed distribution is observed.

3

Subclass Discovery and Learning

In this section we describe our framework for training a mixture-of-experts (MEX) classifier in an incremental fashion using self-paced learning. We will refer to our final MEX
classifier learnt in this way as a self-tuned mixture classifier. To begin we recap the Regularized Risk Minimization (RRM) problem and its formulation for a mixture of experts
classifier. Solving the latter is especially difficult. Therefore we propose a new incremental approach to learn each expert within a self-paced learning framework and discuss its
properties.

Mixture of Regularized Risk Minimizers
Discriminative learning methods have been very successful in many applications of machine learning such as computer vision. This is particularly true for classification tasks
when provided with a relatively large set of labelled training samples. In the context of
discriminative learning of binary classifiers, given a set of N labelled training samples
d
D = {hxi , yi i}N
i=1 with xi ∈ R , yi ∈ {−1, 1}, we are usually faced with a RRM problem
of the form:
min J(w) := Ω(w) + λ Remp (w, D) with Remp (w, D) =
w

N
X

liw

(1)

i=1

where liw is the “loss" of sample i. Solving a RRM involves a trade-off between the regularization term Ω and the risk term Remp which is controlled by the positive coefficient λ.
There are different choices of a regularizer e.g. L1, L2 and loss functions e.g. least squares
or hinge. Depending on these choices there are well-established solvers in the literature.
However, it has been observed in several applications that the distribution of the
training samples in the input space is multi-modal. This is because of the semantically
defined labels, data incompleteness and poor representation (e.g. not invariant enough to
different conditions). Although kernel methods or similar approaches can partially overcome these problems, they are usually inefficient for large scale problems and parameters
should be carefully tuned for them to avoid overfitting. This has caused the mixture-ofexperts (MEX) and ensemble methods to become popular. A MEX of M learners, with
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parameters W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wM }, in a RRM formulation is
min J(W ) := Ω(W ) + λ R(W, D) with R(W, D) =
W

N
X

g(liw1 , liw2 , . . . , liwM ) (2)

i=1

where g(.) is an aggregation function the can be anything from a gating function or a
minimum of the losses produced the by different experts. The learning of a MEX has
two main steps. Identification and learning of the parameters of the individual experts and
learning the parameters of the aggregation function. Some methods combine these two
steps [11]. Due to this design, the three major difficulties of training a MEX are:
(1) How to identify the partitions of the input space to be learned by an expert.
(2) Problems at the boundaries where expert learners meet (these boundary regions usually have low or zero sample support).
(3) Deciding on what is a good choice of an aggregation function g.
Our new incremental approach, called self-tuned expert learning, explicitly addresses the
first two problems. The issue of choosing an appropriate aggregation function, however,
remains open for future work.

Self-tuned Expert Learning
We pose the problem of finding the largest subset with high detection accuracy at each step
using the following RRM optimization,2
min J(w, v) := Ω(w) + λ Rself (w, v, D)
w,v

(3)

where v = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vNp }, vi ∈ {0, 1} and
Rself (w, v, D) =

Np
X
i=1

vi (liw − 1/K) +

Nn
X

w
li+N
p

(4)

i=1

The binary indicator vector, v, denotes which samples are included in the current mixture/subset. The scalar K controls how predictable a sample should be to be included in
the subset. A large K means only very predictability samples will be included in the subset. This is because as K increases the loss liw of sample i must be lower to be included.
This formulation is similar to that of Kumar et al’s self-paced learning [22]. By varying K
we span the spectrum from Exemplar learners [23] (large K) to one single learner (small
K).
2 For

the simplicity of the notation, we assume samples are ordered by their labels thus in the set D there are
Np positive (yi = 1) samples indexed by i = 1 : Np and then Nn negative (yi = −1) samples indexed by
i = Np + 1 : Np + Nn .
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Algorithm 2 Alternating Convex Search (ACS) for self-paced learning
Require: D, K, Cp , Cn
v ← {1}
while v 6= vold do
vold ← v
Solve for w the convex program (3) with fixed v
for i = 1 : Np do
if liw < 1/K then vi = 1
elsevi = 0
end if
end for
end while
Return w model and v indicator vector

Optimization
As described in [22] for a convex loss function and Ω the relaxed formulation, vi ∈ [0, 1], of
equation (3) is a biconvex optimization in w and v. Therefore when we fix w the problem
becomes convex in v and vice versa. Biconvex problems are specially interesting since
they have good approximate solvers [15] as well as branch and bound global optimizers.
Algorithm 2 is the pseudo-code for iterating between solving for w and v.
As stated we approach the problem of visual subclass discovery in an incremental
fashion. When we first run Algorithm 2 we find the largest subset of our positive training data which we can distinguish from the negative data with a high precision. Then
we remove this subset and continue by finding the next largest subset and so on. Algorithm 3 gives an explicit overview of how we partition the training data into subsets. This
framework can be seen as discriminative incremental clustering and can potentially perform superior to conventional pre-processing clustering methods used for MEX. It unifies
the partitioning of the positive samples in a way to comply better with the final classifier.
Therefore as opposed to previous methods our procedure does not require the number of
subclasses, a new representation space or similarity measure suitable for clustering. In
particular our procedure helps each classifier to train on more well aligned samples due to
the removal of outliers. It also helps us to better understand the representation space and
the classification problem we face by looking at the statistics of the discovered clusters and
isolated components.
The decision at boundaries where two independently trained experts meet can become ambiguous. To deal with this issue, after discovering each subclass, we let it share
the already selected samples of previously trained experts. In other words we fix the corresponding elements of v to 1 for the newly discovered subset and optimize (3) for a training
set including this subset and that had been removed from D. This allows the sharing of
samples between the experts which makes them become smoother at the boundaries and
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Figure 3: The loss that sample i induces with S = 1/K = 1 for the case of Ramp Loss
(left) and Self-paced Loss (right). The Dashed line shows the original hinge loss.
potentially fills the gaps in the input space. In the experiments we found this is a crucial
step for the performance of each expert.
Algorithm 3 Self-paced incremental
Require: D, K, Cp , Cn
while D0 6= ∅ do
D0 ← D
W, V ← ∅
Solve (3) for v and w using alg.2
V ←V ∪v
W ←W ∪w
D0 ← D0 \{hxi , yi i | vi = 1}
end while
Return W set of trained experts;
V set of indicator

4

Outlier detection

With our self-paced learning framework we essentially perform outlier detection and in
fact self-paced learning is equivalent to the ramp loss formulation of [7]. This is perhaps
not surprising as ramp loss was originally designed to reduce the number of support vectors
by ignoring the outliers.
In practice ramp loss ignores outliers w.r.t. a hyper parameter S. It can be shown
that the solution to the general ramp loss formulation for binary classification (Eq. 5) is
equivalent to that of self paced learning (Eq. 3). Therefore solving for equation (3) is essentially removing the outliers which is the dual of what we want: finding a homogeneous
core subset of data (sub-class). In the following we showcase this equivalence for the case
of hinge loss. Applying a ramp loss to the positive examples gives
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R1 (w, D) =

Np
X

min(liw , S) +

i=1

Nn
X

w
li+N
p

(5)

i=1

Minimizing R1 (w, D) and Rself (w, v, D) w.r.t. w are equivalent. Here we give the intuition. Consider we only have a single parameter S = 1/K and that each liw corresponds
to a hinge loss. In the self-paced equation (3), for a given w, we have the optimal values
of indicator variables vi = 1 iff liw < S and vi = 0 otherwise. This means each sample i
induces a self-paced loss:
(
max(1 − yi fw (xi ), 0) − S ∀i s.t. liw < S
w
vi (li − S) =
(6)
0
otherwise
On the other hand each sample’s induced ramp loss is min(max(1 − yi fw (xi ), 0), S) by
definition [7]. On closer inspection, we see that the induced self-paced loss is a shifted
version of the ramp loss by −S and thus their global solution is equivalent, see figure
3. For the general equivalence in the case of binary classification and further discussion
please refer to the supplementary material.

5

Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the proposed procedure for spanning the modularity of the
representation space. For that purpose, we consider object detection task.

Object Detection
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method for visual recognition we test it for the task of
object detection. Since deformable part models (DPM) of Felzenszwalb et al. [11] is the
current state-of-the-art, we use it as our individual experts. For DPM the self-tuned expert
learner must optimize


Np
Nn
X
X
J(w, v) := kwk2 + λ 
vi (max(0, 1 − fw (xi )) − 1/K) +
max(0, 1 + fw (xi+Np ))
i=1

i=1

(7)
where
fw (xi ) = max(wT Φ(xi , hi ))
hi

(8)

where Φ(., .) is the HOG feature vector extracted from image xi at the location indicated
by part latent variables hi . DPM uses latent variables for modelling part positions in the
classification function f . The loss function of the positives in equation (7) is a concave
function. Thus equation (7) is not a biconvex optimization anymore. However, as highlighted in [11] the problem becomes convex as soon as one fixes the latent variables for the
positive samples. We use this trick to come up with an Alternating Convex Search (ACS)
algorithm to optimize equation (7).
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Figure 4: The evolution of the AP when adding more experts for our full system (green
-light gray- with blue crosses) compared with the case without sharing samples (red -dark
gray- with yellow crosses) on 5 classes of VOC07.
Self-tuned DPM Optimization
Algorithm 2 cannot be immediately applied to optimizing equation (7) because the DPM
loss is dependent on the latent variables h and is concave for positive samples. However,
the latent SVM formulation of DPM becomes convex when the latent variables for the
positive samples are fixed. Thus we simply augment the ACS algorithm (Algorithm 2) and
when w is fixed, the optimal solution of v and h is found in a single step. We simply find
the maximally scoring latent variable h for each sample and use that score in step 2 of the
ACS algorithm.
In the incremental approach, as described in Alg. 3, we first optimize equation (7)
using the whole training set with the augmented Algorithm (2), remove the samples found
in the first cluster and then repeat the procedure until no sample remains. Since we have an
object detection scenario, we have a huge number of possible negative windows from the
negative images. Therefore, we adopt the hard negative mining approach of [11] at step 1
of Algorithm (2).
Experiments
We have chosen the task of Object Detection for evaluation of our method. The challenging dataset of PASCAL VOC 2007 is used as the testbed. In the following sections, we
give the details of our implementation and then we continue by presenting the final detection performance of our system as well as showing quantitative and qualitative results
illustrating different aspects of our framework.
PASCAL VOC 2007
We only consider subsets that have at least 5 samples. This leaves less than 10 experts
for each class. Table (1) shows the final Average Precision(AP) and it is compared with
existing s.o.a methods. By using half of the data on average it performs comparably. It is
worth of mentioning that [5], [30] and [16] use multiple features (in addition to HOG). [16]
uses meta-data for clustering. Finally, we plot the evolution of the AP as we add more
experts in Figure (4). Observe that most of the performance is achieved at the very early
steps. The most interesting future work, indicated by these results, is how to benefit from
the rest of the isolated samples to push for better performance.
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Aggregation
Following the work of [19] we remove the false positives due to multiple counting. We
remove the detections that overlap between 0.1 to 0.5 to the provided ground truth and
re-compute the AP. We do the same procedure for our DPM baseline [12]. Table (2) shows
that we have a larger margin in the mean AP and we outperform DPM in 16 out of 20
classes using the same fraction of data as mentioned in Table (1) for the "Ours" results. This
indicates the significantly higher ability of our proposed classifiers in recalling the objects
and indicates the benefit of designing an appropriate localization scheme for aggregation
of the different experts to reduce the false positives due to multiple counting. Furthermore,
Fig. (4) shows that in most of the classes after addition of the 5th mixture the performance
does not necessarily increase. Most of the performance is gained by addition of the first
experts. This highlights the importance of score calibration as more mixtures are added
[23].
Sharing Samples
On a subset of classes we show the evolution of the AP when adding more mixtures by
comparing with the case when we do not allow sharing (Fig. 4). The gain in the improvement when sharing samples between mixtures indicate the importance of this procedure,
possibly because it generates smoother boundaries and help the generalization of each of
the experts for the final aggregation.

6

Conclusion and Future Works

In this work we have proposed a novel method of designing classifiers that tries to incrementally discover and learn visual subclasses of the semantic class. The formulation is
such that it tries to find largest subset of the training samples that can be reliably distinguished from the negative class. The initial attempt has shown that the state of the art object
detectors are unable to use around half of the data (on average) appearing at the tails of the
distribution, thus showing potentials for future works. In fact we showed the performance
is slightly improved by taking the outliers (isolated exemplars) out of the training set.
Results by ignoring the poor localization false positives indicates that a suitable aggregation procedure for the output of the independently trained experts appears to be a promising future work to reduce false positives due to multiple counting. However, we think the
most important future direction is the analysis of a way to enlarge or merge the discovered
subclasses by including samples from the tails of the distribution. This can be done by
re-designing the model, feature representations or by using additional data to fill in the
identified gaps of the input space (between isolated exemplars).
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Table 1: Results of our method for object detection in VOC07 compared to other state-of-the-art baselines. The last row indicates the
fraction of the training data used for each class to achieve the reported AP. It should be noted that [5], [30] and [16] use additional
features to HOG. [16] uses meta-data for clustering.
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Table 2: Average Precision results on VOC07 by taking out the localization false positives.
As suggested by [19] we remove detections that have between 0.1 to 0.5 overlap with
the corresponding ground truth. The results are by using the same fraction of the data as
mentioned in Table (1)
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Abstract
Discriminative latent variable models (LVM) are frequently applied to various visual
recognition tasks. In these systems the latent (hidden) variables provide a formalism
for modeling structured variation of visual features. Conventionally, latent variables
are defined on the variation of the foreground (positive) class. In this work we augment LVMs to include negative latent variables corresponding to the background class.
We formalize the scoring function of such a generalized LVM (GLVM). Then we discuss a framework for learning a model based on the GLVM scoring function. We
theoretically showcase how some of the current visual recognition methods can benefit
from this generalization. Finally, we experiment on a generalized form of Deformable
Part Models with negative latent variables and show significant improvements on two
different detection tasks.

1

Introduction

Discriminative latent variable models (LVM) are frequently and successfully applied to
various visual recognition tasks [6, 7, 11, 13–16]. In these systems the latent (hidden)
variables provide a formalism for modeling structured variation of visual features. These
variations can be the result of different possible object locations, deformations, viewpoint,
subcategories, etc. Conventionally, these have all been defined only based on the foreground (positive) class. We call such latent variables “positive”. In this work we introduce
generalized discriminative LVM (GLVM) which use both “positive” and “negative” latent
variables. Negative latent variables are defined on the background (negative) class and provide counter evidence for presence of the foreground class. They can, for instance, learn
mutual exclusion constraints, model scene subcategories where the positive object class is
unlikely to be found, or capture specific parts which potentially indicate the presence of an
object of a similar but not the same class.
The objective of the proposed framework is to learn a model which maximizes the evidence (characterized by positive latent variables) for the foreground class and at the same
time minimizes the counter evidence (characterized by negative latent variables) lying in
background class. Thereby GLVM empowers the latent variable modeling by highlighting
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the role of negative data in its own right. An interesting analogy is with game theory; when
playing a game a simple strategy is to maximize your score. This resembles LVM’s objective which is to maximize evidence for the presence of the foreground class. A better strategy, however, is to maximize your scores at the same time as minimizing the opponents’
scores. This is analogous to GLVM’s objective which takes into account counter evidence
emerging from negative latent variables while looking for evidence from the foreground
class. The score of the opponents is counter evidence in our hypothetical example.
The concept of negative parts was noted in [11]. However, [11] focuses on automatic discovery and optimization of a part based model with negative parts. In this paper we extend
the notion of negative parts to negative latent variables and propose a framework for defining models that use both positive and negative latent variables.
Many different modeling techniques benefit from latent variables. Felzenszwalb et al. [6]
introduced latent SVM to train deformable part models, a state of the art object detector [7]. Yu and Joachims [16] transferred the idea to structural SVMs. Yang et al. [15]
proposed a kenelized version of latent SVM and latent structural SVM and applied it to
various visual recognition tasks. Razavi et al. [13] introduced latent variables to the Hough
transform and achieved significant improvements over a Hough transform object detection
baseline. And-Or trees use latent variable modeling for object recognition and occlusion
reasoning [14].
In this paper we introduce a novel family of models which generalizes discriminative latent
variable models. We review LVMs in Section 2, formulate our generalization of LVMs in
Section 3. Then, we discuss training of GLVMs and propose an algorithm for learning
the parameters of a GLVM in Section 4. In Section 6 we discuss how various computer
vision models can benefit from GLVM. Finally, in Section 4 we experiment on generalized
DPMs.

2

Discriminative Latent Variable Models (LVM)

Consider a supervised classification problem provided with a set of n training examples
X ∈ Rd×n and their corresponding labels Y ∈ Y n . The goal of discriminative learning is
then to learn a scoring function Sw (x, y), parametrized by w, that ranks a data point xi and
its true label yi higher than the rest of labels. For a linear scoring function this is written
as follows:
∀y 6= yi

(1)

Sw (xi , y) = w φ(xi , y)

(2)

Sw (xi , yi ) > Sw (xi , y)
T

Here φ(x, y) is the representation function (e.g. Histogram of Oriented Gradients, ConvNet
representation, etc.). Since the scoring function of (2) is linear in w any invariance to
nonlinear object class deformation should be reflected in the representation function φ.
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This requires a very rich feature encoding. LVMs model known structured variations of
the object class by using various latent variables a corresponding to different sources of
variation. Each latent variable models a source of variation and accordingly alters the
representation φ so that it best matches the model parameters w. Thus, all latent variables in
an LVM are maximized over. For instance, in weakly supervised object detection location
of the object in an image is modeled by a latent variable. The scoring function of an LVM
takes this form:
Sw (xi , y) = max wT φ(xi , y, a)
a

(3)

In some cases the set of labels Y comprises of only known classes. In open-set classification, however, one of the possible labels in Y refers to an unknown class. The simplest
form of open-set classification is binary classification where samples are classified into
the class of interest where y = +1 (e.g. cat) or anything else where y = −1 (e.g. non-cat)
which are so called foreground and background respectively. In this work we are interested
in open-set classification problems which suit many real-world applications better. In the
next section we show how the latent variables in the scoring function of (3) can be altered
to “model” the negative data in its own right and thereby enrich the expressive power of
discriminative latent variable models. In the rest of the paper we focus on the binary classification problem.

3

Generalized LVM with Negative Modeling (GLVM)

The scoring function in discriminative LVM is usually constructed in such a way that it
looks for “evidence” for the foreground class, and the weakness (or lack) of such evidence
indicates that the input is from the background class. For instance, in detecting office
scenes, the location of a work desk (evidence for office) can be modeled by a latent variable.
We generalize LVMs by equipping them with latent variables that look for “counter evidence” for the foreground class. For example, detecting a stove (evidence for kitchen) or
sofa (evidence for living room) provides counter evidence for office. Such latent variables
can also be contextual, for example for a cow detector, presence of saddle/rider/aeroplane
counts as counter evidence whereas presence of meadow/stable/milking parlor counts as
evidence. For visual examples refer to Section 1 in supplementary material.
We call the latent variables that collect evidence for the foreground class positive latent
variables and the latent variables that collect counter evidence for the foreground class
negative latent variables and denote them by a and b respectively throughout the paper.
Representation function. Before we go further, let’s explain how our representation function φ is constructed. We assume the model parameters (associated with all latent variables) are concatenated into a single vector w. Moreover, w and its corresponding feature
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LVM

Simple GLVM

Canonical GLVM

Figure 1: Example of an LVM scoring function on three latent variables (left), a Simple
GLVM scoring function (middle), and a GLVM in its canonical form. The models become
more and more complex from left to right.
vector φ(xi , a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 , ...) have the same dimensionality. Every latent variable ak or
bk encodes its own place in φ(). The places for different latent variables do not overlap.
When some latent variables are omitted from the inputs of φ(), their place is filled with
zero vectors. These assumption are made for the ease of notation in the upcoming formulations. For clarity we take three steps towards defining the generic form of GLVM scoring
function.
Simple Form. The simplest form of a GLVM scoring function involving two independent
sets of positive and negative latent variables is (Z is the set of possible latent assignments):
Sw (xi , y) = max+ wT φ(xi , y, a) − max wT φ(xi , y, b)
a∈Z

b∈Z −

(4)

Note that the second max cannot be absorbed in the first max. Thus, the GLVM scoring
function is more general than that of LVM. In particular, (4) reduces to (3) when |Z − | ≤ 1.
One can characterize positive and negative latent variables according to the way they impact the value of the scoring function. Each assignment of a latent variable has a corresponding value associated to it. For instance, in the deformable part models (DPMs) latent
variables indicate the location of the object parts [6]. Each assignment of a latent variable
in a DPM corresponds to a placement of a part which in turn is associated with a value
in the score map of the part. A positive (negative) latent variable is one whose associated
value is positively (negatively) correlated with the final value of the scoring function. This
should not be confused with negative entries in the model vector w. In a linear model with
the score function S(x) = wT φ(x) the value of the d-th dimension of the feature vector
(i.e. φ(x)d ) is negatively correlated with S(x) when wd < 0. Yet, negative latent variables are fundamentally different from this. In particular, a negative latent variable cannot
be obtained by flipping the sign in some dimensions of the parameter vector and using a
positive latent variable instead. The value associated with a negative latent variable (i.e.
maxb wT φ(x, b)) is a convex function of w whereas the value associated to negative entries in w (i.e. wd φ(x)d ) is linear in w.
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Dependent Form. The value of the GLVM score can be thought of as the value of the best
strategy in a 2-player game. To show this we need to modify the notation as follows:
Sw (xi ) = max+ wT φ(xi , a) + min− −wT φ(xi , b)
a∈Z

b∈Z

T

= max+ min w φ(xi , a) − wT φ(xi , b)
a∈Z

b∈Z −

(5)

= max+ min− wT φ(xi , a, b)
a∈Z

b∈Z

In the first step we dropped y from the notation since we will be focusing on binary classification. In the second step min is pulled back. For the last step we let φ(xi , a, b) =
φ(xi , a) − φ(xi , b) although any feature function that depends on both b and a would do.
So, (5) is more general than (4). Note that the game theory analogy of minimax is now
more apparent in the new formulation of (5).
Canonical Form. The scoring function in (5) is linear when the latent variables a and b are
fixed. One can imagine augmenting this linear function with more positive and negative
latent variables; the same way that we extended (2) to get to (5). This creates multiple
interleaved negative and positive latent variables. This way, we can make a hierarchy of
alternating latent variables recursively. This general formulation has interesting ties to
compositional models, like object grammar [5], and high-level scene understanding. For
example, we can model scenes according to the presence of some objects (positive latent
variable) and the absence of some other objects (negative latent variable). Each of those
objects themselves can be modeled according to presence of some parts (positive) and
absence of others (negative). We can continue the recursion even further. The GLVM
scoring function, after being expanded recursively, can be written in the following general
form:
Sw (xi ) = max min max min ... max min wT φ xi , (ak , bk )K
k=1
a1

b1

a2

b2

aK

bK



(6)

We call this the canonical form of a GLVM scoring function. Note that any other scoring
function that is a linear combination of max’s and min’s of linear functions can be converted to this canonical form by simple algebraic operations. Moreover, (6) with K > 1
and non empty ak and bk cannot be simplified into (5), in general. Its proof follows the
max-min inequality [1]. See Figure 1 for an example.

4

Training GLVMs for Classification

In this section we propose an algorithm for training GLVMs to do binary classification. We
focus on SVM training objective and use hinge loss. That being said, the same idea can be
used to optimize any training objective that involves a linear combination of convex and/or
concave functions of GLVM scores; e.g. SVM with squared hinge loss. For the ease of
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notation we drop the subscript w in Sw in the rest of this section.
Let D = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 denote a set of n labeled training examples. Each training example
is a pair (xi , yi ) where xi is the input data and yi ∈ {+1, −1} is the ground-truth label
associated with it. SVM training objective can be written as follows:
n

O(w) =

X
1
||w||2 + C
max (0, 1 − yi S(xi ))
2
i=1

(7)

where S(xi ) is a scoring function. Training a classifier requires finding the model w∗ that
minimizes the function i.e. w∗ = arg minw O(w). In most practical applications, however,
the objective function O is complex (in particular, non-convex). This makes it hard to find
the global minimizer. Thus, we usually have to resort to local minima of the objective
function.
The concave-convex procedure (CCCP) [17] is a general framework for optimizing nonconvex functions. For minimization, in each iteration the concave part is replaced by a
hyperplane tangent to it at the current solution. The result is a convex function. Local
minima of a convex function are global minima. Thus, one can use simple methods such
as gradient descent to minimize a convex function.
We train GLVMs using an iterative algorithm that is very similar to CCCP [17]. But,
unlike CCCP, we do not linearize the concave part of the objective function. Our training algorithm alternates between two steps: 1) constructing a convex upper bound to the
training objective O and 2) minimizing the bound. Let Bt (w) denote the bound constructed at iteration t. Also let wt = arg minw Bt (w) be the minimizer of the bound.
All bounds must touch the objective function at the solution of the previous bound; that is
Bt (wt−1 ) = O(wt−1 ), ∀t. This process is guaranteed to converge to a local minimum or
a saddle point of the training objective O.
To construct bounds Bt , as we shall see next, we only need to construct a concave lower
bound Ŝ(xi ) and a convex upper bound Š(xi ) to the scoring function of (6). We define Bt
as follows:
Bt (w) =

n
n




X
X
1
||w||2 + C
max 0, 1 + Št (xi ) + C
max 0, 1 − Ŝt (xi ) (8)
2
i=1
i=1
yi =−1

yi =+1

In the next section we will explain how Š(xi ) and Ŝ(xi ) are constructed for GLVMs. Algorithm 1 in the supplementary material summarizes all steps in our training procedure.
Convex Upper Bound and Concave Lower Bound. Here we explain how we obtain
Št (xi ) and Ŝt (xi ) when GLVM scoring function (6) is used. We fix all the negative latent
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variables in S(xi ) to get Št (xi ) and fix all the positive latent variables to get Ŝt (xi ).

Let wt denote the model at iteration t and let a = (a1 , . . . , aK ) be an arbitrary assignment
of the positive latent variables. Given a, we denote the fixed values for the negative latent
(i)
(i)
variables on image xi by b(i) (a) = (b1 , . . . , bK ) and define it as in (9). Similarly, we
(i)
(i)
define a(i) (b) = (a1 , . . . , aK ) as in (10).
b(i) (a) = arg min wtT φ xi , (ak , bk )K
k=1



(9)

a(i) (b) = arg max wtT φ xi , (ak , bk )K
k=1



(10)

b1 ,...,bK

a1 ,...,aK

Note that (9) uses a min and (10) uses a max. Also, note that in both equations the
fixed assignments are computed according to wt . Finally, we define Št (xi ) and Ŝt (xi ) as
follows:
 
K 
(i)
T
Št (xi ) = max max . . . max w φ xi , ak , bk (a)
(11)
a1
a2
aK
k=1
 

K
(i)
Ŝt (xi ) = min min . . . min wT φ xi , ak (b), bk
(12)
b1

b2

bK

k=1

(11) is convex because it is a max of linear functions and it is an upper bound to S(x)
because the min functions are replaced with a fixed value. Similarly for (12).
For discussions regarding the dependency structure of the latent variables and how it affects
the scoring and inference functions refer to Section 2 in the supplementary material.

5

Connection to existing Models

LSSVM: An interesting connection is to latent structural SVMs (LSSVM) [16] where the
scoring function is given by,
(13)

S(xi , y) = max wT φ(xi , y, h)
h

In this form, the formulation of scoring function does not make use of negative latent
variables as defined in GLVM. In LSSVM objective function the individual loss induced
by a sample (xi , yi ) is calculated as below,
L(xi , yi ) = max[wT φ(xi , y, h) + ∆(yi , y, h)] − max wT φ(xi , yi , h)
(y,h)

h

(14)

Note that the representation function takes as input both class y and latent variable h. Now,
assume a binary classification (y ∈ {−1, 1}) framework with a symmetric loss function ∆
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independent of h. Then, the scoring and loss function can be reformulated as,
S 0 (xi ) = max wT φ(xi , +1, h) − max wT φ(xi , −1, h)

(15)

L(xi , yi ) = max(0, ∆(+1, −1) − yi S 0 (xi ))

(16)

h

h

Note that (15) is similar to the shallow structure of GLVMs in (4). This shows how negative latent variables can potentially emerge from LSSVMs.
Mid-level features based recognition: Many recent scene image classification techniques
pre-train multiple mid level features (parts) [3, 4, 9] to represent an image. They construct
the representation of an image by concatenating the maximum response of each part in the
image and then train a linear classifier on top of those representations. Naderi et al. [11]
have shown that training a classifier on those representations effectively corresponds to the
definition of negative parts. In these works, the score of a part at an image is maximized
over different locations and thus its position and scale are, in essence, treated as a latent
variables. In that respect, a negative weight in the linear classifier for such a latent variable
can be translated to a negative latent variable (i.e. its maximum score contributes negatively to the score of an image). The training procedure for the scene classification models
of [3, 4, 9, 11] is similar to the shallow version of the GLVM framework proposed in this
paper.
ConvNet: [7] argues that the kernels in Convolutional Networks (ConvNet) can be interpreted as parts in part based models and shows that DPM is effectively a ConvNet. However, since ConvNets have the extra ability of learning weights (potentially negative) over
these multiple kernels it is modeling counter evidences in a similar form as GLVM.

6

Showcases

To elicit the implications of the proposed generalization of LVMs, in this section, we review a few different state of the art computer vision models and demonstrate how they
can benefit from the proposed framework. We consider adding negative latent variables to
deformable part models, And-Or trees, and latent Hough transform and discuss the implications of it.

Show Case 1: Deformable Part Models. Deformable Part Model (DPM) [6] is an object
detector that models an object as a collection of deformable parts. DPM uses multiple
mixture components to model viewpoint variations of the object. The location of the parts
(denoted by lj ) and the choice of the mixture component (indexed by c) are unknown and
thus treated as latent variables. The scoring function of a DPM with n parts can be written
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as follows:
k

S(x) = max
c=1

n
X
j=1

(17)

T
max wc,j
φ(x, lj , c)
lj

We extend DPMs to include negative parts. We refer to this as generalized DPM (GDPM).
For instance, when detecting cow, positive parts in DPM include head, back, legs of a cow.
In GDPM one can imagine several candidates for negative parts. For example, since horses
appear frequently in the high scoring false positives of cow detectors, saddle or horse-head
may be good negative parts for a cow detector. We define GDPM scoring function as:
k

S(x) = max
c=1

n
h X
j + =1

max wT φ(x, lj + , c) −
lj +

m
X
j − =1

max wT φ(x, lj − , c)

i

lj −

(18)

Following the recursion of GLVM, the outer max can also be cloned with a negative counterpart. In that respect, the negative components would look, for instance, for different
viewpoints of a horse with its own positive and negative parts. We implemented GDPM
and evaluated it on two different datasets. We discuss the experimental results in Section 4.
Show Case 2: And-Or trees. And-Or trees [14] are hierarchical models that have been applied to various visual recognition tasks. And-Or trees are represented by a tree-structured
graph. Edges in the graph represent dependencies and nodes represent three different operations. Terminal nodes (Ti ) are directly applied to the input image. A typical example
of a terminal node is a template applied at a specific location of the image. Or nodes (Oi )
take the maximum value among their children. An Or node can model, for example, the
placement of terminal nodes or the choice of mixture components. And nodes (Ai ) aggregate information by summing over their children. The scoring functions of these nodes are
defined as follows:
X
S(Ti |I; wi ) = wiT I(Ti ),
S(Ai |C) =
S(c),
S(Oi |C) = max S(c)
c∈C(Ai )

c∈C(Oi )

(19)
C encodes the hierarchy of the nodes and C(N ) denotes children of node N . In order to
compute the score of an input image the scores are propagated from the terminal nodes
to the root of hierarchy using dynamic programming. Or nodes find the most plausible
interpretation, And nodes aggregate information, and terminal nodes collect positive evidence for the foreground class. Generalizing an And-Or tree with negative latent variables
introduces a new type of node which we call a Nor node (Ni ). Nor nodes collect counter
evidence for the class of interest. We define the scoring function of a Nor node as follows:
S(Ni |C) = min S(c)
c∈C(Ni )

(20)
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Show Case 3: Latent Hough Transform. Hough transform (HT) has been used as a nonparametric voting scheme to localize objects. In Implicit Shape Models [10] the score of
a hypothesis h (e.g. object location and scale) in an image x is calculated by aggregating
its compliance to each positive training images. Let Dp denote the set of positive training
images. Also let S(x, h|xi ) denote the vote of a positive training image xi ∈ Dp in favor
of hypothesis h. The scoring function of HT is defined as follows:
X
SHT (x, h) =
S(x, h|xi )
(21)
i∈Dp

One of the main issues with HT is the aggregation of votes from inconsistent images.
For instance, training images of side-view cars contribute to the voting in a test image
of a frontal-view car. Razavi et al. [13] alleviate this issue by introducing latent Hough
transform (LHT). LHT groups consistent images (e.g. exhibiting same viewpoints) together
using a latent variable z ∈ Z. Let φ(x, h) denote the vector of votes for hypothesis h
obtained from all positive training images i.e. φ(x, h)i = S(x, h|xi ). LHT assigns weight
wz,i to the positive training image xi ∈ Dp indicating its relevance to the selected mixture
component z. Scoring function of an LHT parameterized by w is defined as follows:
SLHT (x, h) = max wzT φ(x, h)
z∈Z

(22)

In order to reformulate the problem as a GLVM we need to introduce negative votes [2]
cast by negative training images in the scoring function of HT.
X
X
SHT (x, h) =
S(h|xi ) −
S(h|xi )
(23)
i∈Dp

i∈Dn

Then the scoring function of a GLVM generalization of LHT (called GLHT) is given by:
SGLHT (x, h) = max
wzT+ φ(x, h) − max
wzT− φ(x, h)
+
−
z

z

(24)

It should be emphasized that negative latent variables might be crucial when using negative
votes in HT due the high multimodality of negative data distribution. That is negative
images are probably more susceptible to the aggregation of inconsistent votes. This might
explain the reason why negative voting is not popular for HT based object recognition.
Note that GLHT can make use of the negative data in a more effective way.

7

Experiments

To demonstrate the efficacy of a GLVM we evaluate it on deformable part models (DPM)
by augmenting it with negative parts (GDPM). As discussed in Section 4 adding negative parts changes the optimization framework of DPMs. This includes many noteworthy
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cow

GDPM1
7 10.9 17.0 22.0 12.5 57.2 19.2
GDPM2
6 9.5 18.6 23.2 12.2 56.0 19.8
GDPM3
5 10.5 13.9 21.7 11.9 54.8 19.1

(a) AP for animal classes of
VOC 2007, comparing DPM
with GDPM with different number of parts. Sub (super) indices
indicate the number of positive
(negative) parts.
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(b) Analysis of false positives of cow using [8]. DP M (left),
GDP M62 (middle) and GDP M71 (right) with similar part initialization. The volumes show the commulative number of top
detections within 5 different categories: true detection (white),
localization FP (blue), background FP (purple), similar objects
(red), other objects (green). Red (dashed red) line is the percentage of recall at each number of detections using 50% (10%)
overlap threshold. GDPM with careful initialization (right figure) slightly reduces confusion with similar objects.

Figure 2: PASCAL VOC 2007

details about inference, relabeling, data mining, features cache, etc. For details of these
modifications refer to Section 4 in supplementary material. We conducted our experiments
of GDPM on two different datasets. Similar to [6] HOG is used as feature descriptor but
the observed trends should be independent of this choice. The results are measured using
Average Precision of the PR-curve. We use the PASCAL VOC criterion of 50% intersection over union for recall.
PASCAL VOC 2007 Animals. We first evaluate GDPM on animal subset of VOC 2007.
The training set of VOC 2007 contains about 4500 negative images and a few hundreds
(∼ 400) of positive instances per animal class. The same goes for the test set. We use the
same hyper-parameters as used for original DPM [6], namely 6 components (3 + 3 mirror
components) and 8 parts per component. Our results slightly differ from those reported
in [6] due to absence of post-processing (bounding box prediction and context re-scoring)
and slight differences in implementation. Figure 2a summarizes the results for substituting
some positive parts in DPM with negative parts. 4 out of the 6 tested classes benefit from
replacing positive parts with negative parts. Depending on the class the optimal number of
negative parts is different. For PR curves refer to Section 6 in supplementary material.
Initialization. Similar to DPM [6], we initialized the location and appearance of positive
(negative) parts by finding the sub-patches of the root filter which contained highest positive (negative) weights. However, we observed that negative parts in GDPM are quite sensitive to initialization. This is due to the non-convexity of the optimization. Furthermore,
while the positive label corresponds to a single visual class the negative label encompasses
more classes and thus exhibits a multi-modal distribution. But, we are interested in discrimination of the positives, thus we only need to model the boundary cases of the negative
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Abyssinian Bengal

DP M4
DP M6
GDP M22
GDP M42

21.3
22.2
24.3
25.5

12.8
12.8
11.9
13.7

Birman

Bombay

34.5
31.4
38.4
34.0

23.3
21.5
23.9
23.0

British Egyptian
Shorthair
Mau

32.2
31.3
31.0
33.5

15.8
16.5
19.7
20.9

Maine
Coon

Persian

Ragdoll

Russian
Blue

Siamese

Sphynx

21.6
26.0
27.7
24.5

28.0
29.0
29.7
30.0

19.4
20.6
24.5
21.9

24.0
25.0
29.9
25.3

29.4
30.9
35.9
30.6

22.7
22.0
27.4
23.2

Table 1: Cat Head Detection: Results comparing DPM and GDPM with different number of
positive and negative parts. Sub (super) indices show the number of positive (negative) parts. GDPM
consistently outperforms DPM variants. The average cat head images are taken from [18].

distribution. Studying these boundary cases for DPM model of cow revealed that most of
negative samples come from "sheep" and "horse". Initializing GDPM negative parts of
cow with a part from similar objects increased the performance from 21.9 to 26.7.
Negative Parts. Although, adding negative parts helps in general, it seems that, unless the
parts are carefully initialized, the discovered negative parts with default initialization are
not visually meaningful. We analyzed the false positives (FP) of DPM and GDPM detectors similar to [8] and observed that some of the FP reduction in GDPM is from non similar
object classes or background. However, when we initialized the negative parts using other
classes, the ratio of FP due to similar objects decreased more significantly (See Figure 2b).
Cat Head. The second task is detection of heads for 12 breeds of cats. The cat head
images are taken from Oxford Pets dataset [12]. For each cat breed the distractor set contains full images (including background clutter) of the other 11 breeds and 25 breeds of
dogs. Each cat breed has around 65 positive images and 3500 negative images for training. Test set has the same number of images. This task is particularly hard due to the low
number of positive training images and high level of similarity between cats heads which
is sometimes hard for humans to distinguish. For sample images refer to Section 5 in
supplementary material. Table 1 reports the results by comparing DPM and GDPM using
various number of positive/negative parts. The aligned average images in [18] is used as
header in Table 1. Since the number of positive images in the training set is low, we used
one component per detector. It can be seen that GDPM consistently outperform the DPM
using different number of parts. For a few classes (e.g. Bengal) DPM with 4 positive parts
outperform GDPM with 2 positive and 2 negative parts, but as we increase the number of
parts to 6, replacing 2 positive parts with 2 negative parts proves beneficial. We observed
that adding more parts (more than 6) degrades the results due to over-fitting to the small
number of positive images. Negative parts seems to be more robust for the classes where
going from total of 4 parts to 6 parts show signs of over-fitting (e.g. Birman, Sphynx).

8. CONCLUSION
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Conclusion

In this work we proposed a new framework for discriminative latent variable models by
explicitly modeling counter evidences associated with negative latent variables along with
the positive evidences and by that emphasized the role of negative data. The proposed
framework enriches the expressive power of latent variable models and extends their applicability to various vision tasks. We also described a general learning framework and
showcased how common computer vision latent models can benefit from the new perspective. Finally, we experimented on two tasks of object detection revealing the benefits of
negative latent variables. We further observed that expressive power of GLVM crucially
depends on a careful initialization.
We think that various latent variable models can benefit from the proposed GLVM framework. We hope that our work yields to fruitful discussions in the field regarding latent
variable models.
Acknowledgement. We’d like to thank Pedro Felzenszwalb for the fruitful discussions. This work
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Abstract
Recent results indicate that the generic descriptors extracted from the convolutional
neural networks are very powerful. This paper adds to the mounting evidence that this
is indeed the case. We report on a series of experiments conducted for different recognition tasks using the publicly available code and model of the OverFeatnetwork
which was trained to perform object classification on ILSVRC13. We use features
extracted from the OverFeatnetwork as a generic image representation to tackle the
diverse range of recognition tasks of object image classification, scene recognition, fine
grained recognition, attribute detection and image retrieval applied to a diverse set of
datasets. We selected these tasks and datasets as they gradually move further away from
the original task and data the OverFeatnetwork was trained to solve. Astonishingly,
we report consistent superior results compared to the highly tuned state-of-the-art systems in all the visual classification tasks on various datasets. For instance retrieval it
consistently outperforms low memory footprint methods except for sculptures dataset.
The results are achieved using a linear SVM classifier (or L2 distance in case of retrieval) applied to a feature representation of size 4096 extracted from a layer in the
net. The representations are further modified using simple augmentation techniques
e.g. jittering. The results strongly suggest that features obtained from deep learning
with convolutional nets should be the primary candidate in most visual recognition
tasks.

1

Introduction

“Deep learning. How well do you think it would work for your computer vision problem?" Most likely this question has been posed in your group’s coffee room. And in
response someone has quoted recent success stories [10, 15, 29] and someone else professed skepticism. You may have left the coffee room slightly dejected thinking “Pity
I have neither the time, GPU programming skills nor large amount of labelled data to
train my own network to quickly find out the answer". But when the convolutional neural network OverFeat [38] was recently made publicly available1 it allowed for some
1 There are other publicly available deep learning implementations such as Alex Krizhevsky’s ConvNet and
Berkeley’s Caffe. Benchmarking these implementations is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 1: top) CNN representation replaces pipelines of s.o.a methods and achieve better
results. e.g. DPD [50]. bottom) Augmented CNN representation with linear SVM consistently outperforms s.o.a. on multiple tasks. Specialized CNN refers to other works which
specifically designed the CNN for their task
experimentation. In particular we wondered now, not whether one could train a deep network specifically for a given task, but if the features extracted by a deep network - one
carefully trained on the diverse ImageNet database to perform the specific task of image
classification - could be exploited for a wide variety of vision tasks. We now relate our
discussions and general findings because as a computer vision researcher you’ve probably
had the same questions:
Prof: First off has anybody else investigated this issue?
Student: Well it turns out Donahue et al. [10], Zeiler and Fergus [48] and Oquab
et al. [29] have suggested that generic features can be extracted from large CNNs and
provided some initial evidence to support this claim. But they have only considered a
small number of visual recognition tasks. It would be fun to more thoroughly investigate
how powerful these CNN features are. How should we start?
Prof: The simplest thing we could try is to extract an image feature vector from the
OverFeatnetwork and combine this with a simple linear classifier. The feature vector
could just be the responses, with the image as input, from one of the network’s final layers.
For which vision tasks do you think this approach would be effective?
Student: Definitely image classification. Several vision groups have already produced a big jump in performance from the previous sate-of-the-art methods on Pascal
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VOC. But maybe fine-tuning the network was necessary for the jump? I’m going to try it
on Pascal VOC and just to make it a little bit trickier the MIT scene dataset.
Answer: OverFeatdoes a very good job even without fine-tuning (section 3 for
details).
Prof: Okay so that result confirmed previous findings and is perhaps not so surprising. We asked the OverFeatfeatures to solve a problem that they were trained to solve.
And ImageNet is more-or-less a superset of Pascal VOC. Though I’m quite impressed by
the indoor scene dataset result. What about a less amenable problem?
Student: I know fine-grained classification. Here we want to distinguish between
sub-categories of a category such as the different species of flowers. Do you think the
more generic OverFeatfeatures have sufficient representational power to pick up the
potentially subtle differences between very similar classes?
Answer: It worked great on a standard bird and flower database. In its most simplistic form it didn’t beat the latest best performing methods but it is a much cleaner solution
with ample scope for improvement. Actually, adopting a set of simple data augmentation techniques (still with linear SVM) beats the best performing methods. Impressive!
(Section 3 for details.)
Prof: Next challenge attribute detection? Let’s see if the OverFeatfeatures have
encoded something about the semantic properties of people and objects.
Student: Do you think the global CNN features extracted from the person’s bounding box can cope with the articulations and occlusions present in the H3D dataset. All the
best methods do some sort of part alignment before classification and during training.
Answer: Surprisingly the CNN features on average beat poselets and a deformable
part model for the person attributes labelled in the H3D dataset. Wow, how did they
do that?! They also work extremely well on the object attribute dataset. Maybe these
OverFeatfeatures do indeed encode attribute information? (Details in section 3.)
Prof: Can we push things even further? Is there a task OverFeatfeatures should
struggle with compared to more established computer vision systems? Maybe instance
retrieval. This task drove the development of the SIFT and VLAD descriptors and the
bag-of-visual-words approach followed swiftly afterwards. Surely these highly optimized
engineered vectors and mid-level features should win hands down over the generic features?
Student: I don’t think CNN features have a chance if we start comparing to methods
that also incorporate 3D geometric constraints. Let’s focus on descriptor performance. Do
new school descriptors beat old school descriptors in the old school descriptors’ backyard?
Answer: Very convincing. Ignoring systems that impose 3D geometry constraints
the CNN features are very competitive on building and holiday datasets (section 4). Furthermore, doing standard instance retrieval feature processing (i.e. PCA, whitening, renormalization) it shows superior performance compared to low memory footprint methods on
all retrieval benchmarks except for the sculptures dataset.
Student: The take home message from all these results?
Prof: It’s all about the features! SIFT and HOG descriptors produced big performance gains a decade ago and now deep convolutional features are providing a similar
breakthrough for recognition. Thus, applying the well-established computer vision proce-
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dures on CNN representations should potentially push the reported results even further. In
any case, if you develop any new algorithm for a recognition task then it must be compared
against the strong baseline of generic deep features + simple classifier.

2

Background and Outline

In this work we use the publicly available trained CNN called OverFeat [38]. The
structure of this network follows that of Krizhevsky et al. [22]. The convolutional layers
each contain 96 to 1024 kernels of size 3×3 to 7×7. Half-wave rectification is used as
the nonlinear activation function. Max pooling kernels of size 3×3 and 5×5 are used
at different layers to build robustness to intra-class deformations. We used the “large"
version of the OverFeatnetwork. It takes as input color images of size 221×221. Please
consult [38] and [22] for further details.
OverFeatwas trained for the image classification task of ImageNet ILSVRC 2013
[1] and obtained very competitive results for the classification task of the 2013 challenge
and won the localization task. ILSVRC13 contains 1.2 million images which are hand
labelled with the presence/absence of 1000 categories. The images are mostly centered
and the dataset is considered less challenging in terms of clutter and occlusion than other
object recognition datasets such as PASCAL VOC [12].
We report results on a series of experiments we conducted on different recognition
tasks. The tasks and datasets were selected such that they gradually move further away
from the task the OverFeatnetwork was trained to perform. We have two sections for
visual classification (Sec. 3) and visual instance retrieval (Sec. 4) where we review different tasks and datasets and report the final results. The crucial thing to remember is that the
CNN features used are trained only using ImageNet data though the simple classifiers are
trained using images specific to the task’s dataset.
Finally, we have to point out that, given enough computational resources, optimizing the
CNN features for specific tasks/datasets would probably boost the performance of the simplistic system even further [15, 29, 41, 43, 51].

3

Visual Classification

Here we go through different tasks related to visual classification in the following subsections.

Method
For all the experiments, unless stated otherwise, we use the first fully connected layer
(layer 22) of the network as our feature vector. Note the max-pooling and rectification
operations are each considered as a separate layer in OverFeatwhich differs from Alex
Krizhevsky’s ConvNet numbering. For all the experiments we resize the whole image (or
cropped sub-window) to 221×221. This gives a vector of 4096 dimensions. We have two
settings:
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• The feature vector is further L2 normalized to unit length for all the experiments.
We use the 4096 dimensional feature vector in combination with a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to solve different classification tasks (CNN-SVM).
• We further augment the training set by adding cropped and rotated samples and doing
component-wise power transform and report separate results (CNNaug+SVM).
For the classification scenarios where the labels are not mutually exclusive (e.g. VOC Object Classification or UIUC Object attributes) we use a one-against-all strategy, in the rest
of experiments we use one-against-one linear SVMs with voting. For all the experiments
we use a linear SVM found from eq.1, where we have training data {(xi , yi )}.
X
1
T
2
minimize
w

2

max(1 − yi w xi , 0)

kwk + C

(1)

i

Further information can be found in the implementation details at section 3.

Image Classification
To begin, we adopt the CNN representation to tackle the problem of image classification of
objects and scenes. The system should assign (potentially multiple) semantic labels to an
image. Remember in contrast to object detection, object image classification requires no
localization of the objects. The CNN representation has been optimized for the object image classification task of ILSVRC. Therefore, in this experiment the representation is more
aligned with the final task than the rest of experiments. However, we have chosen two different image classification datasets, objects and indoor scenes, whose image distributions
differ from that of ILSVRC dataset.
Datasets
We use two challenging recognition datasets, Namely, Pascal VOC 2007 for object image
classification [12] and the MIT-67 indoor scenes [36] for scene recognition.
Pascal VOC. Pascal VOC 2007 [12] contains ∼10000 images of 20 classes including
animals, handmade and natural objects. The objects are not centered and in general the
appearance of objects in VOC is perceived to be more challenging than ILSVRC. Pascal
VOC images come with bounding box annotation which are not used in our experiments.
MIT-67 indoor scenes. The MIT scenes dataset has 15620 images of 67 indoor scene
classes. The dataset consists of different types of stores (e.g. bakery, grocery) residential
rooms (e.g. nursery room, bedroom), public spaces (e.g. inside bus, library, prison cell),
leisure places (e.g. buffet, fastfood, bar, movietheater) and working places (e.g. office,
operating room, tv studio). The similarity of the objects present in different indoor scenes
makes MIT indoor an especially difficult dataset compared to outdoor scene datasets.
Results of PASCAL VOC Object Classification
Table 1 shows the results of the OverFeatCNN representation for object image classification. The performance is measured using average precision (AP) criterion of VOC 2007
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55.3
61.7
61.0

62.6 87.2 71.8 73.9
67.3 89.1 74.9 77.2

60.6 80.6 57.8 64.7
67.7 86.3 70.9 71.1
67.5 83.6 70.6 70.5

mAP
36.4
48.1
53.9

71.1
76.7

tv
86.5
91.1
91.1

54.8
56.9

chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train
71.5
80.2
76.8

90.2
92.0

cat

81.4
85.4
85.0

78.8
80.0

car

71.7 83.6 66.5 52.5 57.5 62.8 51.1
77.5 88.8 69.1 62.2 61.8 64.2 51.3
75.0 77.5 79.2 46.2 62.7 41.4 74.6

81.8
85.4

bus

40.4
56.4
54.2

72.5 85.3 81.6 59.9 58.5 66.5 77.8
73.4 86.7 85.4 61.3 67.6 69.6 84.0

aero bike bird boat bottle
GHM [8]
AGS [11]
NUS [39]
42.0
48.4

76.7 74.7 53.8 72.1
82.2 83.0 58.4 76.1
82.5 79.6 64.8 73.4

CNN-SVM
88.5 81.0 83.5 82.0
CNNaug-SVM 90.1 84.4 86.5 84.1

Table 1: Pascal VOC 2007 Image Classification Results compared to other methods which also use training data outside VOC.
The CNN representation is not tuned for the Pascal VOC dataset. However, GHM [8] learns from VOC a joint representation of
bag-of-visual-words and contextual information. AGS [11] learns a second layer of representation by clustering the VOC data into
subcategories. NUS [39] trains a codebook for the SIFT, HOG and LBP descriptors from the VOC dataset. [?] fixes all the layers
trained on ImageNet then it adds and optimizes two fully connected layers on the VOC dataset and achieves better results (77.7)
indicating the potential to boost the performance by further adaptation of the representation to the target task/dataset.
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Figure 2: a) Evolution of the mean image classification AP over PASCAL VOC 2007 classes as we use a deeper

representation from the OverFeatCNN trained on the ILSVRC dataset. OverFeatconsiders convolution, max
pooling, nonlinear activations, etc. as separate layers. The re-occurring decreases in the plot is of the activation
function layer which loses information by half rectifying the signal. b) Confusion matrix for the MIT-67 indoor
dataset. Some of the off-diagonal confused classes have been annotated, these particular cases could be hard even
for a human to distinguish.

[12]. Since the original representation has been trained for the same task (on ILSVRC)
we expect the results to be relatively high. We compare the results only with those methods which have used training data outside the standard Pascal VOC 2007 dataset. We can
see that the method outperforms all the previous efforts by a significant margin in mean
average precision (mAP). Furthermore, it has superior average precision on 10 out of 20
classes. It is worth mentioning the baselines in Table 1 use sophisticated matching systems.
The same observation has been recently made in another work [29].
Different layers. Intuitively one could reason that the learnt weights for the deeper layers
could become more specific to the images of the training dataset and the task it is trained
for. Thus, one could imagine the optimal representation for each problem lies at an intermediate level of the network. To further study this, we trained a linear SVM for all classes
using the output of each network layer. The result is shown in Figure 2a. Except for the
fully connected last 2 layers the performance increases. We observed the same trend in
the individual class plots. The subtle drops in the mid layers (e.g. 4, 8, etc.) is due to the
“ReLU" layer which half-rectifies the signals. Although this will help the non-linearity of
the trained model in the CNN, it does not help if immediately used for classification.
Results of MIT 67 Scene Classification
Table 2 shows the results of different methods on the MIT indoor dataset. The performance
is measured by the average classification accuracy of different classes (mean of the confusion matrix diagonal). Using a CNN off-the-shelf representation with linear SVMs training
significantly outperforms a majority of the baselines. The non-CNN baselines benefit from
a broad range of sophisticated designs. confusion matrix of the CNN-SVM classifier on the
67 MIT classes. It has a strong diagonal. The few relatively bright off-diagonal points are
annotated with their ground truth and estimated labels. One can see that in these examples
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Method

mean Accuracy

ROI + Gist [36]
DPM [30]
Object Bank [24]
RBow [31]
BoP [21]
miSVM [25]
D-Parts [40]
IFV [21]
MLrep [9]

26.1
30.4
37.6
37.9
46.1
46.4
51.4
60.8
64.0

CNN-SVM
CNNaug-SVM
CNN(AlexConvNet)+multiscale pooling [16]

58.4
69.0
68.9

Table 2: MIT-67 indoor scenes dataset. The MLrep [9] has a fine tuned pipeline which takes weeks to select
and train various part detectors. Furthermore, Improved Fisher Vector (IFV) representation has dimensionality
larger than 200K. [16] has very recently tuned a multi-scale orderless pooling of CNN features (off-the-shelf)
suitable for certain tasks. With this simple modification they achieved significant average classification accuracy
of 68.88.

the two labels could be challenging even for a human to distinguish between, especially
for close-up views of the scenes.

Object Detection
Unfortunately, we have not conducted any experiments for using CNN off-the-shelf features for the task of object detection. But it is worth mentioning that Girshick et al. [15]
have reported remarkable numbers on PASCAL VOC 2007 using off-the-shelf features
from Caffe code. We repeat their relevant results here. Using off-the-shelf features they
achieve a mAP of 46.2 which already outperforms state of the art by about 10%. This adds
to our evidences of how powerful the CNN features off-the-shelf are for visual recognition
tasks.
Finally, by further fine-tuning the representation for PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset (not offthe-shelf anymore) they achieve impressive results of 53.1.

Fine grained Recognition
Fine grained recognition has recently become popular due to its huge potential for both
commercial and cataloging applications. Fine grained recognition is specially interesting
because it involves recognizing subclasses of the same object class such as different bird
species, dog breeds, flower types, etc. The advent of many new datasets with fine-grained
annotations such as Oxford flowers [27], Caltech bird species [45], dog breeds [1], cooking
activities [37], cats and dogs [32] has helped the field develop quickly. The subtlety of
differences across different subordinate classes (as opposed to different categories) requires
a fine-detailed representation. This characteristic makes fine-grained recognition a good
test of whether a generic representation can capture these subtle details.
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Method

Part info

mean Accuracy

Sift+Color+SVM [45]
Pose pooling kernel [49]
RF [47]
DPD [50]
Poof [5]

7
X
X
X
X

17.3
28.2
19.2
51.0
56.8

CNN-SVM
CNNaug-SVM
DPD+CNN(DeCaf)+LogReg [10]

7
7
X

53.3
61.8
65.0

Table 3: Results on CUB 200-2011 Bird dataset. The table distinguishes between methods which use part annotations for training and sometimes for evaluation as well and those that do not. [10] generates a pose-normalized
CNN representation using DPD [50] detectors which significantly boosts the results to 64.96.

Datasets
We evaluate CNN features on two fine-grained recognition datasets CUB 200-2011 and
102 Flowers.
Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) 200-2011 dataset [45] is chosen since many recent methods
have reported performance on it. It contains 11,788 images of 200 bird subordinates. 5994
images are used for training and 5794 for evaluation. Many of the species in the dataset
exhibit extremely subtle differences which are sometimes even hard for humans to distinguish. Multiple levels of annotation are available for this dataset - bird bounding boxes,
15 part landmarks, 312 binary attributes and boundary segmentation. The majority of the
methods applied use the bounding box and part landmarks for training. In this work we
only use the bounding box annotation during training and testing.
Oxford 102 flowers dataset [27] contains 102 categories. Each category contains 40 to
258 of images. The flowers appear at different scales, pose and lighting conditions. Furthermore, the dataset provides segmentation for all the images.
Results
Table 3 reports the results of the CNN-SVM compared to the top performing baselines on
the CUB 200-2011 dataset. The first two entries of the table represent the methods which
only use bounding box annotations. The rest of baselines use part annotations for training
and sometimes for evaluation as well.
Table 4 shows the performance of CNN-SVM and other baselines on the flowers
dataset. All methods, bar the CNN-SVM, use the segmentation of the flower from the
background. It can be seen that CNN-SVM outperforms all basic representations and their
multiple kernel combination even without using segmentation.

Attribute Detection
An attribute within the context of computer vision is defined as some semantic or abstract
quality which different instances/categories share.
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Method

mean Accuracy

HSV [27]
SIFT internal [27]
SIFT boundary [27]
HOG [27]
HSV+SIFTi+SIFTb+HOG(MKL) [27]
BOW(4000) [14]
SPM(4000) [14]
FLH(100) [14]
BiCos seg [7]
Dense HOG+Coding+Pooling [2] w/o seg
Seg+Dense HOG+Coding+Pooling [2]

43.0
55.1
32.0
49.6
72.8
65.5
67.4
72.7
79.4
76.7
80.7

CNN-SVM w/o seg
CNNaug-SVM w/o seg

74.7
86.8

Table 4: Results on the Oxford 102 Flowers dataset. All the methods use segmentation to subtract the flowers
from background unless stated otherwise.
Method

within categ.

across categ.

mAUC

Farhadi et al. [13]
Latent Model [46]
Sparse Representation [44]
att. based classification [23]

83.4
62.2
89.6
-

79.9
90.2
-

73.0
73.7

CNN-SVM
CNNaug-SVM

91.7
93.7

82.2
84.9

89.0
91.5

Table 5: UIUC 64 object attribute dataset results. Compared to other existing methods the CNN features
perform very favorably.

Datasets
We use two datasets for attribute detection. The first dataset is the UIUC 64 object attributes dataset [13]. There are 3 categories of attributes in this dataset: shape (e.g. is
2D boxy), part (e.g. has head) or material (e.g. is furry). The second dataset is the H3D
dataset [6] which defines 9 attributes for a subset of the person images from Pascal VOC
2007. The attributes range from “has glasses" to “is male".
Results
Table 5 compares CNN features performance to state-of-the-art. Results are reported for
both across and within categories attribute detection (refer to [13] for details).
Table 6 reports the results of the detection of 9 human attributes on the H3D dataset
including poselets and DPD [50]. Both poselets and DPD use part-level annotations during
training while for the CNN we only extract one feature from the bounding box around the
person. The CNN representation performs as well as DPD and significantly outperforms
poselets.
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Method

male lg hair glasses hat tshirt lg slvs shorts jeans lg pants mAP

Freq [6]
SPM [6]
Poselets [6]
DPD [50]

59.3
68.1
82.4
83.7

30.0
40.0
72.5
70.0

22.0
25.9
55.6
38.1

16.6
35.3
60.1
73.4

23.5
30.6
51.2
49.8

49.0
58.0
74.2
78.1

CNN-SVM
83.0 67.6
CNNaug-SVM 84.8 71.0

39.7
42.5

66.8 52.6 82.2
66.9 57.7 84.0

17.9
31.4
45.5
64.1

33.8
39.5
54.7
78.1

74.7
84.3
90.3
93.5

36.3
45.9
65.2
69.9

78.2 71.7
79.1 75.7

95.2
95.3

70.8
73.0

Table 6: H3D Human Attributes dataset results. A CNN representation is extracted from the bounding
box surrounding the person. All the other methods require the part annotations during training. The first row
shows the performance of a random classifier. The work of Zhang et al. [51] has adapted the CNN architecture
specifically for the task of attribute detection and achieved the impressive performance of 78.98 in mAP. This
further highlights the importance of adapting the CNN architecture for different tasks given enough computational
resources.

Implementation Details
We have used precomputed linear kernels with libsvm for the CNN-SVM experiments
and liblinear for the CNNaug-SVM with the primal solver (#samples  #dim). Data
augmentation is done by making 16 representations for each sample (original image, 5
crops, 2 rotation and their mirrors). The cropping is done such that the subwindow contains
4/9 of the original image area from the 4 corners and the center. We noted the following
phenomenon for all datasets. At the test time, when we have multiple representations for
a test image, taking the sum over all the responses works outperforms taking the max
response. In CNNaug-SVM we use signed component-wise power transform by raising
each dimension to the power of 2. For the datasets which with bounding box (i.e. birds,
H3D) we enlarged the bounding box by 150% to include some context. In the early stages
of our experiments we noticed that using one-vs-one approach works better than structured
SVM for multi-class learning. Finally, we noticed that using the imagemagick library for
image resizing has slight adverse effects compared to matlab imresize function. The crossvalidated SVM parameter (C) used for different datasets are as follows. VOC2007:0.2,
MIT67:2 , Birds:2, Flowers:2, H3D:0.2 UIUCatt:0.2.2

4

Visual Instance Retrieval

In this section we compare the CNN representation to the current state-of-the-art retrieval
pipelines including VLAD [4, 52], BoW, IFV [33], Hamming Embedding [17] and BoB
[3]. Unlike the CNN representation, all the above methods use dictionaries trained on
similar or same dataset as they are tested on. For a fair comparison between the methods,
we only report results on representations with relevant order of dimensions and exclude
post-processing methods like spatial re-ranking and query expansion.
2 The details of our system including extracted features, scripts and updated tables can be found at our project
webpage: http://www.csc.kth.se/cvap/cvg/DL/ots/
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Datasets
We report retrieval results on five common datasets in the area as follows:
Oxford5k buildings [34] This is a collection of 5063 reference photos gathered from
flickr, and 55 queries of different buildings. From an architectural standpoint the buildings
in Oxford5k are very similar. Therefore it is a challenging benchmark for generic features
such as CNN.
Paris6k buildings [35] Similar to the Oxford5k, this collection has 55 queries images of buildings and monuments from Paris and 6412 reference photos. The landmarks in
Paris6k have more diversity than those in Oxford5k.
Sculptures6k [3] This dataset brings the challenge of smooth and texture-less item
retrieval. It has 70 query images and contains 6340 reference images which is halved to
train/test subsets. The results on this dataset highlights the extent to which CNN features
are able to encode shape.
Holidays dataset [19] This dataset contains 1491 images of which 500 are queries.
It contains images of different scenes, items and monuments. Unlike the first three datasets,
it exhibits a diverse set of images. For the above datasets we reported mAP as the measurement metric.
UKbench [28] A dataset of images of 2250 items each from four different viewpoints. The UKbench provides a good benchmark for viewpoint changes. We reported
recall at top four as the performance over UKBench.

Method
Similar to the previous tasks we use the L2 normalized output of the first fully connected
layer as representation.
Spatial search. The items of interest can appear at different locations and scales in the
test and reference images making some form of spatial search necessary. Our crude search
has the following form. For each image we extract multiple sub-patches of different sizes
at different locations. Let h (the number of levels) represent the number of different sized
patches we extract. At level i, 1 ≤ i ≤ h, we extract i2 overlapping sub-patches of the
same size whose union covers the whole image. For each extracted sub-patch we compute
its CNN representation. The distance between a query sub-patch and a reference image is
defined as the minimum L2 distance between the query sub-patch and respective reference
sub-patches. Then, the distance between the reference and the query image is set to the
average distance of each query sub-patch to the reference image. In contrast to visual classification pipelines, we extract features from the smallest square containing the region of
interest (as opposed to resizing). In the reset of the text, hr denotes to the number of levels
for the reference image and similarly hq for the query image.
Feature Augmentation. Successful instance retrieval methods have many feature processing steps. Adopting the proposed pipeline of [18] and followed by others [16, 42]
we process the extracted 4096 dim features in the following way: L2 normalize → PCA
dimensionality reduction → whitening → L2 renormalization. Finally, we further use a
signed component wise power transform and raise each dimension of the feature vector to
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Dim

Oxford5k Paris6k

Sculp6k Holidays UKBench

BoB [3]
BoW
IFV [33]
VLAD [4]
CVLAD [52]
HE+burst [17]
AHE+burst [17]
Fine vocab [26]
ASMK*+MA [42]
ASMK+MA [42]

N/A
200k
2k
32k
64k
64k
64k
64k
64k
64k

N/A
36.4 [20]
41.8 [20]
55.5 [4]
47.8 [52]
64.5 [42]
66.6 [42]
74.2 [26]
80.4 [42]
81.7 [42]

N/A
46.0 [35]
74.9 [26]
77.0 [42]
78.2 [42]

45.4 [3]
8.1 [3]
-

N/A
54.0 [4]
62.6 [20]
64.6 [4]
81.9 [52]
78.0 [42]
79.4 [42]
74.9 [26]
81.0 [42]
82.2 [42]

N/A
70.3 [20]
83.8 [20]
89.3 [52]
-

CNN
CNN-ss
CNNaug-ss
CNN+BOW [16]

4k
32-120k
4-15k
2k

32.2
55.6
68.0
-

49.5
69.7
79.5
-

24.1
31.1
42.3
-

64.2
76.9
84.3
80.2

76.0
86.9
91.1
-

Table 7: The result of object retrieval on 5 datasets. All the methods except the CNN have their representation trained on datasets similar to those they report the results on. The spatial search result on Oxford5k,Paris6k
and Sculpture6k, are reported for hr = 4 and hq = 3. It can be seen that CNN features, when compared with
low-memory footprint methods, produce consistent high results. ASMK+MA [42] and fine-vocab [26] use in
order of million codebooks but with various tricks including binarization they reduce the memory foot print to
64k.

the power of 2. For all datasets in the PCA step we reduce the dimensionality of the feature
vector to 500. All the L2 normalizations are applied to achieve unit length.

Results
The result of different retrieval methods applied to 5 datasets are in table 7. Spatial search
is only used for the first three datasets which have samples in different scales and locations.
For the other two datasets we used the same jittering as explained in Sec. 3
It should be emphasized that we only reported the results on low memory footprint
methods.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we used an off-the-shelf CNN representation, OverFeat, with simple classifiers to address different recognition tasks. The learned CNN model was originally optimized for the task of object classification in ILSVRC 2013 dataset. Nevertheless, it showed
itself to be a strong competitor to the more sophisticated and highly tuned state-of-theart methods. The same trend was observed for various recognition tasks and different
datasets which highlights the effectiveness and generality of the learned representations.
The experiments confirm and extend the results reported in [10]. We have also pointed to
the results from works which specifically optimize the CNN representations for different
tasks/datasets achieving even superior results. Thus, it can be concluded that from now on,
deep learning with CNN has to be considered as the primary candidate in essentially any
visual recognition task.
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Abstract
Evidence is mounting that Convolutional Networks (ConvNets) are the most effective
representation learning method for visual recognition tasks. In the common scenario,
a ConvNet is trained on a large labeled dataset (source) and the feed-forward units
activation of the trained network, at a certain layer of the network, is used as a generic
representation of an input image for a task with relatively smaller training set (target).
Recent studies have shown this form of representation transfer to be suitable for a wide
range of target visual recognition tasks. This paper introduces and investigates several
factors affecting the transferability of such representations. It includes parameters for
training of the source ConvNet such as its architecture, distribution of the training
data, etc. and also the parameters of feature extraction such as layer of the trained
ConvNet, dimensionality reduction, etc. Then, by optimizing these factors, we show
that significant improvements can be achieved on various (17) visual recognition tasks.
We further show that these visual recognition tasks can be categorically ordered based
on their similarity to the source task such that a correlation between the performance
of tasks and their similarity to the source task w.r.t. the proposed factors is observed.

1

Introduction

The history of convolutional networks (ConvNets) applied to practical problems can be
traced back to early work on digit and character recognition in the 1980s and 1990s [11,
24]. Despite this long history, prior to 2012, state of the art in the most challenging visual
recognition tasks (such as the ones used in this work) did not include ConvNets or neural
networks in general. This was due to their propensity to over-fitting when trained on the
available small datasets with large intra-class variations and image clutter. Given the lack
of large-scale labelled datasets, thus, it was not common for ConvNets to be used to learn
a generic image representations suitable for transfer learning.
These perceptions have had to be radically altered by the experimental findings since
2012. First, deep networks [14, 23] trained using large labelled datasets (such as ImageNet [1]) produce, by a huge margin, the best results on the most challenging image
classification [1] and detection datasets [9]. Second, these deep ConvNets learn powerful
generic image representations [8, 30, 38, 51] which can be used off-the-shelf to solve many
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Figure 1: The improvements achieved by optimizing the transferability factors are significant.

In this work, we systematically identify and list many factors that can significantly affect the transferability of a ConvNet representation from a source visual recognition task to a target one. We
provide exhaustive experimental evidence showing how to optimize the performance based on these
factors. This optimization boosted the performance of the transferred ConvNet representation on 17
challenging visual recognition tasks with up to a 50% reduction in the relative error rates. The violet
bars show the performance of non-ConvNet state of the art systems on different datasets. The pink
stacked bars show the improvement when using off-the-shelf ConvNet features with standard settings
and a linear SVM classifier. The burnt orange stacked bars show the gains made by optimizing the
transferability factors for each task. Detailed results are given in Table 9. The accuracy is measured
using the standard evaluation criteria of each task, see the references in Table 2

visual recognition problems [38]. The performance of these representations is so good that
today a deep ConvNet image representation combined with a simple classifier [14, 38]
should be the first solution to try when tackling a visual recognition task.
There are several obvious ways to improve upon the performance of this suggested
default solution. One can increase the sophistication of the visual recognition model applied to a generic ConvNet representation [44, 52], but the resulting improvement gains
are not always so significant [15, 20]. In fact a more reliable way to boost the final performance [14, 22, 28] is to improve the ConvNet representation (e.g. VGGNet [40] or
GoogleNet [42] instead of AlexNet [23]). These findings indicate the importance of a
powerful and generic representation.
Given this observation a relevant question is: How can the performance of a ConvNet representation be maximized for a particular target task? The question becomes
especially pertinent if one cannot train a specialized deep ConvNet from scratch because
there is only a limited amount of labelled training data, time or computational resources.
Therefore, in this paper we empirically explore the ways a deep ConvNet representation
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Exploit Source ConvNet for Target Task

Training of Source ConvNet from scratch
Random ConvNet

Backprop with Source images & labels

Source ConvNet

⇒

Target

Source

image

ConvNet

Target ConvNet
Representation
layer?

source task?

network architecture?

early stopping?

fine-tuning?

SVM

Target
label

dim. reduction?

spatial pooling?

Figure 2: Transferring a ConvNet Representation. ConvNet representations are effective for
visual recognition. The picture above shows the pipeline of transferring a source ConvNet representation to a target task of interest. We define several factors which control the transferability of
such representations to different tasks (questions with blue arrow). These factors come into play at
different stages of the transfer process. Optimizing these factors is crucial if one wants to maximize
the performance of the transferred representation (see Figure 1).

can be learned and adjusted to allow better transfer learning from a source task producing a
generic representation to a specific target task. Particularly, we identify the relevant factors
and demonstrate quantitatively how they should be set given the categorization of the target
task.
The first set of factors that effect the transferability of a ConvNet representation are
those defining the architecture and training of the initial deep ConvNet. These include
the source task (encoded in the labelled training data), network width and depth, distribution of the training data, and the optimization parameters. The next set, after learning
the “raw" representation, are what we term the post-learning parameters. These include
whether one fine-tunes the network using labelled data from the target task, the network
layer from which the representation is extracted, and whether the representation should
be post-processed by spatial pooling and dimensionality reduction. Experiments involving
the post-learning factors focus on the situation where the network trained on the source
task is not fine-tuned for the target task.
Figure 1 shows the large impact an optimal configuration of these factors can make
for 17 different target tasks. Figure 2 gives a graphical overview of how we transfer a
ConvNet representation trained for a source task to a target task, the factors which we
consider and affect the representation’s transferability, and at what stage in the process the
factors are applied.
How should one set these factors? A pattern emerges when we find the optimal
setting for the different factors. A factor’s optimal setting is frequently correlated with
the similarity of the target task to the source task. When occasionally an exception to
the general pattern occurs, there is a plausible explanation. Table 1 outlines some of our
findings (driven by our quantitative results) by showing the best settings for some of the
factors we consider and illustrates the correlations we mention.
To summarize, deep ConvNet representations are very amenable to transfer learning.
In 16 out of 17 diverse standard computer vision databases the approach just described,
based on a deep ConvNet representation trained with ImageNet and optimal settings of the
transferability factors, outperforms all published non-ConvNet based methods (see Table
9).
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Target task
Factor

Source task ImageNet

···

FineGrained
recognition

Early stopping

Don’t do it

Network depth

As deep as possible

Network width

Wider

···

Instance xx retrieval

Moderately wide

Diversity/Density

More classes better than more images per class

Fine-tuning

Yes, more improvement with more labelled data

Dim. reduction

Original dim

Reduced dim

Rep. layer

Later layers

Earlier layers

Table 1: Best practices to transfer a ConvNet representation trained for the source task of ImageNet

to a target task. The table summarizes our main findings. The target tasks above are listed from left
to right according to their decreased similarity to the source task (ImageNet - image classification).
The table summarizes qualitatively the best setting for some of the factors affecting a ConvNet’s
transferability given the target task. The optimal setting for some factors is similar for all the tasks
we consider, while for other factors their optimal settings depend on the target task’s similarity to the
source task. Table 2 shows the ordering of all the tasks we consider. There are a few exceptions to
these general rules. For more detailed analysis refer to Section 4.

Outline of the paper
• We systematically identify and list many factors that can significantly affect the
transferability of a ConvNet representation from a source visual recognition task
to a target one (Table 1, Section 4).
• We provide exhaustive experimental evidence showing how these factors should be
set (Table 1, Section 4).
• We show these settings follow an interesting pattern which is correlated with the
similarity between the source and target task (Figures 3-7 in Section 4).
• By optimizing the transferability factors we significantly improve (up to 50% error
reduction) the state of the art on 16 popular visual recognition datasets (Table 9)
using a linear SVM for classification tasks and the Euclidean distance for instance
retrieval tasks.
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←−−−−−−−−

Decreasing similarity to ImageNet
−
−−−−−−−−−
→
Image Classification

Attribute Detection

Fine-grained Recognition

PASCAL VOC Object [9] H3D human attributes [6] Cat&Dog breeds [31]
MIT 67 Indoor Scenes [35] Object attributes [10]
Bird subordinate [46]
SUN 397 Scene [48]
SUN scene attributes [32] 102 Flowers [29]

Compositional

Instance Retrieval

VOC Human Action [9] Holiday scenes [18]
Stanford 40 Actions [49] Paris buildings [33]
Visual Phrases [36]
Sculptures [4]

Table 2: 15 visual recognition tasks sorted categorically by their similarity to the object image
classification task defined by ILSVRC12.

2

Related Work

The concept of learning from related tasks using neural networks and ConvNets has appeared earlier in the literature, see [3, 16, 26, 34] for a few examples. We describe two
recent papers most relevant to the findings in this paper.
In [2] the authors investigate issues related to the training of ConvNets for the tasks
of image classification (SUN image classification dataset) and object detection (PASCAL
VOC 2007 & 2012). The result of two of their investigations are especially relevant. The
first is that they show fine-tuning a network - pre-trained with the ImageNet dataset - towards a target task, of either image classification or object detection, has a positive effect
and this effect increases when more data is used for fine-tuning. They also show that when
training a network with ImageNet one should not perform early stopping even if one intends to transfer the resulting representation to a new task.
Yosinski et al. [50] show that the transferability of a network trained to perform one
source task to solve another task is correlated with the distance between the source and
target tasks. Yosinski et al.’s source and target tasks are defined as the classification of
different subsets of the object categories in ImageNet. Their definition of transferability
comes from their training set-up. Initially a ConvNet is trained to solve the source task.
Then the weights from the first n layers of this source network are transferred to a new
ConvNet that will be trained to solve the target task. The rest of the target ConvNet’s
weights are initialized randomly. The random weights are updated via fine-tuning while
the transferred weights are kept fixed. They show that for a larger n the final target ConvNet, learned in this fashion, performs worse and the drop in performance is bigger for
the target tasks most distant from the source task. This result corresponds to our finding
that the performance of the layer used for the ConvNet representation is correlated to the
similarity between the source and target task. Yosinki et al. also reconfirm performance
gains can be made by fine-tuning a pre-trained network towards a target task.
The results and conclusions, we have described from both these papers, are consistent with a subset of those reported in this paper. We consolidate these conclusions by
performing a much larger set of experiments applied to a much wider range of target tasks.
We also extend their work as we investigate more factors that can influence a ConvNets
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representation’s ability to be transferred from a source task to a target one and these factors
are listed in Table 1.

3

Range of target tasks examined

To investigate the transferability of ConvNet representations, we experiment on a wide
range of 17 visual recognition tasks. The tasks are chosen from five different subfields
of visual recognition: object/scene image classification, visual attribute detection, finegrained classification, compositional semantic recognition, instance retrieval (see Table 2).
There are multiple ways one could order these target tasks based on their similarity to the
source task of object image classification as defined by ILSVRC12. Table 2 gives our ordering.
We consider instance retrieval as the set of tasks least similar to the source task. Each
task in this set has no explicit category information and is solved by explicit matching to
exemplar images, whereas all the other task groups involve classification and require an
explicit learning phases.
We place attribute detection before fine-grained recognition because the visual attributes we consider frequently correspond to the explanatory details which help separate
the original object classes in ILSVRC and we anticipate they are naturally selected/highlighted
by the ConvNet. Also, some attributes (e.g. four-legged) are defined as a superset of the
object classes (e.g. cat, dog, etc.). Another argument for our pairwise ordering of attribute
and fine-grained recognition is the following. Fine-grained recognition often involves recognizing very subtle differences between members of a visual category. We suspect a
network trained for higher levels of object taxonomy (e.g. flowers in general) should not
be as sensitive to the micro-scale visual elements necessary for fine-grained recognition.
Next comes perhaps the most interesting and challenging set of category tasks – the
compositional recognition tasks. Here the key indicator of a class is how specific objects
interact with one another and not just their co-occurrence. For instance a person holding
violin is not considered a positive sample for playing the violin in [9] nor is a person standing beside a horse considered as the action “riding horse". Recognition of these high-level
interactions requires more sophistication than the other recognition tasks.
Other elements also determine the closeness of a target task to the source task. One
is the distribution of the semantic classes within each category. For example the Pet
dataset [31] is the closest fine-grained task to the source task because the ILSVRC classes
include different dog breeds. And sometimes the task just boils down to detecting the
co-occurrence of multiple ILSVRC classes (e.g. MIT indoor scenes).
This is not a rigorous comparison of the tasks. However, a trend can be observed in
our experiments based on this categorization of the tasks and therefore it helps to summarize the findings of the paper.

29M

59M

138M

(A)

(C)

Tiny

Small

Medium (E)

Large

#

6

5

5

5

nk per layer

(96, 256, 512, 512, 1024, 1024)

(96, 256, 384, 384, 256)

(48, 128, 192, 192, 128)

(24, 64, 96, 96, 64)

kernel sizes per layer

(7×7, 7×7, 3×3, 3×3, 3×3, 3×3)

(11×11, 5×5, 3×3, 3×3, 3×3)

(11×11, 5×5, 3×3, 3×3, 3×3)

(11×11, 5×5, 3×3, 3×3, 3×3)

output dimensions

5×5×1024

6×6×256

6×6×128

6×6×64

#

3

3

3

3

(4096, 4096, 1000)

(4096, 4096, 1000)

(4096, 2048, 1000)

(4096, 1024, 1000)

nh per layer

FC layers

The description of the notation in the table: NT is the total number of weights parameters in the network, nk is the number of kernels at a
convolutional layer, and nh is the number of nodes in a fully connected layer. For each network the output layer applies a soft max function and
has 1000 output nodes. The networks are ordered according to their total number of parameters.

(F)

NT

14M

Network

Convolutional layers

Table 3: Wider Networks: Size details of the ConvNets with different widths used in our experiments.
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Experiments

Now, we analyze the effect of each individual factor on the transferability of the learnt
representation. We divide the factors into those considered before learning a representation
(learning factors) and those considered when using an off-the-shelf network model (postlearning factors). Our experiments w.r.t. post-learning factors assume a scenario where the
source network is not fine-tuned for the final task. Although some conclusions regarding
post-learning factors may change after fine-tuning the source network, the post-learning
factors studied in this work will still be relevant.

Learning Factors
Network Width
The ConvNet AlexNet [23], the first very large network successfully applied to the ImageNet challenge, has around 60 million parameters; ∼5 million parameters in the convolution layers and ∼55 million parameters in the fully connected layers. Although this
appears to be an infeasibly large parameter space, the network was successfully trained using the ImageNet dataset of 1.3 million images labelled with 1000 semantic classes. More
recently, networks larger than AlexNet have been trained, in particular OverFeat [37].
Which of these networks produces the best generic image representation and how important is its size to its performance?
Here we examine the impact of the network’s size (keeping its depth fixed) on different tasks including the original ImageNet image-level object classification. We trained
three networks of different sizes using the ILSVRC 2012 dataset and also included the
OverFeat network in our experiments as the large network. Refer to Table 3 for the
architecture of these networks. Each network has roughly twice as many parameters as we
progress from the smallest to the largest network. For all the networks we kept the number
of units in the 6th layer, the first fully connected layer, to 4096. We use this layer for our
representation when we directly compare networks. The number of parameters is changed
mainly by halving the number of kernels and the number of fully connected neurons (except the fixed one).
Figure 3 displays the effect of changing the network size on different visual recognition tasks/datasets. The largest network works best for Pascal VOC object image classification, MIT 67 indoor scene image classification, UIUC object attribute, and Oxford
pets dataset. On the other hand, for all the retrieval tasks the performance of the overparametrized OverFeat network consistently suffers because it appears the generality of
its representation is less than those of the smaller network. Another interesting observation
is that, if the computational efficiency at test time is critical, one can decrease the number
of network parameters by orders of 2 (Small or Tiny network) for different tasks but the
degradation of the final performance in many cases is sublinear. This observation is also
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VOC07 Cls (mAP)
MIT (Acc)
SUN (Acc)
H3D (mAP)
UIUC (Acc)
Pet (Acc)
CUB (Acc)
Flower (Acc)
VOC12 Act (mAP)
Holidays (mAP)
Paris (mAP)
Sculpture (mAP)
UKB (recall@4)
Oxford (mAP)
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0.5
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Size
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60M
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150M
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Figure 3: Network Width: Over-parametrized networks (OverFeat) can be effective when the
target task is close to the labelled data. The performance on less similar tasks can suffer from overspecialization when the number of network parameters is increased. Overall, under-parametrized
networks (Tiny) are unable to generalize as well. The Tiny network, though it has 10 times fewer
parameters than OverFeat still preserves much of OverFeat’s performance, could be useful for
scenarios where real-time computation is a priority or the system memory capacity is limited.

important for the scenarios where the system’s memory capacity (to hold network parameters) is limited, such as small hand-held devices or boards.
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Table 4: Deeper Networks: Size details of the different deep ConvNets used in our experiments.
Convolutional layers

FC layers

Network

NT

Deep8

85M 5

(1×64, 1×128, 3×256) 8×8×256 3 (4096, 4096, 1000)

Deep11 (H) 86M 8

(1×64, 3×128, 4×256) 8×8×256 3 (4096, 4096, 1000)

Deep13 (I)

#

nl × nk per layer

out dim

# nh per layer

86M 10 (2×64, 4×128, 4×256) 8×8×256 3 (4096, 4096, 1000)

Deep16 (J) 87M 13 (2×64, 5×128, 6×256) 8×8×256 3 (4096, 4096, 1000)
Convolutional layers
Network

NT

FC layers

nl × nk output dim # nh per layer

Deep Tiny (B) 21M 13×64

8×8×64

3 (4096, 4096, 1000)

Deep Small (D) 43M 13×128 8×8×128

3 (4096, 4096, 1000)

Deep Med (G) 89M 13×256 8×8×256

3 (4096, 4096, 1000)

The description of the notation in the table: NT is the total number of weight parameters in the
network, nk is the number of kernels at a convolutional layer, nl is the number of layers with nk
kernels, and nh is the number of nodes in a fully connected layer. All the kernels have spatial size of
3×3. For each network the output layer applies a soft max function and has 1000 output nodes. The
networks are ordered w.r.t. their total number of parameters. These networks are re-trained for our
experiments and the models differ from those of [40]. For instance we do not use multi-scale input
and our input image size is 227×227, we do random cropping as implemented in Caffe, etc.

Network Depth
Increasing the network width (number of parameters at each layer) is not the only way of
over-parameterizing a ConvNet. One can instead increase the number of convolutional layers. In fact [42] and [40] show that deeper convolutional networks with more layers achieve
better performance on the ILSVRC14 challenge. In a similar spirit, we over-parametrize
the network by increasing the number of convolutional layers before the first fully connected layer. Figure 4 shows the results by incrementally increasing the number of convolutional layers from 5 to 13 (the architectures of these networks are described in Table 4).
As the depth increases, the performance on nearly all the datasets increases.
The only tasks whose results slightly degrade are the retrieval tasks of UKB and
Holidays. Interestingly, these two tasks involve measuring the visual similarity between
specific instances of classes frequently present in ImageNet (e.g. book, bottle or musical
instrument in UKB, and wine bottle, Japanese food in Holidays dataset). As we increase
the depth of the network, we increase the classification performance for each of these
classes. That is achieved by increasing the grouping of the instances of a class closer to
each other and more separated from other classes members. That could potentially increase
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Figure 4: Network Depth: Over-parametrizing networks by increasing their number of convolutional layers is effective for nearly all the target tasks. Performance does saturate for some tasks,
but there is no significant performance drop with increasing depth as opposed to the trend observed
when over-parametrizing by increasing a network’s width. The horizontal axis indicates the network’s number of convolutional layers. The representation is taken from the first fully connected
layer right after
the network’s
last convolutional
layer.
invariance
of the
representation
to instance level differences, and thus discard
features necessary for instance retrieval tasks. Nevertheless, despite the slight degradation
on two datasets, the average performance over all retrieval datasets is increased consistently
as we increase the depth.
If we compare the effect of increasing network depth to network width on the final
representation’s performance, we clearly see that increasing depth is a much more stable
over-parametrization of the network. Both increasing width and depth improve the performance on tasks close to the source task. Increasing the width seems to harm the transferability of features to dissimilar target tasks more than increasing the depth. One possible
explanation is that increasing the depth is more efficient than increasing the width, in terms
of the required number of parameters, to represent more complex patterns. The next section studies this issue in a separate experiment.
There are also trade-offs regarding training times and performance gains to consider when
deciding how to increase the size of the network. More layers means more sequential
processing and less parallelization and this fact has repercussions for training times. We
have observed that the computational complexity for training deep ConvNets can increase
super-linearly with the number of layers. The gradient in deep networks can diminish as
it is propagated back from the classification layer to the early layers and this makes the
convergence of training slower. To help strengthen the gradient at earlier layers [40] uses
multiple rounds of initialization with shallower networks, while [42] employs multiple
classification layers in the middle of the network. Both strategies increase the computational complexity of learning. Also, for wider networks it is generally easier and more
efficient to parallelize the extra computations (as opposed to deeper networks where the
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Figure 5: Depth versus Width: Over-parametrization of a network can be achieved by increasing

either its width, depth or both. This figure compares the effect of increasing a network’s depth
as opposed to its width on the final performance of its resulting representation. A solid (dashed)
line indicates the change of performance when the depth (width) of the network is increased. Circles
indicate networks of depth 8 (e.g. AlexNet) and squares indicate networks of depth >8. The results
show that increasing the depth is more efficient in the number of parameters per unit of performance
gain (the solid lines have higher slopes than the dashed ones). Refer to Tables 4 and 3 for the exact
architecture of the networks used in this experiment. The representation is taken from the first fully
connected layer right after the last convolutional layer. The tree on the right depicts the relationship
between the different networks.
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added complexity is sequential). Therefore, learning a very wide network is usually computationally cheaper than learning a very deep network. These issues mean the practitioner
must decide on the trade-off he is willing to make between training speed and performance
gains.

Width vs Depth
It is more illuminating to directly compare the effect of increasing the width versus depth
on the generality of the learned representation. To this end we train deep networks of varying depths and widths. In particular, we train a network of depth 16 with similar width
to the Tiny, Small and Medium networks defined in the previous section. Table 4 lists the
deep networks we consider and their architectures.
Figure 5 displays the results of ten different networks on four target tasks. The size
of a network connected by a solid arrow to another network has been increased by the
addition of extra convolutional layers. A dashed arrow indicates the size increase is due to
making layers wider. Observe the slope of the solid arrows are consistently higher. This
demonstrates that increasing the parameters of the network by increasing its depth is a
more efficient over-parametrization than by increasing its width.
Many of the parameters in a convolutional network are those connecting the last convolutional layer to the first fully connected layer. Thus the number of outputs of the last
convolutional layer (which depends on the preceding subsampling layers) greatly determines a network’s size. For example, going from network H to I and then to J only slightly
increases the number of parameters, but considerably increases the performance on the target tasks.
When training deeper networks one frequently faces issues relating to the convergence of network weights primarily due to weak gradients of error in early layers. Thus, to
alleviate these issues, for networks with more than five convolutional layers (Medium), we
increased the number of convolutional layers by three at each stage. That is, at each stage,
a shallower network is trained for a few epochs (< 10) with fixed learning rate (0.01) and
the deeper network’s first layers are initialized with those of the shallower network. The
new convolutional layers and all fully connected layers are initialized using random gaussian noise.
While the deep networks used in our experiments are similar to those of Simonyan
et al. [40], their architecture is slightly different (See Table 4). These networks are retrained for our experiments and the models differ from those of [40]. For instance we do
not use multi-scale input, our input image size is 227×227, we do random cropping as
implemented in Caffe, and etc.
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MIT
55.7

49.6

SUN

72.6

68.0

73.8

H3D

90.2

88.8

90.4

UIUC

72.4

49.9

78.4

Pet

60.3

58.3

42.2

62.7

CUB

90.2

89.4

82.4

90.5

Flower

59.6

58.2

53.0

58.9

Stanf. Act40

72.1

72.3

70.0

71.2

Oxf.

54.0

52.3

44.2

52.0

Scul.

93.2

92.2

88.7

93.0

UKB

Instance Retrieval

64.9
56.0

75.6

Compositional

VOC07
69.3

90.4

Fine-grained Recognition

71.6
69.6

74.2

Attribute Detection

ImageNet
72.7

68.5
56.2

Image Classification

Places
70.8

Source task

Hybrid
73.8

Concat

Table 5: Source Task: Results on all target tasks using representations optimized for different source tasks. ImageNet is the most common
representation used for the experiments of this paper. Places is a new ConvNet trained on 3.5M images labeled with scene categories [55]. Hybrid
is a model proposed by Zhou et al. [55] which trains a single network for the combined ImageNet and Places datasets. Concat indicates the results
of concatenating the representation obtained from the ImageNet ConvNet and the Places ConvNet applied to an input image. All results are for the
first fully connected layer.
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Early stopping refers to the practice of stopping the learning process before it has converged to a local minima as measured by monitoring the validation loss. It can be used to
control the generalization ability of a network especially over-parametrized ones [5].
As a network’s generalization increases, intuitively, its transferability should also increase. Therefore, we investigate the effect of early stopping on the transferability of our
learnt representations.
Figure 6 shows that the performance for different target tasks evolves as the number
of training iterations progresses. The performance of all tasks saturates at 200K iterations
(approximately 40 epochs) for all the layers and even earlier for some tasks. Surprisingly,
early stopping does not improve the transferability of the features. However, in these
experiments there are no strong symptoms of over-fitting. We have occasionally observed
that if major over-fitting occurs during the training of the source ConvNet (such as in finetuning with the landmark dataset for improved performance on instance retrieval) then
early stopping can help to learn more transferable features.

Performance
1

VOC07 Cls (mAP)
MIT (Acc)
SUN (Acc)
H3D (mAP)
UIUC (Acc)
Pet (Acc)
CUB (Acc)
Flower (Acc)
Holidays (mAP)
Paris (mAP)
Sculpture (mAP)
UKB (recall@4)
Oxford (mAP)

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Iteration
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

Figure 6: Early Stopping: Plotted above is the performance of the representation extracted from
layer 6 of the AlexNet ConvNet versus the number of iterations of SGD used to train the initial
network. Early stopping, which can act as a regularizer, does not help to produce a more transferable
representation in our scenarios. Every 5000 iterations is an epoch over 1.3M images in ILSVRC.
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Source Task
Learning a generic deep ConvNet representation requires a large-scale labelled dataset
with sufficient diversity. The properties of these training datasets - source task considered,
diversity of label set, intra-class diversity of the images - affect how generic our learnt representation will be.
In this set of experiments we begin to analyze these effects by exploiting two large
scale datasets: ImageNet and the Places Dataset [55]. The latter contains images labelled
with scene classes. As in [55] we create a third large scale dataset, the Hybrid dataset,
by combining the images and the label set from ImageNet and the Places datasets [55].
By training the same network architecture from scratch using the three different databases
separately, corresponding to three different source tasks, we learn three different representations - ImageNet, Places and Hybrid.
Table 5 shows the performance of these representations on our target tasks. Results
for the target tasks close to the source tasks are improved by training with the Hybrid
dataset. The ImageNet and Hybrid representations achieve higher levels of generalization
for the least similar tasks. One explanation is that the set of labels for these datasets are
more diverse than those in the Places dataset. Since the number of images in ImageNet
is smaller than the Places dataset, it shows the importance of label diversity as opposed
to the number of annotated images when the objective is to achieve a more transferable
representation. More concrete experiments on this phenomenon are conducted in the next
section.
The Hybrid representation boosts the transferability of the Places network, but does
not always outperform the ImageNet representation for target tasks less similar to the
source task. This could be due to the fact that the Places dataset is considerably larger
than the ImageNet dataset and as a consequence the Hybrid representation is biased towards the Places representation.
To avoid this bias, we generate another representation by concatenating the ImageNet
and Hybrid representations. Interestingly this late fusion representation works better than
the Hybrid representation (the Hybrid representation whose dimension is increased to 8192
works worse [7]). In fact, the concatenated representation achieves the best results on all
tasks except for the fine-grained recognition tasks. For this set of tasks scene information is
irrelevant and concatenating features with this type of information probably just increases
the chances of over-fitting to the added dimensions.

Diversity and Density of Training Data
The experiments in the previous section indicated that label diversity may be more important than the number of images (once over a certain threshold) when learning generic
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(a) Increasing Density: We trained three “Medium" networks using a different number of images
per ILSVRC 2012 class. We increased the number of training images for each class from 10%, 20%,
50% to 100% of the original number of images for each class. The images are sampled randomly.
Heavier regularization is applied during training for networks with smaller training sets.
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(b) Increasing Diversity: We trained three “Medium" networks using a different number of classes
from ImageNet. We increased the number of classes from 100, 200, 500 to 1000, but kept the number
of images within each class the same as in ILSVRC 2012. The classes are sampled randomly. Heavier
regularization is applied during training for networks with smaller training sets.

Figure 7: Density versus Diversity of Training Data: Changing the number of training images for

the source task by altering the number of images per class versus the number of classes changes the
final performances on the target tasks. The results using lower diversity are consistently inferior to
those obtained using a lower density (in a point-to-point comparison). This indicates the diversity of
the source training data is more important than its density when transferring the learnt representation.
The trend is observed regardless of the similarity of the target task to the source task.
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image representations. Learning with a very large number of images and labels may result
in the best generic representation, but annotating millions of images with many labels is
expensive and time-consuming as is training with such a large dataset. Thus, choosing how
many images to label and what set of labels to include are crucial questions the field will
have to address. For now we examine the influence of the statistical properties of the density and diversity of the images in the training dataset. In this experiment we use ImageNet
as our underlying training dataset and assume that the ImageNet classes correspond to different modes in the training data distribution. Given this assumption we can create training
datasets from ImageNet with different densities and diversities with the following procedures. We can increase a dataset’s density by increasing the number of images per class
included from ImageNet and its diversity by increasing the number of classes included.
To compare the effect of diversity and density of training data on the transferability
of the learned representation, we assume a situation where only a fixed number of images
can be annotated. In particular, we consider training datasets containing 10%, 20%, and
50% of the 1.3 million images in ILSVRC12. Each dataset is constructed either by stratified sampling from all classes (reduced density with the same diversity) or by random
sampling of the classes with all of their samples (reduced diversity with the same density).
Figure 7 plots the results for our target tasks when either increasing the density (Figure 7a) or the diversity (Figure 7b) of the source training dataset. Increasing both diversity
and density consistently helps the performance on all the tasks and performance shows no
sign of saturation at the full set of 1.3 million images. Thus performance gains could still be
made by annotating more images beyond ILSVRC. No clear correlation can be observed
between the degradation of the performances and the similarity of the target task to the
source task. Most importantly, decreasing the diversity of the source task dataset seems to
hurt the performance on the target tasks more significantly than decreasing its density (the
slopes on the right plot are higher than left plot). A point to point comparison of the two
plots reveals that at a certain annotation budget, increasing the diversity is more effective
than increasing the density. We conjecture that higher levels of diversity promotes more
feature sharing which in turn helps the generalization of the learned representation and its
usefulness for transfer learning.
The network architecture used for this experiment is Medium (AlexNet), so the number of parameters remains the same for all of the experiments. Training the network on the
smaller datasets needed, however, heavier regularization by increasing the weight decay
and dropout ratio at the fully connected layers. Without heavy regularization training a
Medium network using only 10% or 20% of ImageNet exhibits strong signs of over-fitting
in the early stages of training.
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Figure 8: Representation Layer: The graph plots the performance of representations extracted
from different layers of AlexNet for different recognition tasks. A distinct pattern emerges: as
the task moves further from object image classification the earlier fully connected layers are more
effective. For instance, layer 8 works best for PASCAL VOC image classification (very similar to
ImageNet), but the best performance for all retrieval tasks is at layer 6.

Post-learning Factors
Network Layer
The different layers of a ConvNet encode different levels of abstraction of the image content. The first convolutional layer usually corresponds to small image patterns that mimic
Gabor like gray-scale and RGB filters. On the other hand the output layer is directly activated by the semantic labels used during training. The intermediate layers span the levels
of abstraction between these two extremes. Therefore, we used the output of different layers as our representation. The performance of different layers of the pre-trained ConvNet
(size: Medium) on ImageNet is shown in Figure 8 for multiple tasks.
The last layer (1000-way output) is the best layer only for the PASCAL VOC classification task. The semantic labels for the VOC task are a subset of those in ILSVRC12
and the same is true for the Pet dataset. The second fully connected layer (Layer 7) is
the most effective for the UIUC attributes (disjoint classes from ILSVRC12), and MIT
indoor scenes (simple compositions of the ILSVRC12 classes). The first fully connected
layer (Layer 6) works best for the rest of the datasets whose semantic labels are least similar to those in ILSVRC12. The first fully connected layer demonstrates a good trade-off
when the final task is unknown and thus is the most generic layer within the scope of our
tasks/datasets.
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Figure 9: Spatial Pooling: In order to obtain meaningful results for retrieval with representations
from convolutional layers, we applied spatial pooling over regular spatial grids of different sizes for
different tasks. Objects with more complex structures, such as sculptures and buildings, need more
spatial resolution for optimal performance.

Although the output layer produces probabilities for ImageNet classes, the results
using this layer with 1000 outputs, for almost all the tasks, are surprisingly effective. This
shows that a high order of image-level information lingers even to the output layer. Our
results for the retrieval tasks are not exhaustive because obtaining results for instance retrieval using the convolutional layers is computationally prohibitive. However, in a simplified scenario, where we compute the similarity between pairs of images without spatial
search, the retrieval results showed a drastic decrease from layer 6 to 5.
Spatial Pooling
The convolutional layers, directly encoding image texture information, should be better
suited to retrieval tasks than the fully connected layers. But because of the high dimensionality of the convolutional layers, it is computationally prohibitive to use them in a
retrieval framework based on image search and pairwise distance scores. The Network
Layer experiments demonstrate that without any post-processing or image search the first
fully connected layer is the best representation for retrieval tasks by a significant margin.
When we did investigate using the last convolutional layer, in its original form combined with a simplified retrieval search scenario, we achieved relatively poor results. These
results imply that some form of post-processing must be applied to reduce the dimension of
a convolutional layer representation while still retaining the relevant information. Spatial
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pooling is the simplest way to perform this dimensionality reduction.
Therefore, to generate a new representation, we apply max-pooling in each region,
defined by a regular spatial grid of k × k non-overlapping regions, to each slice through
the volume of responses of the last convolutional layer. This process with a 1 × 1 grid is
equivalent to a soft bag of words representation over the whole image, where the words
correspond to convolutional kernels. Figure 9 shows the results for all the retrieval tasks
using a range of pooling grid sizes. The results show that the datasets which contain more
complicated shapes, like sculptures and historical buildings, require a higher resolution of
pooling.
Spatial max pooling for feature extraction is an essentially equivalent procedure to
that of a max pooling layer in a ConvNet architecture. This means that for these experiments we added an extra pooling layer when we were extracting representations for a target
task, and this layer didn’t exist when we trained the representation on the source task.

Dimensionality Reduction
Our basic 4096 dimensional ConvNet representation may contain noise and redundant dimensions. We next investigate whether dimensionality reduction of the basic representation, by applying principal component analysis (PCA) using task specific training data, can
help us avoid potential over-fitting of the final classifier to irrelevant noise features and in
turn boost the performance.
Figure 10a shows the results for different tasks as we reduce the dimensionality of
the ConvNet representations. The results show the relative performance gains made by
adding more dimensions is correlated with the similarity of the target task to the original
task. Performance saturates earlier for tasks more similar to ImageNet. Dimensionality
reduction helps all the instance retrieval tasks (though not significantly in most cases). For
these retrieval tasks PCA has the added benefit of decreasing the curse of dimensionality
for the L2 distance used to compute the pairwise distances needed in the retrieval scenario.
But for the other tasks our experiments show that dimensioanlity reduction via PCA does
not help.
The effective dimensionality of the ConvNet representations (originally 4096 dims)
used in these experiments is at most 500 for all visual recognition tasks from different
domains. Another interesting observation is that many of the tasks work reasonably well
with a very low number of dimensions (5-50 dimensions). Remember the PCA representations are obtained by a linear transformation of the original ConvNet representation. This
hints that ConvNets produce a linear factorization of the underlying generating factors of
semantic visual concepts.
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(a) Effective Dimensionality: Almost all tasks reach their maximum performance at a dimensionality of below 500 indicating a low (class-conditional) effective dimensionality of the ConvNet representations. The accuracy of all tasks for dimensions under 50 are surprisingly high.
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(b) Saturation: As we move further from the original task, performance saturates with slightly more
dimensions. To improve clarity, the performance values of each task are divided by the maximum
value for each plot. The horizontal axis is in log scale.

Figure 10: Dimensionality Reduction: We use Principal Component Analysis (PCA), applied
separately for each task, to linearly transform the original ConvNet representation obtained from
first fully connected layer (4096 dimensional) to a lower dimensional representation.
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MIT

CUB

Flower

Medium FC7

65.9

62.9

90.4

Medium FT

66.3

66.4

91.4

Table 6: Fine-tuning: The first row shows the original ConvNet results. The second row shows the
results when we fine-tune the ConvNet toward the target task and specialize the learnt representation.
Fine-tuning is consistently effective. The proportional improvement is higher for the tasks least
similar to ImageNet.

Fine-tuning
A frequent goal is to maximize the performance of a recognition system for a specific
task or a set of tasks. Specializing the ConvNet to solve the task of interest should help
if over-fitting can be avoided. Here we focus on the issue of fine-tuning the ConvNet’s
representation with labelled data similar to those we expect to see at test time [7, 14] show
fine-tuning the network on a target task helps performance.
Fine-tuning is done by initializing a network with weights optimized for ILSVRC12
and then updating the network’s weights using the target task training set. The learning rate
used for fine-tuning is typically set to be less than the initial learning rate used to optimize
the ConvNet for ILSVRC12. This ensures the features learnt from the larger dataset are
not forgotten. The step used to shrink the learning rate schedule is also decreased to avoid
over-fitting.
We have conducted fine-tuning on the tasks for which labels are mutually exclusive.
The table in Figure 6 shows the results. The gains made by fine-tuning increase as we
go further away from the original image-level object classification task. Fine-tuning on a
relatively small target dataset is a fast procedure. With careful selection of parameters it is
always at least marginally helpful.

Increasing training data
Zhu et al. [56] suggest that increasing the amount of training data is less effective than increasing the complexity or richness of the representation or the classification models used
and that the former is prone to early performance saturation. These observations are made
based on HOG features to perform object detection. Here, we investigate whether we are
close to performance saturation with ConvNet representations given the available labelled
training data.
Increasing data for the target task
To measure the effect of adding more data to learn the representation we consider the chal-
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Representation

bird

cat

dog

ConvNet [14]

38.5

51.4

46.0

ConvNet-FT VOC [14]

50.0

60.7

56.1

ConvNet-FT VOC+CUB+Pet

51.3

63.0

57.2

Table 7: Additional data (fine-tuning): The table presents the mAP accuracy of a sliding win-

dow detector based on different ConvNet representations for three object classes from VOC 2007.
ImageNet contains more than 100,000 dog images and Pascal VOC has 510 dog instances. For the
representation in the second row, image patches extracted from the VOC training set are used to finetune the ConvNet representation [14]. It results in a big jump in performance. Including cat, dog and
bird images from the Oxford Pet and Caltech Bird datasets boosts the performance even further.

lenging task of PASCAL VOC 2007 object detection. We follow the procedure of Girshick
et al. [14] and fine-tune the AlexNet network using samples from the Oxford Pet and
Caltech-UCSD birds datasets.
We show that even though there already exists a large number of samples for those classes
in ImageNet (more than 100,000 dogs) adding around ∼3000 dogs from the Oxford Pet
dataset helps the detection performance significantly. The same improvement is observed
for the cat and bird classes, see the table in Figure 6. This further adds to the evidence
that specializing a ConvNet representation by fine-tuning, even when the original task contained many instances of the same labels, is helpful.
Increasing data for the source task
One can, of course, increase the amount of training data for the source task and hope that
the quality of the learnt representation increases. We have already observed the effectiveness of such a strategy in the experiments regarding increasing the diversity and density
of training data (Figure 7). Increasing both diversity and density helps the quality of the
representation in transfer learning with the former appearing to be more effective. We thus
posit that since ConvNet representations can model increasingly rich representations by increasing their parameters, we have yet to see a saturation in the richness of a learnt generic
ConvNet representation.

5

Implementation details

We trained our ConvNets using the Caffe software package [19] and the SVMs for the
classification tasks using liblinear. The retrieval results are based on the L2 distance between whitened ConvNet representations. All free parameters were set using 4-fold crossvalidation.
The choices we make in learning are similar to those presented in [38]. The pipeline
for the classification tasks is as follows: We first construct the representation vector by
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Performance
0.8
VOC07
VOC07 (L2 normalized)

0.75

MIT
MIT (L2 Normalized)
Pet

0.7

Pet (L2 Normalized)

0.65

0.6

Exponent

0.55
1
16

1
8

1
4

1
2

1

2

4

Figure 11: Element-wise Exponentiation: Applying element-wise exponentiation on the ConvNet

representation helps the performance. L2 normalization does not have a significant effect on the
final performance, but slightly helps the hyper-parameter selection using cross validation because
the performance becomes more stable. We used an exponent of 0.5 for our experiments as in the
Hellinger kernel. Note the ConvNet representations are not valid distributions and we keep the sign
after exponentiation. The representation for this experiment is extracted from layer 6 of a pre-trained
AlexNet on ILSVRC2012

.
computing the average ConvNet representation vector from 12 jittered samples of the original image. The jittered images are crops from the 4 corners of the original image, a
crop from its center, the whole image resized to the input size required by the network
(227×227), and the mirror of each of these six jitter samples. We then raise the absolute
value of each dimension in the representation to the power of 0.5 and keep its sign, the
resulting vector is L2 normalized to unit length. The effect on the performance of exponentiating each dimension can be seen in Figure 11. We use a linear SVM trained using
a one-versus-all approach for multi-class tasks (e.g. PASCAL VOC image classification)
and a linear SVM trained using a one-versus-one approach and voting for single label tasks
(e.g. MIT Indoor Scene).
Table 8 shows the performance using three different classifiers: SVM, linear regression and neural network. For the neural network we cut and freeze the layers before and
including the representation layer and add a learnable classification layer for the target
task. Different classifiers have similar performances (also observed in [13, 25]).
An end-to-end system has two advantages: first, one has the opportunity of finetuning earlier layers (with lower learning rate) while learning the classification layer and
second, its single process makes it more efficient at test time.
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Classifier

VOC07

MIT

Pet

Linear SVM

72.8

63.7

79.6

Logistic regression

71.7

63.6

79.5

Neural Network ReLU

-

61.3

81.9

Neural Network exponentiated

-

63.0

80.4

Perceptron (no ReLU, no dropout)

-

59.6

78.2

Table 8: Classifier: the effect on the performance of using different classifiers. On average the
different classifiers have similar performances (also observed in [13, 25]). The perceptron baseline
shows the importance of dropout in learning the classification layer. Except for “Neural Network
ReLU" the representation dimensions are exponentiated to the power of 0.5. The representation for
this experiment is extracted from the 6th layer of a pre-trained AlexNet on ILSVRC2012.

The pipeline for the retrieval tasks is as follows: As in [17] the representation vectors
are first L2 normalized, their dimensionality is reduced using PCA to a shorter whitened
vector and the resulting representation vector is renormalized to have unit length. Since the
buildings (Oxford and Paris) and scupltures datasets include partial images or the object
of interest can appear in a small part of the whole image (zoomed in or zoomed out) we
use spatial search to match sub-windows from each pair of images. We have one subpatch corresponding to the whole image, four sub-patches each one covering 4/9, nine subpatches each one covering 4/16 and 16 sub-patches each one covering 4/25 of the image
(in total 30 sub-patches). The minimum distance between all sub-patches is considered as
the distance between two images. For more details of the instance retrieval pipeline refer
to [39].

6

Optimized Results

In section 4 we listed a set of factors which can affect the efficacy of a representation
extracted from a generic ConvNet. We also experimentally showed how the settings of
these factors are related to the similarity of the target task to the source task. Exploiting
the know-how obtained from these experiments, we transfer the ConvNet representations
using “Optimized" factors and compare their performance to those of a “Standard" ConvNet representation used. The “Standard" ConvNet representation refers to a ConvNet
of medium size and depth 8 (AlexNet) trained on 1.3M images of ImageNet and with
the representation taken from first fully connected layer (FC6). Table 9 shows that the
error of the “Standard" representation can be decreased by up to 50% by optimizing the
transferability factors.

7. CLOSING DISCUSSION
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Closing Discussion

ConvNet representations trained on ImageNet are becoming the standard image representation. In this paper we have presented a systematic study, lacking until now, of how to
effectively transfer such representations to new tasks. The most important elements of our
study are: We identify and define several factors whose settings affect transferability. Our
experiments investigate how relevant each of these factors is to transferability for many
visual recognition tasks. We define a categorical grouping of these tasks and order them
according to their similarity to image classification.
Our systematic experiments have allowed us to achieve the following. First, by optimizing the identified factors we improve the state-of-the-art performance on a very diverse
set of standard computer vision databases, see Table 9. Second, we observe and present
empirical evidence that the effectiveness of a factor is highly correlated with the similarity
of the target task to the source task of the trained ConvNet. Finally, we empirically verify
that our categorical grouping and ordering of visual recognition tasks is meaningful. The
optimal setting of the factors remain constant within each group and vary in a consistent
manner across our ordering. Of course, there are exceptions to the general trend, but for
these few exceptions we provide simple explanations.
We think the insights generated by our paper can be used to learn even better generic
representations (our ultimate goal). We believe a generic visual representation must encode
different levels of visual information (global, local and visual relations) and invariances.
Although these levels of information and invariances are interconnected, a task can be
analyzed based on which level of information it requires. And this allows us to explain
the similarity of visual recognition tasks to that of ImageNet and then crucially to identify
orthogonal training tasks that should be combined when training a generic representation.
Because when we optimize a representation for only one type of invariance and/or visual
information we cannot expect it to optimally encode the others.
During ConvNet training it is the loss function, besides the semantic labels, that controls the learnt representation. For image classification we want different semantic classes
to occupy non-overlapping volumes of the representation space. The cross-entropy loss
function promotes this behaviour. On the other hand, if we want to learn a representation
to measure visual similarity, we must use a different loss function as we also need the
representation of images with the same label to occupy a small volume.
Therefore, in future work, we plan to investigate how to best apply multi-task learning with ConvNets to learn generic representations. We will focus on how to choose the
training tasks and loss functions that will force the ConvNet representation to learn many
different levels of visual information incorporating different levels of invariances.
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[45]
90.2

SunAtt UIUC

73.8

[53]
69.1
78.5

[31]
59.2

Pet

62.8

[12]
62.7

CUB

90.5

[21]
90.2

69.2

[30]
69.6

58.9

[49]
45.7

Flower VOCa. Act40

77.3

[36]
41.5

Phrase

86.2

[43]
82.2

Holid.

93.0

[54]
89.4

UKB

73.0

[43]
81.7

Oxf.

81.3

[43]
78.2

Paris

53.7

[4]
45.4

Scul.

Instance Retrieval

SUN
[32]
87.5
90.6

Compositional

VOC07 MIT
[47]
37.5
91.4

Fine-grained Recognition

[27]
68.5
49.6

H3D

[41]
71.1
64.9

Attribute Detection

nonConvNet
71.8

Image Classification

Deep Standard

31%

ImgNet Hybrid Hybrid Hybrid ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet Hybrid ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet ImgNet

67.9

3×3

X

85.1

X

20%

2×2

22%

X

79.0

2×2

47%

X

96.3

1×1

90.0

X

28%

1×1

22%

7

82.3

7

18%

7

66.4

7

17%

7

74.3

7

8%

7

91.3

7

12%

7

67.1

7

88.1

7

45%

7

4%

8

7

2nd last 2nd last 2nd last 3rd last 3rd last 3rd last 3rd last 3rd last 4th last 4th last 4th last 4th last 4th last

Medium Medium Medium Medium Large

7

74.6

8

7

10%

last

7

91.5

8

7

13%

last

7

92.5

8

7

56.0

Err. Reduction

last

7

13%

Source Task

16

7

18%

Network Width

last

7

71.3

Network Depth

7

32%

Rep. Layer

7

Deep Optimized d 80.7

PCA

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

8

8

16

16

16

Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium

Pooling

Table 9: Final Results: The table presents the final results of the ConvNet representations (+ linear SVM) with the transfer factors optimized
and compares them to non-ConvNet state of the art results. The bottom half of the table gives the factor settings for the “Deep Optimized"
representations used for each task. By optimizing the transferability factors, we achieve up to a 50% reduction of error over the “Deep Standard"
representation. “Deep Standard" corresponds to a common default choice for the deep ConvNet representation settings - a Medium sized network
of depth 8 trained on ImageNet with the representation taken from layer 6 (FC6).

d Note: "Deep Optimized" results in this table are not always the optimal choices of factors studied in the paper. For instance one would expect a very deep
network trained using hybrid model would improve results on MIT and SUN, or a deep and large network would perform better on VOC image classification. Another
example is that we could do fine-tuning with the optimal choices of parameters for nearly all tasks. Obviously, it was highly computationally expensive to produce
all the existing results. We will update the next versions of the paper with further optimized choices of parameters.
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